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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Standard Quantum Logics Vs. Quantum Computational
Logics
Quantum computation recently stirred considerable interest in view of its potential technical
applications. Investigations of this subject have focussed on such themes as algorithm develop-
ment, technological implementations or logico-arithmetical representations of procedures aimed
at developing quantum computing devices [43]. Logico-arithmetical units in a quantum com-
puter, by analogy with classical computing devices, would be built upon basic computational
units known as quantum gates [79].
Quantum gate theory, a fundamental part of quantum computation, suggested new forms of
quantum logics called quantum computational logics [26], which di¤er from orthodox Quantum
Logic à la Birkho¤-von Neumann [15], in that they do not put in the foreground the orthomod-
ular lattices abstracted from the lattices of closed subspaces of Hilbert spaces. In fact, quantum
computational logics arise out of probability assignments associated with density operators [39].
The main motivation for this thesis is given by the open problems regarding the axiomatisa-
tion of quantum computational logics [39], [40], [41]. This thesis will be structured as follows: in
Chapter 2 we will review some basics of universal algebra and functional analysis [22], [34], [36],
[86], [87]. In Chapters 3 through 6 the fundamentals of quantum gate theory will be produced.
In Chapter 7 we will introduce quasi-MV algebras [70], a formal study of a suitable selection of
7
algebraic operations associated with quantum gates. In Chapter 8 quasi-MV algebras will be
expanded by a unary operation hereby dubbed square root of the inverse, formalising a quantum
gate which allows to induce entanglement states [41], [52].
In Chapter 9 we will investigate some categorial dualities for the classes of algebras intro-
duced in Chapters 7 and 8 [47], [53].
In Chapter 10 the discriminator variety of linear Heyting quantum computational structures
[47], an algebraic counterpart of the strong quantum computational logic [48], will be considered.
Lastly, in Chapter 12 we will provide a few examples of the previously investigated struc-
tures.
1.2 Preliminaries
We assume the reader has a basic knowledge of the fundamental notions of set theory, abstract
algebra and calculus. The approach to set theory is standard, and no particular set of axioms
is required.
We use classes as well as sets. Roughly speaking, a class is a collection so large that
subjecting it to the operations admissible for sets would lead to logical contradictions. We
often use the term family in reference to set whose members are sets.
In dealing with sets we use the following standard notations: membership (2), set-builder
notation (f  :   g), the empty set (;), inclusion (), proper inclusion (), union ([ and
[
),
intersection

\ and
\
, complement ( ), (ordered) n-tuples (hx1; :::; xni), direct (Cartesian)
products of sets
 
AB,
Y
i2I
Ai
!
, direct powers of a set
 
AI

. We shall not distinguish between
(ordered) pairs and 2-tuples. We will denote the ordered pair of x and y by hx; yi, and sometimes
by (x; y).
We now list a series of remarks introducing some notations and basic denitions.
1. The power set of a set A, the set of all subsets of A, will be denoted by P (A).
2. An is the set of all n-tuples each of whose terms belongs to A.
3. As regards relations:
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(a) An n-ary relation on a set A is a subset of An.
(b) A 2-ary relation on a set A is called a binary relation.
(c) The relational product of two binary relations r and s on A is dened by: ha; bi 2 rs
i¤ for some c, ha; ci 2 r and hc; bi 2 s.
(d) The transitive closure of a binary relation r on A is the binary relation r [ (r  r) [
(r  r  r) [ :::.
4. As regards functions:
(a) A function f from a set A to a set B is a subset of B A such that for each a 2 A
there is exactly one b 2 B with hb; ai 2 f . Synonyms for functions are mapping, map
and system. If f is a function from A to B we write f : A! B, and if hb; ai 2 f we
write f (a) = b.
(b) If f : A! B and g : B ! C, then f and g are relations on A [B [C. We write gf
for their relational product g  f .
(c) If f : A! B, then ker(f), the kernel of f , is the binary relation ha0; a1i 2 A2 : f (a0) = f (a1)	.
f is called injective, or one-to-one, i¤ hx; yi 2 ker(f) implies x = y, for all x; y 2 A.
(d) If f : A! B, X  A and Y  B, then f (X) = ff (x) : x 2 Xg (the f-image of X)
and f 1 (Y ) = fx 2 A : f(x) 2 Y g (the f-inverse image of Y ). f : A! B is said to
be surjective, or said that f maps A onto B, i¤ f(A) = B.
(e) The function f : A! B is called bijective i¤ it is both injective and surjective.
(f) If f : A! B, then we say that the domain of f is A, the co-domain of f is B, and
the range of f is the set f(A).
5. Z, Q, R, C denote respectively the set of all the integer numbers, the set of all the rational
numbers, the set of all the real number and the set of all complex numbers.
6. The union of a family F of sets,
[
F , is dened by x 2
[
F i¤ x 2 B, for some B 2 F .
The intersection of a family F of sets,
\
F , is dened dually to the union.
7. A preorder over a set A is a binary relation  on A such that:
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(a)  is reexive over A; i.e. hx; xi 2, for any x 2 A.
(b)  is transitive over A; i.e. hx; yi 2 and hy; zi 2 then hx; zi 2, for all x; y; z 2 A.
8. A partial order over a set A is a binary relation  on A such that:
(a)  is a preorder over A.
(b)  is anti-symetric; i.e. hx; yi 2 and hy; xi 2 then x = y, for all x; y 2 A.
For orders, and binary relations in general, we often prefer to write x  y instead of
hx; yi 2. Given an order over a nonempty set A, the pair hA;i is called a (partially)
ordered set.
9. By a chain in an ordered set hA;i is meant a set B  A such that for all x; y 2 B either
x  y or y  x. An upper bound of B is an element u 2 A for which c  u, for all c 2 B.
10. Zorns Lemma is the statement that if hA;i is an ordered set in which every chain has
an upper bound, then hA;i has a maximal element m; i.e. m 2 A and m  x implies
that m = x. We take this statement as an axiom.
11. A linearly ordered set, sometimes called a chain, is an ordered set hA;i such that for all
x; y 2 A either x  y or y  x. A well-ordered set is a linearly ordered set hA;i such
that every nonempty subset B  A has a least element l; i.e. l 2 B and l  x for all
x 2 A.
12. As regards ordinals:
(a) The ordinals are generated from the empty set ; using the operation of successor
(the successor of x is S(x) = x [ fxg) and union (the union of any set of ordinals is
an ordinal).
(b) 0 = ;; 1 = S(0); 2 = S(1); ::: The nite ordinals are 0; 1; 2; ::: also called the natural
numbers or non-negative integers.
(c) Every set of ordinals is well-ordered by setting, for  and  ordinals,    i¤  = 
or  2 .
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(d) the least innite ordinal is ! = f0; 1; 2:::g, which is the set of all nite ordinals.
(e) It is useful to notice that n-tuples are functions having domain f0; 1; :::; n  1g.
13. As regards cardinals:
(a) Two sets A and B have the same cardinality i¤ there is a bijection from A to B.
(b) The cardinals are those ordinals k such that no ordinal  < k has the same cardinality
of k. The nite cardinals are just the nite ordinals, and ! is the smallest innite
cardinal.
(c) TheWell Ordering Theorem is the statement that every set has the same cardinality
as some ordinal. We take it as an axiom.
(d) The cardinality of a set A is the unique cardinal k such that A and k have the same
cardinality. The cardinality of A is denoted by jAj.
(e) The power set P(A) has the same cardinality as 2A.
(f) Operations of addition, multiplication and exponentiation of cardinals are dened as
follows for any sets A and B: jAj  jBj = jABj, jAj+ jBj = jA[Bj, if A and B are
disjoint (i.e. A \B = ;), and jAjjBj = jABj. Addition and multiplication are trivial
where innite cardinals are involved. The cardinal 2! is the cardinality of the real
numbers.
(g) There is a unique one-to-one order-preserving function , denoted by the Hebrew letter
aleph, from the class of all ordinal numbers onto the class of all innite cardinal num-
bers. The rst few cardinal numbers, in ascending order, are @0(= !);@1; :::;@!; :::
etc.
14. As regards equivalence relations:
(a) An equivalence relation over a set A is a binary relation  on A that is reexive over
A, transitive and symmetric; i.e. hx; yi 2 i¤ hy; xi 2.
(b) Given an equivalence relation over a set A and for x 2 A, the equivalence class of x
modulo  is the set x= = fy 2 A : x  yg.1 The factor set of A modulo  is the
1 In what follows, sometimes, we will call the equivalence class of an element x modulo an equivalence relation
the block containing x.
11
set A= = fx= : x 2 Ag.
(c) Given an equivalence relation  over A, A=  is a partition of A. That is, A=  is
a set of nonempty subsets of A, A =
[
A= , and each pair of distinct sets U and
V in A=  are disjoint.
(d) The set of all equivalence relations over A is denoted by Eq(A).
(e) hEq(A);i is an orderd set having greatest lower bounds and least upper bounds
for any subset of its elements. The greatest lower bound of S  Eq (A) is
\
S. The
least upper bound is the transitive closure of the
[
S.
15. The equality symbol = is used to assert that two expressions name the same object. The
formal equality symbol  is used to build equations, as for the associative law x  (y  z) 
(x  y) z which can just become true or false when we assign specic values to the symbols
and check if the two sides of the equation name the same object.
All the remaining conventions are standard; possible brakes with widespread usage will be
explicitly emphatized in what follows.
12
Chapter 2
Mathematical background
2.1 Basic of lattice theory and universal algebra
We start with some basic notions of universal algebra.
2.1.1 Algebras
First of all we introduce the denition of algebra.
For A a nonempty set and n a natural number, we dene A0 = f;g, and for n > 0, An is the
set of n-tuples elements from A. An n-ary operation (function) on A is any function f : An ! A;
n is the arity (rank) of the function f . A nitary operation is an n-ary operation, for some n.
The image of ha1; :::; ani under an n-ary operation f , is denoted by f (a1; :::; an). An operation
f is said to be nullary operation (constant) if its arity is 0; it is completely determined by the
image f(;) in A of the only element ; in A0, and as such it is convenient to identify it with the
element f(;). Thus, a nullary operation is thought of as an element of A. An operation f on
A is said to be unary, binary, ternary if its arity is 1,2, or 3, respectively.
A language (type) of algebras is a set F of function symbols such that a nonnegative integer
n is assigned to each member of f , and f is said to be an n-ary function symbol.1 The subset
of all n-ary function symbols of F is denoted by F n.
1 In this thesis, where no danger of confusion is impending, we will often denote the type of a given algebra
with lowercase greek letters.
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For F a given language of algebras, an algebra A of type F is an ordered pair hA;F i where A
is a nonempty set and F is a family of nitary operations on A indexed by the language F such
that in correspondence with each n-ary function symbol f 2 F there is an n-ary operation fA
on A. The set A is called the universe of A = hA;F i and the fAs are called the fundamental
operations of A. If F is nite,say F = ff1; :::; fng, we often write hA; f1; :::; fni for hA;F i.
An algebra A is said to be unary if all its operations are unary, is mono-unary if it has just
one binary operation, is a groupoid if it has just one unary operation.
An algebra A is said nite if the cardinality of A, jAj, is nite, and trivial if jAj = 1.
Well known examples of algebras are listed below:
Example 1 A group G is an algebra


G; ; 1 ; 1, of type h2; 1; 0i with a binary (), a unary
( 1) and a nullary operation (0) which satises the following equations:
G1 x  (y  z)  (x  y)  z,
G2 x  1  1  x  x,
G3 x  x 1  x 1  x  1.
A group is said to be Abelian (commutative) i¤ the following identity holds true:
G4 x  y  y  x.
Example 2 A semigroup is a groupoid hG; i in which G1 is true. It is commutative i¤ G4
is true. A monoid is an algebra hM; ; 1i of type h2; 1; 0i with a binary () and a nullary (1)
operation satisfying G1 and G2.
Example 3 A ring R is an algebra hR;+; ; ; 0i of type h2; 2; 1; 0i , with two binary (+; ), a
unary ( ) and a nullary operation (0) which satises the following conditions:
R1 hR;+; ; 0i is an abelian group,
R2 hR; i is a semigroup,
R3 x  (y + z)  (x  y) + (x  z),
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R4 (x+ y)  z  (x  z) + (y  z).
Moreover R is called a division ring if is nontrivial, has a unity and every nonzero element
is invertible; i.e. for any a 2 D(a 6= 0), there is an element b 2 D such that a  b = b  a = 1.
Example 4 A eld F is an algebra


F;+; ; ; 1 ; 0; 1 of type h2; 2; 1; 0i , with two binary
(+; ), two unary ( ; 1) and two nullary (0; 1) operations which satises the following condi-
tions:
F1 hR;+; ; ; 0i is a ring,
F2


R; ; 1 ; 1 is an abelian group.
Example 5 Let F be a given eld. A vector space V over the eld F is an algebra hV;+; ; 0; (rf )f2F i
where + is a binary operation,   is a unary operation, 0 is a nullary operation, and each rf is
unary, such that the following hold:
V1 hV;+; ; 0i is an abelian group,
V2 rf (x+ y)  rf (x) + rf (y),
V3 rf+g(x)  rf (x) + rg(x),
V4 rf (rg(x))  rfg(x),
V5 r1(x)  x.
Example 6 A lattice L is an algebra hL;^;_i of type h2; 2i, with two binary operations (^;_)
satisfying the following conditions:
L1 (a) x ^ y  y ^ x; (b) x _ y  y _ x, (commutativity)
L2 (a) x ^ (y ^ z)  (x ^ y) ^ z; (b) x _ (y _ z)  (x _ y) _ z, (associativity)
L3 (a) x ^ x  x; (b) x _ x  x, (idempotency)
L4 (a) x ^ (x _ y)  x; (b) x _ (x ^ y)  x. (absorption)
A lattice is said to be distributive i¤ the following equations hold:
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L5 (a) x ^ (y _ z)  (x ^ y) _ (x ^ z); (b) x _ (y ^ z)  (x _ y) ^ (x _ z).
A lattice can be also dened as a partially ordered set hA;i, in which any two elements in
A have both a supremum (join) denoted by sup, and an inmum (meet) denoted by inf ([42]).
Example 7 A bounded lattice L is an algebra hL;^;_; 0; 1i of type h2; 2; 0; 0i,with two binary
(^;_) and two nullary operations (0; 1) satisfying the following conditions:
BL1 hL;^;_; 0; 1i is a lattice,
BL2 (a) x ^ 0  0; (b) x _ 1  1.
Example 8 A Boolean algebra B is an algebra hB;^;_;0 ; 0; 1i of type h2; 2; 1; 0; 0i, with two
binary (^;_), a unary (0) and two nullary (0; 1) operations satisfying the following conditions:
BA1 hB;^;_; 0; 1i is a distributive lattice,
BA2 (a) x ^ x0  0; (b) x _ x0  1,
BA3 (x ^ y)0  (x0 _ y0), (De Morgans law),
BA4 x00  x. (Double negations law)
Example 9 A Heyting algebra H is an algebra hH;^;_;!; 0; 1i with three binary and two
nullary operations satisfying the following conditions:
H1 hH;^;_; 0; 1i is a bounded distributive lattice,
H2 x! x  1,
H3 (x! y) ^ y  y,
H4 x ^ (x! y)  x ^ y,
H5 x! (y ^ z)  (x! y) ^ (x! z),
H6 (x _ y)! z  (x! z) ^ (y ! z).
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As is well known, Heyting algebras are generalizations of Boolean algebras, arising as models
of intuitionistic logic, while classical logic is modeled by Boolean algebras.
Other important kind of lattices are the following:
Example 10 An ortholattice O is an algebra hO;^;_;0 ; 0; 1i with two binary, a unary and two
nullary operations satisfying the following conditions:
O1 hO;^;_; 0; 1i is a bounded lattice,
O2 (a) x ^ x0  0; (b) x _ x0  1,
O3 (a) (x ^ y)0  x0 _ y0; (b) (x _ y)0  x0 ^ y0,
O4 (x0)0 = x.
Example 11 A orthomodular lattice T is an ortholattice which satises:
OM x  y ! x _ (x0 ^ y)  y.
2.1.2 Fundamentals of lattice theory
Recalling the denition from Example 6 (see e.g [?]), a lattice L is an algebra of type h2; 2i. If
a lattice is distributive, it also satises the modular law, i.e.
x  y ! x _ (y ^ z)  y ^ (x _ z) :
We now list two useful, and famous, criteria which permit us to characterize modular and
distributive lattices.
Theorem 12 L is a nonmodular lattice i¤ N5 (Fig. 2.1.1) can be embedded into L.
L is a nondistributive lattice i¤ M5 (Fig. 2.1.2) or N5 can be embedded into L.
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N5 (Figure 2.1.1)
M5 (Figure 2.1.2)
Let us now introduce the notion of complete lattice.
A lattice L is complete i¤ for every subset A of L both inf and sup of A exist in L. We will
denote by
^
A and
_
A the inf of A and the sup of A, respectively.
An example of complete lattice is the lattice of equivalence relations Eq(A) on a given set
A. Let us now mention a key class of lattices: the class of algebraic lattices.
For a lattice L, an element a 2 L is compact i¤ whenever
_
A exists and a 
_
A for
A  L, then a 
_
B for some nite B  A. L is compactly generated i¤ every element in L is
the sup of compact elements. A lattice is algebraic if it is complete and compactly generated .
A way of producing algebraic lattices is through closure operators, which are dened as
follows:
For a given set A, a map C : P (A) ! P (A), from the power set of A to the power set of
A, is a closure operator on A i¤, given X;Y  A, the following conditions are satised:
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1. X  C(X);
2. CC(X) = C(X);
3. X  Y implies C (X)  C(Y ).
We say that a subset X of A is closed if C(X) = X. The partially ordered set of closed
subset of A, denoted by Lc, turns out to be a complete lattice.
Closure operators which give rise to algebraic lattices are called algebraic closure operators.
A closure operator C is an algebraic closure operator on the set A i¤ for every X  A
4. C(X) = [fC(Y ) : Y  X and Y is niteg :
Theorem 13 If C is an algebraic closure operator on the set A then Lc is an algebraic lattice
and the compact elements of Lc are precisely the closed sets C(X), for X a nite subset of A.
2.1.3 Subalgebras, quotients, direct and subdirect products
There are various way to construct new algebras from given ones. Three of the very basic
constructions are the formation of subalgebras, homomorphic images and direct products.
As a rst step we provide the notion of subalgebra.
Let A and B be algebras of the same type. We say that B is a subalgebra of A if B  A and
every fundamental operation of B is the restriction of the corresponding operation of A, i.e. for
any function symbol f , fB is fA restricted to B. We will write B  A if B is a subalgebra of A.
A subuniverse of A is a subset B of A closed under the fundamental operations of A, that is: if
f is a fundamental n-ary operation of A and a1; :::; an 2 B, then we demand f (a1; :::; an) 2 B.
Clearly, if B  A then B is a subuniverse of A. Moreover note that if A has nullary
operations, any of its subalgebras contains them as well.
We denote henceforward the complete lattice of subalgebras of a given algebra A as S(A).
We now introduce the notion of homomorphism.
Let A and B be algebras of the same type. A function  : A ! B is said to be an
homomorphism i¤ for any n-ary function symbol f of FA and a1; :::; an 2 A
 (f (a1; :::; an)) = f ( (a1) ; :::;  (an))
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 is called an embedding i¤ is one-one ( is also called a monomorphism). Alternatively, we can
often say that A can be embedded in B. Futhermore  is an isomorphism i¤ is an embedding
and is onto.
Theorem 14 If  : A! B is an embedding, then  (A) is a subuniverse of B.
The idea of homomorphism is strictly tied with the concepts of congruence and quotient
algebra. As it is well known the notion of congruence provide an important meeting point
between lattice theory and universal algebra.
Let A be an algebra of type F and  an equivalence relation on A. We say that  is a
congruence i¤ it satises the following compatibility property :
For every n-ary function symbol f 2 F and elements ai; bi 2 A, if (ai; bi) 2  for 1  i  n,
then (f (a1; :::; an) ; f (b1; :::; bn)) 2 .
In order to introduce an algebraic structure inherited from the algebra A on the set of
equivalence classes A= the compatibility property is strictly needed. Henceforth the set of
congruence relations of a given algebra A will be denoted by C (A).
Let A be an algebra of type F and  a conguence relation on A. The quotient algebra of
A by , written A=, is the algebra whose universe is A= and whose fundamental operations
satisfy:
fA= (a1=; :::; an=) = f
A (a1; :::; an) =
where a1; :::; an 2 A and f is an n-ary function symbol in F .
Clearly, the quotient algebra A= mantains the same type of the algebra A.
In what follows we will denote fhx; xi : x 2 Ag, the identity congruence, by , and the
universal relation by !.
If 1; 2 2 C(A) and 12 = 21, we say that 1; 2 permute. A is congruence-permutable
i¤ for any i; j 2 C(A) i  j = j  i.
A congruence  2 C(A) is a factor congruence if there is a congruence  2 C(A) such that
 \  = 
 _  = !
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and  permutes with .
We call the pair ,  a pair of factor congruences.
Let us now recall some basic results regarding C(A).
Theorem 15 C(A) = hC(A);i is a complete sublattice of Eq(A) = hEq(A);i, the lattice
of equivalence relations on A.
The congruence lattice of A, denoted by C(A), is the lattice whose universe is C (A) and
meets and joins are calculated as for equivalence relations.
Theorem 16 For A an algebra, there is an algebraic closure operator  on AA such that the
closed subsets of AA are exactly the congruences on A. Hence C(A) is an algebraic lattice.
For an algebra A and for an arbitrary X  A we denote by CgA(X) the smallest congruence
 such that X is included in a -block. If X = fa1; :::; ang is nite, we omit outer brackets. A
congruence of the form CgA(a1; a2) is called a principal congruence.
An algebra A is congruence-distributive (congruence-modular) i¤ C(A) is a distributive
(modular) lattice.
Theorem 17 Let A be an algebra and 1; 2 2 C(A). The following are equivalent:
1. 1  2 = 2  1;
2. 1 _ 2 = 1  2;
3. 1  2  2  1.
Theorem 18 If A is congruence-permutable, then A is congruence-modular.
The constructions we have met hinterto, subalgebras and quotient algebras, do not allow to
construct algebras of larger cardinality than what we start with, or combine several algebras
into one.
Let A1 and A2 be algebras of the same type F . The direct product A1 A2 is the algebra
whose universe is the set A1 A2, and for f 2 Fn and ai 2 A1, ai 2 A2, 1  i  n,
fA1A2 ((a1; a1) ; :::; (an; a

n)) =
 
fA1(a1; :::; an); f
A2(a1; :::; a

n)

:
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The mapping
i : A1 A2 ! Ai
for i 2 f1; 2g, is the projection function from A1 A2 on the ith coordinate Ai.
It is easily seen that A1 and A2 are homomorphic images of A1 A2 via the map i.
Theorem 19 If ,  is a pair of factor congruences on A, then A is isomorphic to A=A=.
We say that an algebra A is directly indecomposable if A is not isomorphic to a direct
product of two nontrivial algebras.
Lemma 20 A is directly indecomposable i¤ the only pair of factor congruences on A is ; !.
The idea of direct product ofA1 andA2 can be confortably extended to an arbitrary number
of factors (see [22]). The direct product of a family fAigi2I of algebras of the same similarity
type will be denoted by i2IAi.
Theorem 21 Every nite algebra is isomorphic to a direct product of directly indecomposable
algebras.
An analogous of Theorem 21 in general does not hold for innite algebras. The pursuit
of furnishing a general building block construction for any algebra led Birkho¤ to consider
subdirectly irrducible algebras.
An algebra A is a subdirect product of an indexed family fAigi2I of algebras if
1. A  i2IAi,
2. i (A) = Ai, for each i 2 I.
An embedding  : A! i2IAi is subdirect if  (A) is a subdirect product of the Ai.
Theorem 22 An algebra A is subdirectly irreducible i¤ A is trivial or there is a minimum
congruence in C (A) . In the latter case the minimum congruence is \ (C (A)  ), a principal
conguence.
Theorem 23 A subdirectly irreducible algebra is directly indecomposable.
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The next Theorem states that subdirectly irreducible algebras are the real building blocks
in universal algebra.
Theorem 24 Every algebra A is isomorphic to a subdirect product of subdirectly irreducible
algebras.
We now point out a special class of subdirectly irreducible algebras: the class of simple
algebras.
An algebra A is simple if C (A) = f; !g. A congruence  on A is maximal if the interval
[; !] of C (A) has exactly two elements.
Theorem 25 Let  2 C (A). A= is simple i¤  is a maximal congruence on A or  = !.
Another important construction, introduced by ×os in 1955 is the ultraproduct ([72] and
[64]).
First of all we have to introduce the notion of ultralter.
Let X be a set. An ultralter on X is a set U consisting of subsets of X such that:
1. ; =2 U ;
2. If A;B  X;A  B, and A 2 U , then B 2 U ;
3. If A;B 2 U , then A \B 2 U ;
4. If A  X, then either A 2 U or  A 2 U .
Now, let fAigi 2 I be a family of algebras of a given type and let U be an ultralter on I.
Dene U on i2IAi
ha; bi 2 U i¤ fi 2 I : ai = big 2 U
We have that
Lemma 26 With Ai, i 2 I and U as above, U is a congruence on i2IAi.
We have now all the ingredients required to dene the notion of ultraproduct:
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Denition 27 With Ai, i 2 I and U an ultralter over I, we dene the ultraproduct
i2IAi=U
to be
i2IAi=U .
2.1.4 Class operators and varieties
A fundamental topic in universal algebra (see e.g. [22]) is the investigation of classes of algebras
of the same type closed under one or more constructions.
As in current literature, we will write for an algebra A and a class of algebras K
A 2 H(K) i¤A is a homomorphic image of some member of K,
A 2 I(K) i¤A is an isomorphic image of some member of K,
A 2 S(K) i¤A is a subalgebra of some member of K,
A 2 P(K) i¤A is a direct product of a nonempty family of members of K,
A 2 Ps(K) i¤A is a subdirect product of a nonempty family of members of K.
A 2 PU (K) i¤A is an ultraproduct of a nonempty family of members of K.
We say that a class of algebras K is closed under a class operator O if O(K)  K, and that
O is idempotent if OO(K) = O(K). Relevant relations between class operators are presented
in the next Lemma:
Lemma 28 The following inequalities hold: SH  HS, PS  SP, PH  HP. Also H,S and
IP are idempotent.
A nonempty classK of algebras of type F is called a variety if it is closed under homomorphic
images, subalgebras and direct products.
If K is a class of algebras, we will write V(K) the smallest variety containing K, and we call
V(K) the variety generated by K.
Theorem 29 Let K be a class of algebras.Then V(K) = HSP(K).
Moreover,
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Theorem 30 If K is a variety, then every member of K is isomorphic to a subdirect product
of subdirectly irreducible members of K.
A quasi-identity is an identity or a formula of the form (p1  q1 & ::: & pn  qn)! p  q.
A quasivariety is a class of algebras closed under I, S, P, PU , and containing the one element
algebra (see e.g. [33] and [9]).
Let K be a class of algebras of type F and A be an algebra of the same type. Let X be
a subset of A. We say that A has the universal mapping property for K over X i¤ for every
B 2K and for every mapping f : X ! A, there is a homomorphism f 0 : A! B that extends f .
We say that A is free for K over X i¤A is generated by X and A has the universal mapping
property for K over X. We say that A is free in K over X i¤ B 2K and is free for K over
X. If A for K over X, then X is called a free generating set for A, and A is said to be freely
generated by X.
Free algebras in the variety of all algebras of a type are called absolutely free. The elements
of a free generating set are called variously letters, variables or free generators.
We denote by TermF (X) the absolutely free algebra of type F over the set of variables X,
and, for K a variety, we abbreviate by TermV(X) the algebra TermFV(X), where FV is the
type of V ([22]).
2.2 Basic notions concerning MV-algebras
Following the lines of [34] we introduce MV-algebras through a small number of simple equa-
tions.
Denition 31 An MV-algebra is an algebra A = hA;;0 ; 0i of type h2; 1; 0i satisfying the
following equations:
MV1) x (y  z)  (x y) z;
MV2) x y  y  x;
MV3) x 0  x;
MV4) x00  x;
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MV5) x 00  00;
MV6) (x0  y)0  y  (y0  x)0  x. (×ukasiewiczs Axiom)
On every MV-algebra we dene the constant 1 and the operations 
 and 	 as follows:
 1 = 00
 x
 y = (x0  y0)0
 x	 y = x
 y0
Let us agree to write x  y i¤ x0  y = 1 (see [34] Lemma 1.1.2). One can prove that  is
a partial order relation (the natural order).
On any MV-algebra A the natural order determines a lattice structure. The join _ and the
meet ^ are given by x _ y = x (x0 
 y), x ^ y = x
 (x0  y). An MV-algebra whose natural
order is total is called an MV-chain.
2.2.1 Ideals and congruences
An ideal of an MV-algebra A is a subset I of A satisfying the following conditions:
I1) 0 2 I,
I2) if x 2 I; y 2 A and y  x then y 2 I,
I3) if x; y 2 I then x y 2 I.
An ideal I of A is said to be proper i¤ I 6= A. Moreover I is prime i¤ it is proper and
I4) for any x; y 2 A, either x	 y 2 I or y 	 x 2 I.
An ideal I of A is said to be maximal i¤ it is proper and no proper ideal of A contains
strictly I.
The distance function d : A2 ! A is dened as:
d (x; y) = (x	 y) (y 	 x) .
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Lemma 32 [34] Let I be an ideal of an MV-algebra A. Then the binary relation I dened
on A by x I y i¤ d (x; y) 2 I is a congruence relation. Moreover I = fx 2 A : x I 0g.
Conversely, if  is a congruence on A then fx 2 A : x  0g is an ideal and x  y i¤ d (x; y) = 0.
Therefore the correspondence I !I is a bijection between the set of ideals of A and the set of
congruences of A.
2.2.2 Subdirect representation
Theorem 33 An MV-algebra A is a subdirect product of a family fAigi2I of MV-algebras i¤
there is a family fJigi2I of ideals of A such that
i) Ai is isomorphic to A= Ji for each i 2 I,
ii) \i2IJi = f0g.
The following two theorems are the famous Subdirect Representation Theorem and Com-
pleteness Theorem, due to C.C. Chang [31].
Theorem 34 Every MV-algebra is subdirect product of MV-chains.
Theorem 35 An equation holds in [0; 1] i¤ it holds in every MV-algebra.
2.3 Basic of linear algebra and functional analysis
2.3.1 Hilbert spaces
We now turn to the peculiar backdrop of quantum theory: Hilbert spaces. But, before intro-
ducing Hilbert spaces, it is appropriate to recall rst some preliminary notions.2
Denition 36 Let D be the eld of the real or of the complex numbers. A pre-Hilbert space
(or inner space) over D is a vector space V over D, equipped with an inner product
h: j:i : V  V ! D
2Following the Diracs notation, in what follows the elements (vectors) of a vector space V will be indicated
by j'i ; ji ; j i ; ::: (h'j ; hj ; h j ; :::), while a; b; c; ::: will represent elements (scalars) of the eld D.
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that satises the following conditions for any j'i ; ji ; j i 2 V and any scalar a 2 D:
1. h' j'i  0,
2. h' j'i = 0 i¤ j'i = 0,
3. h ja'i = a h j'i,
4. h' j + i = h' j i+ h' ji,
5. h' j i = h j'i, where  is the identity if D = R, and the complex conjugation if D = C.
The notion of inner product3 allows to generalize some geometrical notions of ordinary
3-dimensional spaces.
Denition 37 The norm jj j'i jj of a vector j'i is the number h' j'i 12 .
Note that the norm of any vector is a real number greater or equal to 0.
A unit (or normalized) vector is a vector j i such that jj j i jj = 1.
Two vectors j'i ; j i are called orthogonal i¤ h' j i = 0.
Denition 38 A set fj iigi2I of vectors is called orthonormal i¤ its elements are pairwise
orthogonal unit vectors.
The norm jj:jj induces a metric d on the pre-Hilbert space V:
d(j i ; j'i) = jj j i   j'i jj
We say that a sequence fj iigi2N of vectors in V converges to a vector j'i 2 V i¤
lim
i!1
d(j ii ; j'i) = 0
i.e. 8" > 09n 2 N8k > n : d(j ik ; j'i) < ".
A Cauchy sequence is a sequence fj iigi2N of vectors in V such that
8" > 09n 2 N8h > n8k > n : d(j ih ; j'ik) < "
3For notational clarity we will write the inner product of two vectors j'i, j i by h' j i instead of hh'j jj ii.
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It is obvious that whenever a sequence fj iigi2N of vectors in V converges to a vector j'i, then
fj iigi2N is a Cauchy sequence. The converse, on the contrary, is not always true.
Spaces in which every Cauchy sequence converges to a vector are called metrically complete.
Denition 39 A pre-Hilbert space V with inner product h: j:i is said metrically complete with
respect to the metric d(j:i ; j:i) induced by h: j:i i¤ every Cauchy sequence of vectors in V con-
verges to a vector in V .
We can, nally, dene the notion of Hilbert space:
Denition 40 A Hilbert space is a metrically complete pre-Hilbert space.
Denition 41 Let H be a Hilbert space over a eld D,4 fj iigi2I be a set of vectors in H
and faigi2I  F . A vector j i is called a (Hilbert) linear combination (or superposition) of
fj iigi2I (with scalars faigi2I ) i¤ 8" 2 R+ there is a nite set J  I such that for any nite
subset K of I including J :
jj j i  
X
i2K
ai j ii jj < ".
Clearly, if it exists, the linear combination of fj'iigi2I is unique.
Denition 42 An orthonormal basis of H is a maximal orthonormal set fj iigi2I of H.
It can be proven that any Hilbert space H has an orthonormal basis, and that all the
orthonormal bases have the same cardinality. The dimension of H is the cardinal number of
any orthonormal basis of H.
For a given n-dimensional Hilbert space H, its canonical orthonormal basis is the basis
obtained by taking the n basis vectors
fei : 1  i  ng
where ej is the vector with a 1 in the j-th coordinate and 0 elsewhere.
An Hilbert space H is said separable i¤ H has a countable orthonormal basis. In what
follows we will always refer to separable Hilbert spaces.
4Where D stands either for the real or for the complex eld.
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Denition 43 A closed subspace of H is a subset X of vectors that satises the following
conditions:
1. X is a subspace of H,
2. X is closed under limits of Cauchy sequences.
2.3.2 Operators of a Hilbert space
Denition 44 Let H be a Hilbert space. An operator of H is a map
A : Dom(A)! H
where Dom(A), the domain of A, is a subset of H.
Denition 45 A densely dened operator of H is an operator A that satises the following
condition:
8 2 R+8 j i 2 H9 j'i 2 Dom(A)[d(j i ; j'i) < ]
where d represent the metric induced by h: j:i.
Denition 46 A linear operator on H is an operator A that satises the following conditions
1. Dom(A) is a closed subspace of H,
2. 8 j'i ; j i 2 Dom(A)8a; b 2 D : A(a j'i+ b j i) = aA j'i+ bA j i.
In other words, linear operators preserve linear combinations.
Denition 47 A linear operator A is called a bounded operator i¤ there exists a positive real
number a such that 8 j'i 2 H : jjA j'i jj  ajj j'i jj.
Denition 48 A bounded operator is said to be positive i¤ 8 j i 2 H : h jA i  0.
Denition 49 Let A be a densely dened linear operator of H. The adjoint of A is the unique
operator A such that
8 2 Dom(A)8' 2 Dom(A) : hA j'i = h jA'i .
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Denition 50 A self-adjoint (Hermitian) operator is a densely dened linear operator A such
that A = A.
Note that if A is self-adjoint and everywhere dened, that is Dom(A) = H, then A is
bounded.
Denition 51 A projection operator is an everywhere dened self-adjoint operator P that
satises the idempotence property: 8 j i 2 H : PP j i = P j i.
There are two special projections: O; I, the zero and the identity projections, respectively,
which are dened as follows:
O j i = 0; I j i = j i
for any j i 2 H. We will indicate by (H) the set of all projection operators of H.
It can be proven that the set of all closed subspaces of an Hilbert space H and the set of all
projections of H are in one-to-one correspondence.
Let X be a closed subspace of H. By the projection theorem (see [86]) every vector j i 2 H
can be expressed as a linear combination j 1i+ j 2i, where j 1i 2 X and j 2i is orthogonal to
every vector in X. Accordingly, we can dene an operator PX on H such that
PX j i = j 1i
for any j i 2 H. It can be easily seen that PX is a projection operator of H.
We can also associate to any projection operator P its range:
XP = fj i : 9 j'i (P j'i = j i)g
which turns out to be a closed subspace of H. Moreover, for any closed subspace X and for
every projection P , it holds that:
X(PX) = X; P(XP ) = P
Denition 52 Let B (R) the set of all Borel sets of real numbers. A projection-valued measure
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( the spectral measure) is a map
M : B (R)! (H)
that satises the following conditions:
 M(;) = O,
 M(I) = R,
 for any countable set figi2I of pairwise disjoint Borel-sets:
M(
[
figi2I) =
X
i
M(i)
where in the innite case the series converges in the weak operator topology (see [86]) of
the set of all bounded operators of H.
It can be proved that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the set of all projec-
tion valued measures and the set of all self-adjoint operators ofH. This is one of the implications
of the spectral theorem [59].
Denition 53 Let fj iigi2I be any orthonormal basis for H and let A be a positive operator.
The trace of A, in symbols Tr(A), is dened as follows:
Tr(A) :=
X
i
h i jA ii
For any positive operator A, there exists a unique positive operator B such that: B2 = A.
If A is a bounded operator then AA is positive.
Let jAj be the unique positive operator such that jAj2 = AA. A bounded operator A is
called trace class operator i¤ Tr(jAj) <1.
Denition 54 A density operator is a positive, self adjoint, trace class operator  such that
Tr() = 1.
Clearly, for any vector j i, the projection P[j i] onto the unique 1-dimensional closed sub-
space [j i] containing j i is a density operator.
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Denition 55 A unitary operator is a linear operator U such that:
 Dom(U) = H,
 UU = UU = I.
One can prove that, in the nite dimensional case, unitary operators are exactly the oper-
ators that preserve the inner product.
A relevant example of complex, self-adjoint unitary 2  2 matrices is represented by the
so-called Pauli matrices:
I =
0@1 0
0 1
1A ; x =
0@0 1
1 0
1A ; y =
0@0  i
i 0
1A ; z =
0@1 0
0  1
1A
It is important to stress the fact that any unitary operator in C2 can be expressed as a
linear combination of the Pauli matrices.
2.3.3 Tensor products of Hilbert spaces
Any pair of Hilbert spaces H1;H2 gives rise to a new Hilbert space H1
H2: the tensor product
of H1 and H2.
Tensor products play a key role in the mathematical representation of compound quantum
systems.
Denition 56 Let H1;H2 be two Hilbert spaces over the same eld D, either of the reals or
the complex numbers. A Hilbert space H is the tensor product of H1 and H2 i¤ the following
conditions are satised:
1. there exists a map 
 (the tensor product) from the Cartesian product of H1 H2 into H
that satises the following conditions:
(a) the tensor product 
 is linear in each component, in other words, 8 j i ; j'i 2
H1;8 ji ; ji 2 H2;8a; b 2 D:
i. (a j i+ b j'i)
 ji = (a j i 
 ji) + (b j'i 
 ji),
ii. j i 
 (a ji+ b ji) = (j i 
 a ji) + (j i 
 b ji);
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(b) the external product with a scalar carries over to the tensor product, in other words
8 j i 2 H1;8 j'i 2 H2;8a 2 D:
a (j i 
 j'i) = (a j i)
 j'i = j i 
 (a j'i)
2. every vector can be expressed as a linear combination of the vectors of the set
fj i 
 j'i : j i 2 H1; j'i 2 H2g
As required by condition 2., every vector inH1
H2 can be expressed as a linear combination
of vectors of the form j i
j'i. Anyway, there are vectors in H1
H2 that can not be written as
a single product j i 
 j'i, for any j i 2 H1; j'i 2 H2.. These vectors are called non factorized.
If fj iigi2I and
n
j'ij
o
j2J
are two orthonormal bases for H1 and H2 respectively, then the
set
n
j ii 
 j'ij : i 2 I; j 2 J
o
is an orthonormal basis for H1
H2. Moreover, if fj i1 ; :::; j ing
and fj'i1 ; :::; j'img, are orthonormal bases of the nite dimensional Hilbert spaces H1 and
H2, then every vector can be written as
j i =
nX
i=1
mX
j=1
aij j ii 
 j'ij .
2.4 The von Neumanns axiomatization of quantum theory
After summarizing the mathematical framework of quantum theory, we now present the main
axioms of the Von Neumanns axiomatization of the theory.
Axiom 1. Physical systems
The mathematical interpretation of any physical system S is a separable Hilbert space over
the complex eld.
Axiom 2. Pure and mixed states
Any pure state of a system S is mathematically represented by a unit vector of the space
H. Non maximal information is matched by mixed states (mixtures). They are mathe-
matically represented by density operators  of H. Clearly, pure states turn out to be
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limit-cases of mixed states; in fact every unit vector j i uniquely determines a density op-
erator P[j i], the projection associated to the 1- dimensional closed subspace [j i] spanned
by j i. Density operators that can not be represented in the form P[j i] are called proper
mixtures.
Axiom 3. Events
Any event that may hold for S is mathematically represented by a projection operator P
of H. Since the set of all projection operators and the set of all closed subspace are in
one-to-one correspondence, events can be equivalently represented by closed subspaces of
H.
Axiom 4. Observables
Any observable on S is mathematically represented by a projection-valued measure M of
H. For any projection valued measure M and any Borel set , the intended physical
interpretation of the projection valueM() will be the event: "the observable represented
by M has a value that lies in ".
Axiom 5. The Born probability
The probability p(; P ) that the system S in a state  satises an event P is determined by
the following rule, called Born-rule:
p(; P ) = Tr (P )
where Tr represent the trace functional. It can be shown that for any state  and for any
projection P :
p(; P ) 2 [0; 1]
Moreover, for any pure state j i and any proiection PX :
p
 
P[j i]; PX

= 1 i¤ j i 2 X i¤ PX j i = j i
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That is, a pure state j i certainly veries an event corresponding to the closed subspace
X i¤ j i is an element of X.
A crucial relation between observables is represented by compatibility. Intuitively, two observ-
ables are compatible when they are simultaneously measurables.
Denition 57 Two observables M and N are compatible i¤ for any pair of Borel sets
;  the two projections M(); N( ) commute:
M()N( ) = N( )M()
It turns out that two observables M and N are compatible i¤ for any pair of Borel sets ; 
the operator M()N( ) is a projection.
Axiom 6. The Schrdinger equation
The spontaneous time-evolution of the states of a quantum system S is determined by the
Schrdinger equation. In agreement with this equation, for any time interval [t0; t1], there
exists a unitary operator U[t0;t1] that maps pure states of S into the pure states of S. For
any pure state j i, U[t0;t1] j i represent the state of the system at time t1, provided the
system is in state j i at time t0. This map can also be extended to the case of mixed
states.
Axiom 7. The reduction-postulate
Suppose the observer measures an observable represented by the spectral measure M in the
system S during the time interval [t0; t1] by a non-destructive measurement process. Let
 represent the state of S at the initial time t0. Suppose the result of the measurement is
the Borel set . Then, soon after the measurement, at time t1, the observer will associate
to the system the following state:
0 =
M () M ()
Tr(M ())
It can be seen that 0 assigns probability 1 to the event M (). In other words, the
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performance of a measurement induces a state-transformation that takes into account the
information obtained by the measuring procedure.
Axiom 8. Compound systems
Suppose we have a compound quantum system S consisting of two subsystems S1 and S2.
Let H1 be the Hilbert space representing the mathematical interpretation of S1 while
H2 represents the mathematical interpretation of S2. The tensor product H1 
H2 will
represent the mathematical interpretation of the compound system.
2.5 Bibliographical remarks
The introductory part of lattice theory and universal algebra is essentially presented along the
lines of [22] and [74]. For a wide overview of MV algebras the reader is referred to [34]. Basics
of linear algebra and functional analysis are presented as in [86], [36], [87] and [39].
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Chapter 3
Quantum computational background
The aim of this chapter is to provide a survey of the basics of quantum computation up to the
introduction of quantum gates, focussing especially on the standard gates that have been most
extensively discussed in the literature.
3.1 Qubits and superposition states
As we have seen in the previous chapter, in quantum mechanics a physical system is naturally
associated to a Hilbert space. Let us recall again that a state, as given by a vector in such a
Hilbert space (see e.g. [36]), is pure if and only if it represents a maximal information quantity,
i.e. an information on the physical system that could not be consistently augmented by any
further observation.
Consider a two-dimensional Hilbert space H, and let fj0i ; j1ig be its canonical orthonormal
basis. The quantum computational counterpart of the bit - the basic information quantity of
classical information theory - is the quantum bit (qubit), i.e. any unit vector j i in C2. The
general form of a qubit is:
j i = a0 j0i+ a1 j1i
where a0; a1 are complex numbers such that ja0j2 + ja1j2 = 1, as required by the unitarity
hypothesis. Qubits, therefore, correspond to pure states: in fact, as dictated by the Born rule,
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 ja0j2 yields the probability of the information described by the pure state j0i, which, from
a logical viewpoint, corresponds to falsity;
 ja1j2 yields the probability of the information described by the pure state j1i, correspond-
ing to truth.
Therefore, j0i and j1i represent maximal and certain pieces of information, while a super-
position j i (in other words, a linear combination with nonzero coe¢ cients of the basis vectors
j0i and j1i) corresponds to a maximal but uncertain piece of information.
So far, so good. However, what physical meaning can we attach to superposition states?
A superposition j i of the states j0i and j1i is a new state absolutely distinct from both j0i
and j1i; this typically holistic phenomenon is known as the superposition principle [12]. For
example, consider an idealized atom with a single electron and two energy levels: a ground state
(identied with j0i), which we suppose to be the current state of the electron, and an excited
state (identied with j1i). By shining a light pulse of half the duration as the one needed to
perform a change of the energy level from j0i to j1i, we can e¤ect a "half-ip" between the two
logical states. The ensuing state of the atom is neither j0i nor j1i, but rather a superposition of
both states: j i = a0 j0i+a1 j1i. The electron is neither in the ground state, nor in the excited
state, but "halfway in between".
Suppose, now, that we measure the energy of such an electron. The measurement process
will not admit an uncertain result: the electron must be detected in either one of the two levels.
The respective probabilities that the electron will be detected in the ground or in the excited
level will be ja0j2 and ja1j2. That is, the electron has changed again its energy level since the
measurement procedure "has forced" j i to collapse into only one of the two possible states. In
some sense (see e.g. [39]) the measurement procedure did not produce any information about
the way j i was before the measurement, but caused an irreversible change of the initial state
j i.
The superposition principle is deeply connected with the notion of reality element of a
system[46], by which we mean a value of a given physical observable that it is possible to
forecast with certainty without performing any measurement. The following example will show
the strict tie between reality elements and the superposition principle. Suppose we prepare a
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physical system in such a way that its spin value on the  !x axis, Sx, is equal to +~2 .1 This
system can be described by the wavefunction
j i1 =
1p
2
241
1
35
Since
241
1
35 is the eigenvector of the Pauli matrix x (see e.g. [36]) corresponding to the eigenvalue
+1 and representing the spin projection on the  !x axis, no interaction with the system is needed
to safely forecast that any spin measurement on the  !x axis will assume the value +~2 . Therefore
Sx = +
~
2 is a reality element of the observed system.
It is immediate to verify that the same wavefunction  1 can be written, analogously, in the
following way:
j i2 =
1p
2
241
0
35+ 1p
2
240
1
35
Now,
241
0
35 and
240
1
35 are eigenvectors of the Pauli matrix z, corresponding, respectively, to the
eigenvalues +1 and  1 and representing the spin projection on the  !z axis. Then j i2 expresses
a state for which it is not possible to anticipate the spin measure on the  !z axis. This fact
means that the same wavefunction, if written as in j i1 , carries an information about Sx, a
reality element of the system, while if written as in j i2, it cannot express information about
any reality element of the system.
3.2 Tensor spases, factorized states, quregisters
Suppose we have to deal with a physical system S composed by n other systems, say S1; :::; Sn.
Let HSi be the Hilbert spaces associated to Si, for 1  i  n. As dictated by the eighth
Axiom of quantum mechanics, the space H associated to S will be the tensor product (see
Denition 56) HS1 
::: 
 HSn of the spaces associated to S1; :::; Sn. If Si = Sj for every i; j,
we resort to the notation
nO
HSi in place of HSi 
:::
HSi . Once again, the space H will be
1Where ~ = h
2
, and h = 6:62618 10 34 joule second, is the Planck constant (see e.g. [36]).
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"something di¤erent" from the spaces HS1 ; :::;HSn . Given m vector spaces HS1 ; :::;HSm and
a state j i 2 HS1 
::: 
 HSm, we call j i a factorized state i¤ j i = j 1i 
 ::: 
 j mi, for j 2 HSj and 1  j  m (see e.g. [36]). In general, it is not the case that every vector in a
tensor product space is amenable to factorization; entangled states, in fact, are nonfactorizable
states, i.e. there is no way to express them as tensor products of pure states in Hilbert spaces
with a lower dimension (see below).2
As we have seen, qubits "live" in the space C2. Quregisters are the tensor product analogues
of qubits: by quregister, in fact, we mean any unit vector in
nO
C2. By way of example, consider
the space
3O
C2, whose canonical basis is
fj000i ; j001i ; j010i ; j011i ; j100i ; j101i ; j110i ; j111ig
A quregister will be a vector
ji = a0 j000i+ a1 j001i+ a2 j010i+ a3 j011i+ a4 j100i+ a5 j101i+ a6 j110i+ a7 j111i
where the ais are complex numbers such that
7P
i=0
jaij2 = 1.
We will call any factorized unit vector ji = jx1; :::; xni of
nO
C2, where x1; :::; xn are
variables ranging over the set f0; 1g, an n-conguration.3 It is not hard to see that one can
identify each n-conguration with a natural number i 2 [0; 2n 1], for i = 2n 1x1+2n 2x2+:::+
xn; intuitively, any n conguration can be read as a natural number in its binary codication.
In other words, one can concisely express a quregister ji as
ji =
2n 1X
j=0
cj jj jii
2For the sake of simplicity we will sometimes denote j 1i 
 :::
 j mi by j 1; :::;  mi.
3The set of all n-congurations B(n) =
(
jx1; :::; xni jxi 2 f0; 1g and
nX
1
xi = 1
)
is an orthonormal basis for
nO
C2. We call B(n) the computational basis of
nO
C2.
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where cj is a complex number, jj jii is the n-conguration corresponding to the number j, and
2n 1X
j=0
jcj j2 = 1. Let R
 
nO
C2
!
be the set of all quregisters of
nO
C2. We denote by
R :=
1[
n=1
 
R
 
nO
C2
!!
the set of all quregisters in C2 or in a tensor power of C2.
3.3 Qumixes
Non-maximal information pieces are matched, on a mathematical level, by qumixes, i.e. density
operators on C2 or on appropriate tensor products
nO
C2 of C2. Let us, rst, introduce the
appropriate mathematical framework.
Consider the following two sets of natural numbers:
C
(n)
1 = fij jj iii = jx1; :::; xni and n = 1g
C
(n)
0 = fjj jj jii = jx1; :::; xni and n = 0g
Let us focus on a generic quregister in
nO
C2:
ji =
2n 1X
k=0
ak jj kii
We can easily rewrite it as
ji =
X
i2C(n)1
ai jj iii+
X
j2C(n)0
aj jj jii
Let P (n)1 and P
(n)
0 be the projection operators (see Denition 51) onto the spans
n
jj iii ji 2 C(n)1
o
and
n
jj jii jj 2 C(n)0
o
, respectively. It is immediate to see that P (n)1 + P
(n)
0 = I
(n), the identity
operator of
nO
C2, and that P (n)1 and P
(n)
0 are density operators (see Denition 54) i¤ n = 1
(if n 6= 1, we apply a normalization coe¢ cient kn = 12n 1 in such a way that knP
(n)
1 and knP
(n)
0
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are density operators).
From an intuitive point of view, P (n)1 and P
(n)
0 can be regarded as the mathematical rep-
resentatives of the Truth-property and the False-property, respectively, in the space
nO
C2. In
C2, P (1)1 and P
(1)
0 represent, respectively, the bits j1i and j0i.
Let D
 
nO
C2
!
be the set of all density operators on
nO
C2, and let us dene
D :=
1[
n=1
 
D
 
nO
C2
!!
This set is a convenient representation of the set of all qumixes. As we have seen in Section
2.3.2, any quregister can be regarded as a borderline case of a qumix: a quregister is a density
operator which is also a projection operator.
Interpreting in this context the fth Axiom of quantum mechanics, if  2 D
 
nO
C2
!
is a
qumix, we dene its probability p () by Tr

P
(n)
1 

. Intuitively, p () represents the probability
that the information stored by the qumix  is true. When  corresponds to the qubit
ji = a0 j0i+ a1 j1i
it turns out that p () = ja1j2.
3.4 Quantum gates
Just like classical gates can be identied with functions on f0; 1g, quantum computational
gates are, mathematically speaking, special operators whose arguments may be either qubits, or
quregisters, or even qumixes. Additional features that are sometimes required in the denition
of quantum gate are linearity and unitarity [79]. However, neither the rst [39] nor the second
property [4] is universally acknowledged as a necessary condition for a quantum gate.
If we consider the classical truth table for conjunction, it is immediate to see that it repre-
sents a typical many-to-one irreversible transformation, meaning that several inputs correspond
to the same output, so that it is impossible to retrieve the initial state of the transformation
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from its nal state:
(0; 0) ! 0
(0; 1) ! 0
(1; 0) ! 0
(1; 1) ! 1
Instead, we will see that the quantum computational conjunction does not share this feature.
We will introduce this operation in a number of successive steps. In passing, we remark that a
unitary operator is necessarily reversible (for it must admit of an inverse)-.
For any n;m  1, the Petri-To¤oli gate is the unitary operator T (n;m;1) such that, for
every element jx1; :::; xni 
 jy1; :::; ymi 
 jzi of the computational basis B(n+m+1) (shortened as
jxi 
 jyi 
 jzi),
T (n;m;1)(jxi 
 jyi 
 jzi) = jxi 
 jyi 
 xnymb+z
where b+ represents the sum modulo 2. For instance, T (1;1;1) trasforms any factorized vector
jxi
 jyi
 jzi into the vector obtained by leaving the rst two factors (referred to as the control
bits) unchanged, while replacing jzi (the target bit) by xyb+z. This yields the following "table":
j000i ! j000i
j001i ! j001i
j010i ! j010i
j011i ! j011i
j100i ! j100i
j101i ! j101i
j110i ! j111i
j111i ! j110i
T (1;1;1) behaves like the identity matrix on the rst six basis elements, while interchanging
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the last two basis elements. The matrix representation of T (1;1;1) relative to the computational
basis is the following: 266666666666666666664
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
377777777777777777775
The operator T (1;1;1) a¤ords a convenient notion of conjunction (And). This And is charac-
terized as a function whose arguments are pairs of vectors in C2, and whose values are vectors
of the product space
3O
C2. If j i ; j'i 2 C2, we dene
And(j i ; j'i) = T (1;1;1)(j i 
 j'i 
 j0i):
In the above denition, j0i represents an ancilla which increases the dimension of the space, but
renders the operator reversible. For the arguments j0i and j1i we obtain the following typically
reversible (one-to-one) table:
j00i ! j000i
j01i ! j010i
j10i ! j100i
j11i ! j111i
3.5 Semiclassical and genuinely quantum gates
A gate A is semiclassical if its outputs cannot be superposition states whenever its inputs
are not superposition states. The label "semiclassical" is being used since such gates behave
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just like their respective Boolean counterparts whenever they are applied to non-superposition
inputs (elements of the computational basis); nevertheless, unlike classical gates, they can also
be applied to superposition states.
A typical example, beside the quantum And, is the quantum Not. For any n  1, the
negation on
nO
C2 is the unitary operator Not(n) such that, for every element jx1; :::; xni of the
computational basis B(n),
Not(n)(jx1; :::; xni) = jx1; :::; xn 1i 
 j1  xni
We have that:
Not(n) =

X, if n = 1
I(n 1) 
 x, otherwise
Let us see what happens if we apply Not(1) to a state j i = a0 j0i+ a1 j1i in C2:
Not(1)(j i) = x(a0 j0i+ a1 j1i)
=
240 1
1 0
3524a0
a1
35
=
24a1
a0
35
A gate A is genuinely quantum if it is not semiclassical; in other words, when there exists a
state j i in the computational basis, such that A j i can be a superposition state. A remarkable
case in point is
p
Not. For any n  1, the square root of the negation on
nO
C2 is the unitary
operator
p
Not
(n)
such that, for every element jx1; :::; xni of the computational basis B(n),
p
Not
(n)
(jx1; :::; xni) = jx1; :::; xn 1i 
 1
2
((1 + i) jxni+ (1  i) j1  xni)
If we apply, say,
p
Not
(1)
to a state j i = a0 j0i+ a1 j1i in C2, the result is
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p
Not
(1)
(j i) = 1
2
241 + i 1  i
1  i 1 + i
35 (a0 j0i+ a1 j1i)
=
241 + i 1  i
1  i 1 + i
3524a0
a1
35
=
24(a0 + a1) + i(a0   a1)
(a0 + a1)  i(a0   a1)
35
The basic property of
p
Not
(n)
is the following: for any j i 2
nO
C2,
p
Not
(n)
p
Not
(n)
(j i)

= Not(n) (j i)
From a logical point of view, therefore, the square root of the negation can be regarded as a
kind of "tentative partial negation" that transforms precise pieces of information into maximally
uncertain ones. For, we have
p(
p
Not
(1)
(j0i)) = 1
2
= p(
p
Not
(1)
(j1i))
True to form,
p
Not has no boolean counterpart. The "half-ip" mentioned in the idealized
atom example of Section 3.1 is a natural physical model for this gate.
Let us proceed with another useful genuinely quantum gate. For any n  1, the square root of
the identity on
nO
C2 is the unitary operator
p
I
(n)
such that for every element j i = jx1; :::; xni
of the computational basis B(n):
p
I
(n)
(jx1; :::; xni) = jx1; :::; xn 1i 
 1p
2
(( 1)xn jxni+ j1  xni) :
We have that
p
I
(n)
=

H if n = 1
I(n 1) 
H, otherwise
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where H is the Hadamard matrix:
H =
1p
2
241 1
1  1
35
The basic property of
p
I
(n)
is the following: for any j i 2
nO
C2,
p
I
(n)
p
I
(n)
(j i)

= j i.
Logically speaking, thus,
p
I
(n)
can be seen as a "tentative partial assertion".
3.6 Genuine entanglement gates
Within the set of genuinely quantum gates, we can isolate a notable subset: the computationally
locally entangled gates. Let us consider a special case rst. A unitary operator C on
nO
C2 is
computationally entangled if there exist a vector jbii of the computational basis B(n) such that
C jbii = j i, with j i an entangled state.4 Now, upon inductively dening, for any two unitary
operators U; V 2
mO
C2;
U 
0 V = V
U 
n+1 V = U 
 (U 
n V )
we say that U is computationally locally entangled i¤ there exist m  0 and a computation-
ally entangled gate W such that U = I 
mW (clearly, any computationally entangled gate is
locally entangled, for it su¢ ces to x n = 0).
A relevant example is as follows. For any n  1, the square root of swap on
nO
C2 is the
unitary operator
p
Swp
(n) such that, for every element jx1; :::; xni of the computational basis
B(n),
p
Swp
(n)
(jx1; :::; xni) =
8<: 12 ((1 + i) jxn 1xni+ (1  i) jxnxn 1i) if n = 2;jx1; :::; xn 2i 
 12 ((1 + i) jxn 1xni+ (1  i) jxnxn 1i) if n > 2.
4Remark that there exist unitary gates which may admit of entangled states as outputs, yet fail to be
computationally fully entangled. A case in point is the XOR gate, which yields an entanglement only when
applied to superposition states (cp. [79]).
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Its name stems from the basic property of
p
Swp
(n): by applying it twice to a given quregister,
the target bits are "swapped". The matrix representation of
p
Swp
(2) is the following:
p
Swp
(2)
=
26666664
1 0 0 0
0 1+i2
1 i
2 0
0 1 i2
1+i
2 0
0 0 0 1
37777775
As we can see, if we apply the
p
Swp
(2) to the basis elements j10i and j01i we get entangled
states as outputs; it can be noticed that this gate is computationally entangled. On the other
hand,
p
Swp
(3) is computationally locally entangled in that
p
Swp
(3) = I
1pSwp(2). If we apply
p
Swp
(3) to an arbitrary element jx1x2x3i of
3C2, our output is jx1i
12 ((1 + i) jx2x3i+ (1  i) jx3x2i).
It is essential to remark that, although 12 ((1 + i) jx2x3i+ (1  i) jx3x2i) is an entangled state,
the whole output is a factorized state with respective factors in C2 and in
2O
C2.
3.7 Bibliographical remarks
For a wide overview of the topics presented in this chapter the reader is referred to [4], [39],
[60], [65], [66], [79] and [93].
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Chapter 4
Irreversible quantum gates
In this chapter we focus on a class of gates which, unlike the previously mentioned gates, are
not even reversible - let alone unitary. Even more remarkably, they fail, in general, to be linear.
The importance of these gates will be evident in the next chapters.
4.1 Quantum gates from statistical operators
As anticipated in Section 2.3, interestingly enough, qumixes and quregisters are connected with
the real closed unit interval [0; 1]. In fact, given a real number  2 [0; 1] and an n 2 N+, an
n-quregister j i and a qumix (n) are uniquely determined as follows:
 j i =
 p
1   j0i+p j1i , if n = 1;p
(1  ) kn
P2n 1 1
j=0 jj jii j0i+
p
kn
P2n 1 1
j=0 jj jii j1i , if n > 1.
 (n) = (1  ) knP (n)0 + knP (n)1 ,
where j i 2 R
 
nO
C2
!
represents the maximal information that might correspond to
the truth with probability , while (n) 2 D
 
nO
C2
!
represents a "mixture" of information
pieces that might correspond to the truth with probability . This property explains the label
"statistical operator" used in the heading of the present section. From a physical point of view

(n)
 corresponds to a particular preparation of the system such that the quantum system is
in the state knP
(n)
0 with probability 1    and in the state knP (n)1 with probability . It is
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worthwhile to recall that the random polarized states of the photon are represented by the
density operator (1)1=2 =
1
2I
(1).
Some relevant properties of j i and (n) are listed in the following Lemmas:
Lemma 58 [41]
1. 8n 2 N+8 2 [0; 1]; p (j i) = ,
2. p
 p
Not j i

= 12 ,
3. p
 p
I j i

= 12  
p
(1  ).
Let us now settle on a notational convention.
Notation 59 For any qumixes  2 D
 
nO
C2
!
and  2 D
 
mO
C2
!
,
p
NOT =
p
Not
(n)

p
Not
(n)
;
p
I =
p
I
(n)

p
I
(n)
;
NOT = Not(n)Not(n);
AND (; ) = T(n;m;1)

; ; P
(1)
0

= T (n;m;1)

 
 
 P (n)0

T (n;m;1).
Lemma 60 [41]
1. 8n 2 N+8 2 [0; 1]; p


(n)


= ,
2. p
p
NOT
(n)


= 12 ,
3. p
p
I
(n)


= 12 .
An irreversible conjunction can now be dened on the set of all qumixes of D
 
C2

.
Denition 61 The irreversible conjunction
Let ;  2 D  C2.
IAND (; ) = 
(1)
p()p()
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Some relevant property of the IAND are listed in the following Lemma:
Lemma 62 1. IAND is associative and commutative,
2. IAND (; P0) = P0,
3. IAND (; P1) = p(),
4. p (IAND (; )) = p () p (),
5. p
 p
NOT (IAND (; ))

= 12 ,
6. p
p
I (IAND (; ))

= 12 .
4.2 The ×ukasiewicz truncated sum and its properties
Another example of an irreversible quantum gate is represented by a ×ukasiewicz-like disjunc-
tion, which will play an important role in the chapters devoted to the varieties of quasi-MV
algebras and
p0quasi-MV algebras and which is the quantum analogue of the ×ukasiewicz dis-
junction in fuzzy logic (cp. above, Section 2.2).
Denition 63 The ×ukasiewicz disjunction
Let  2 D
 
nO
C2
!
and  2 D
 
mO
C2
!
:
   = (1)
p()p()
where  is the ×ukasiewicz "truncated sum", i.e. min(x + y; 1), for x; y 2 [0; 1] (see Section
2.2).
As one can easily see, the unique "reversible" application of the ×ukasiewicz disjunction
turns out to be when  = P (n)0 and  = P
(m)
0 .
Lemma 64 [27]
1.    =
(1)
p()p(), if p () p ()  1;
P
(n)
1 , otherwise;
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2. p (  ) = p () p (),
3. p
 p
NOT (  ) = 12 .
4.3 Fuzzy irreducibility of genuine quantum gates
In this section and in the next, we present two conicting - at least to some extent - results
concerning our irreversible fuzzy-like gates. On the one hand, the present section is devoted to
showing that, as far as probabilities are concerned, there is no hope to simulate the behaviour
of these gates by means of unitary operators.
As usual, by Boolean function we mean a function f : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1g; of course, if n = 2,
the function is said to be binary. A binary fuzzy function, on the other hand, is a function
g : [0; 1]2 ! [0; 1]. The key concept to be used in what follows is the notion of fuzzy extension
of a binary Boolean function.
Denition 65 Let f : f0; 1g2 ! f0; 1g be a binary Boolean function. A fuzzy extension of a f
is any function g : [0; 1]2 ! [0; 1] such that 8x; y 2 f0; 1g : g(x; y) = f(x; y).
In general the fuzzy extension of a binary Boolean function is not unique.
The notion of fuzzy extension of a Boolean function is natural enough: by means of it we
can partition binary fuzzy functions into "families" modulo their identity of behaviour on the
endpoints of the closed real unit interval. For example, the family of the fuzzy "conjunctions"
can be identied with the fuzzy extensions of Boolean conjunction; this class contains as mem-
bers, e.g., product, Lukasiewicz conjunction, and the min function. Likewise, the family of the
fuzzy "disjunctions" will contain Lukasiewicz disjunction, the max function and the MYCIN
sum g(x; y) = x+ y   xy.
Example 66 Given a Boolean function f : f0; 1g2 ! f0; 1g, let us consider the function
gf : [0; 1]
2 ! [0; 1] such that
8x; y 2 [0; 1] : gf (x; y) = x0y0f (0; 0) + x0y1f (0; 1) + x1y0f (1; 0) + x1y1f (1; 1)
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where
x0 = 1  x,
x1 = x,
y0 = 1  y,
y0 = y.
It can be readily seen that the function gf is a fuzzy extension f , in fact gf turns out to be the
extension to the closed real interval [0; 1] of the normal disjunctive form of the Boolean funtion
f .
An interesting question now arises: which fuzzy extensions of binary Boolean functions
admit of a quantum computational counterpart? To address this problem properly, we rst
need to exactly specify what it means for a fuzzy function to admit of a quantum analogue.
The next denition provides what is needed.
Denition 67 A binary fuzzy function g is said to admit a quantum computational simulation
i¤ there exists an n  1, a unitary operator Ug on
n+2O
C2 and a quregister ji in
nO
C2 such
that, for any pair j'i ; j i of qubits in C2, the following condition is satised:
p (Ug (j'i j i ji)) = g(p (j'i) ; p (j i))
In plain words, and with a good deal of oversimplication, we might say that a binary fuzzy
function g admit a quantum computational simulation whenever there is an associated unitary
operator U such that, for any qubits j'i ; j i, the probability of U(j'i ; j i) is just the result of
the application of g to the probabilities of j'i and j i.
Denition 68 Let j i =
2n 1X
i=0
ai jii be an n-quregister. The probability-value of j i is dened
as follows:
p (j i) =
X
i2C1
jaij2
where C1 is dened as in Section 3.3.
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Lemma 69 Let j i =Pi2C0 ai jii+Pi2C1 (bi + ci) jii be an n-quregister such thatPi2C1 bi jii
is orthogonal to
P
i2C1 ci jii. Then
p (j i) =
X
i2C1
jbij2 +
X
i2C1
jcij2
We now have the following result and corollary:
Theorem 70 [38] Let f be a binary Boolean function. The fuzzy function gf
is the unique quantum computationally simulable fuzzy extension of f .
Proof. As we have seen in Example 66 gf is a fuzzy extension of a given boolean function
f . We now prove that gf is quantum computationally simulable.
Let n = 3, ji = j0i 2 C2, and for x; y; z 2 f0; 1g dene:
Ugf (jxi jyi jzi) = jxi jyi
f(x; y)b+z
where b+ denotes, again, the sum modulo 2. Consider the linear extension of Ugf , still denoted
as Ugf . It can be easily seen that Ugf is unitary. We now prove that, for any pair j i ; ji of
qubits in C2:
p
 
Ugf (j'i j i ji)

= gf (p (j'i) ; p (j i))
Let j i = a0 j0i+ a1 j1i and ji = b0 j0i+ b1 j1i be a pair of qubits. It turns out that
p
 
Ugf (j'i j i ji)

= p
0@ a0b0 j00i jf (0; 0)i+ a0b1 j0; 1i jf (0; 1)i+
a1b0 j1; 0i jf (1; 0)i+ a1b1 j11i jf (1; 1)i
1A
= ja0b0j2 j00i jf (0; 0)i+ ja0b1j2 j0; 1i jf (0; 1)i+
ja1b0j2 j1; 0i jf (1; 0)i+ ja1b1j2 j11i jf (1; 1)i
= j1  a0j2 j1  b0j2 f (0; 0) + j1  a0j2 jb1j2 f (0; 1) +
ja1j2 j1  b0j2 f (1; 0) + ja1j2 jb1j2 f (1; 1)
= gf

jaij2 ; jbj j2

= gf (p (j i) ; p (ji))
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We now prove the uniqueness of gf .
Let h : [0; 1]2 ! [0; 1] be a quantum computationally simulable fuzzy extension of f . By
denition we have that for any x; y in f0; 1g h(x; y) = f(x; y) = gf (x; y).
Moreover 9m > 1, a unitary operator Uh on
n+2O
C2 and a m-quregister ji in
mO
C2 such
that, for any pair j'i ; j i of qubits in C2, the following condition is satised:
p (Ug (j'i j i ji)) = g(p (j'i) ; p (j i))
We now show that for any x; y 2 [0; 1]: h(x; y) = gf (x; y).
Let x; y 2 [0; 1]. Then there exist two qubits j i ; ji such that
j i = px0 j0i+px1 j1i and ji = py0 j0i+py1 j1i
where x0 = 1  x, x1 = x, y0 = 1  y, y0 = y. Clearly, p (j i) = x and p (ji) = y. Thus:
h(x; y) = h (p (j i) ; p (ji))
= p (Uh(j i ; ji ; ji))
= p

Uh
p
a0b0 j00i ji+
p
a0b1 j0; 1i ji+
p
a1b0 j1; 0i ji+
p
a1b1 j11i ji

= p
p
a0b0Uh (j00i ji) +
p
a0b1Uh (j0; 1i ji) +
p
a1b0Uh (j1; 0i ji) +
p
a1b1Uh (j11i ji)

We now show that
p (Uh(j i ; ji ; ji)) = gf (x; y)
and, consequently, h(x; y) = gf (x; y).
Now, p (Uh(j0i ; j0i ; ji)) = h (0; 0) = f (0; 0) = gf (0; 0). Therefore
Uh(j0i ; j0i ; ji) =
X
i2C0
a00i (1  f(0; 0) jii) +
X
i2C1
b00i (f(0; 0) jii)
where
X
i2C0
a00i 2 (1  f(0; 0)) = 1  f(0; 0), and X
i2C1
b00i 2 (f(0; 0)) = f(0; 0).
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Similarly
Uh(j0i ; j1i ; ji) =
X
i2C0
a01i (1  f(0; 1) jii) +
X
i2C1
b01i (f(0; 1) jii)
with
X
i2C0
a01i 2 (1  f(0; 1)) = 1  f(0; 1), and X
i2C1
b01i 2 (f(0; 1)) = f(0; 1);
Uh(j1i ; j0i ; ji) =
X
i2C0
a10i (1  f(1; 0) jii) +
X
i2C1
b10i (f(1; 0) jii)
with
X
i2C0
a10i 2 (1  f(1; 0)) = 1  f(1; 0), and X
i2C1
b10i 2 (f(1; 0)) = f(1; 0);
Uh(j1i ; j1i ; ji) =
X
i2C0
a11i (1  f(1; 1) jii) +
X
i2C1
b11i (f(1; 1) jii)
with
X
i2C0
a11i 2 (1  f(1; 1)) = 1  f(1; 1), and X
i2C1
b11i 2 (f(1; 1)) = f(1; 1).
A routinary calculation shows that p (Uh(j i ; ji ; ji)) is equal to
p
0BBBBBB@
X
i2C0
24 px0y0a00i (1  f(0; 0)) +px0y1a01i (1  f(0; 1))+p
x1y0a
10
i (1  f(1; 0)) +
p
x1y1a
11
i (1  f(1; 1))
35+
X
i2C1
24 px0y0b00i f(0; 0) +px0y1b01i f(0; 1)+p
x1y0b
10
i f(1; 0) +
p
x1y1b
11
i f(1; 1)
35
1CCCCCCA
The following four cases are possibles:
1. f is a constant function;
2.
P1
i;j=0 f (i; j) = 1;
3.
P1
i;j=0 f (i; j) = 3;
4.
P1
i;j=0 f (i; j) = 2.
1. Trivial
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2. By hypothesis there are exactly two elements r; s 2 f0; 1g such that f(r; s) = 1. Thus,
h (x; y) = p (Uh(j i ; ji ; ji))
=
X
i2C1
jpxrysbrsi j2
= xrysf (r; s)
since
X
i2C1
jbrsi j2 = 1.
Thus we have that h (x; y) = x0y0f (0; 0)+x0y1f (0; 1)+x1y0f (1; 0)+x1y1f (1; 1) = gf (x; y).
3. Along the lines of 2.
4. By hypothesis there are exactly two pairs (r; s), (u;w), for r; s; u; w 2 f0; 1g, such that
(r; s) 6= (u;w) and f (r; s) = f (u;w) = 1. Thus,
Uh(jri ; jsi ; ji) =
X
i2C1
p
xrysb
rs
i jii
and
Uh(jui ; jwi ; ji) =
X
i2C1
p
xuywb
uw
i jii
The quregisters (jri ; jsi ; ji) and (jui ; jwi ; ji) are orthogonal because (r; s) 6= (u;w). More-
over, since Uh is unitary
X
i2C1
p
xrysb
rs
i jii is orthogonal to
X
i2C1
p
xuywb
uw
i jii. In virtue of Lemma
69 we have: p (Uh(j i ; ji ; ji)) =
X
i2C1
pxrysbrsi 2 + X
i2C1
pxuywbuwi 2.
Consequently
h (x; y) = p (Uh(j i ; ji ; ji))
=
X
i2C1
xrys jbrsi j2 +
X
i2C1
xuyw jbuwi j2
= xrys + xuyw
since
X
i2C1
jbrsi j2 =
X
i2C1
jbuwi j2 = 1.
Then we obtain h (x; y) = x0y0f (0; 0)+ x0y1f (0; 1)+ x1y0f (1; 0)+ x1y1f (1; 1) = gf (x; y),
concluding our proof.
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Corollary 71 (i) There are exactly 16 quantum computationally simulable fuzzy extension of
the 16 binary Boolean functions;
(ii) the function f : [0; 1]2 ! [0; 1] such that f (x; y) = xy is the unique fuzzy extension of the
Boolean conjunction which admits a quantum analogue;
(iii) the MYCIN sum is the unique quantum computationally simulable fuzzy extension of
Boolean inclusive disjunction;
(iv) the function f : [0; 1]2 ! [0; 1] such that f (x; y) = x+y 2xy is the unique fuzzy extension
of the Boolean excluded disjunction which admits a quantum analogue.
An important consequence of Corollary 71(ii)-(iii) is the fact that neither the ×ukasiewicz
conjunction nor the ×ukasiewicz disjunction can admit a quantum analogue, a fact that seems
to cast a shadow on the usefulness of the gates introduced above.
4.4 Bibliographical remarks
The material presented in this chapter is contained in [55], [27], [41] and [38].
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Chapter 5
Quantum computational logics
So far we have been concerned with the introduction of quantum information units - in the
most general case, qumixes - and of appropriate operations on such, quantum logical gates. In
the present chapter, we show how to concoct a few logics out of these ingredients.
5.1 Quantum computational structures
In the classical framework, a widespread convention takes bits to be totally ordered in such a
way that 0 is strictly less than 1. This linear ordering has a logical interpretation in terms of
the classical (single-premiss) consequence relation: the true proposition follows from the false
one, but not conversely.
In the present framework, one may wonder whether it is possible to dene, in a similar
guise, ordering relations among qumixes which can be interpreted as single-premiss consequence
relations.
We want to select the set D of all qumixes as the common universe of a series of rst order
structures which share a xed set of operations corresponding to quantum logical gates, but
di¤er from one another with respect to their unique relation (a preorder relation in each case,
however). These relations are dened hereafter.
Denition 72 [41] Weak preorder:
 w  i¤ p ()  p ()
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Denition 73 [41] Strong preorder:
 s  i¤ p ()  p () and p
p
NOT

 p
p
NOT

Denition 74 [41] Super-strong preorder:
 ss  i¤ p ()  p () and p
p
NOT

 p
p
NOT

and p
p
I

 p
p
I

As the names suggest, the superstrong preorder is strictly stronger than the strong, which
is in turn strictly stronger than the weak:
if   ss then  s 
if   s then  w 
The preorder  (where  stands for either wor sor ss) permits us to dene on the set
of all qumixes an equivalence relation  (where  represents either w or s or ss) in the
expected way:
Denition 75
   i¤    and   
Clearly  is an equivalence relation. Let
[D] = f[] :  2 Dg
Di¤erently from qumixes, which are only preordered by , the equivalence classes of [D] can
be partially ordered in a natural way:
Denition 76
[]  [] i¤   
We now consider three quotient structure based on the three quotient sets [D]w , [D]s ,
[D]ss , respectively.
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Theorem 77 1. ss is a congruence with respect to the operations AND, ; NOT,
p
NOT,
p
I;
2. s is a congruence with respect to the operations AND, ; NOT,
p
NOT, and it is not a
congruence with respect to
p
I;
3. s is a congruence with respect to the operations AND, ; NOT, and it is not a congruence
with respect to
p
NOT and
p
I.
Consider now the following three structures:
1. The standard reversible weak quantum computational structure (briey, WQC ):

D;w; AND; NOT;
p
NOT;
p
I; P
(1)
0 ; P
(1)
1 ; 
(1)
1
2

2. The standard reversible strong quantum computational structure (briey, SQC ):

D;s; AND; NOT;
p
NOT;
p
I; P
(1)
0 ; P
(1)
1 ; 
(1)
1
2

3. The standard reversible super-strong quantum computational structure (briey, SSQC ):

D;ss; AND; NOT;
p
NOT;
p
I; P
(1)
0 ; P
(1)
1 ; 
(1)
1
2

Intuitively, P (1)0 ; P
(1)
1 ; 
(1)
1
2
represent special pieces of information, that are false, true, in-
determinate, respectively. In what follows, for the sake of notation clarity, we will omit the
superscripts whenever no danger of confusion is impending.
Generally, qumixes fail to satisfy the Duns Scoto law. Only in the case of the WQC-structure
we have 8 2 D : P (1)0 w  w P (1)1 . In this case it is interesting to isolate elements that have
a Scotian behaviour in the strong and in the super-strong structure. Let us rst refer to the
SQC-structure:
Denition 78 [41] Let  be a qumix of D
1.  is down Scotian i¤ P0 s ,
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2.  is up Scotian i¤  s P1,
3.  is Scotian i¤ P0 s  s P1.
Lemma 79 [41]
1.  s
p
NOT (P1) i¤ p()  12 ,
2.
p
NOT (P0) s  i¤ p()  12 .
Theorem 80 [41]
1.  is down Scotian i¤ p
 p
NOT
  12 i¤  s pNOT (P1),
2.  is up Scotian i¤ 12  p
 p
NOT

i¤
p
NOT (P0) s
p
NOT (),
3.  is Scotian i¤ p
 p
NOT

= 12 ,
4. for any n 2 N, knP (n)0 ; knP (n)1 ; (n)1=2 are Scotian,
5. for any n 2 N, the set D
 
nO
C2
!
contains uncountably many Scotian density operators.
In similar way one can dene the scotian elements of the SSQC-structure:
Denition 81 [41] Let  be a qumix of D
1.  is super-down Scotian i¤ P0 ss ,
2.  is super-up Scotian i¤  ss P1,
3.  is super-Scotian i¤ P0 ss  ss P1.
Theorem 82 [41]
1.  is super-down Scotian i¤ p
 p
NOT
  12 and ppI ()  12 ,
2.  is super-up Scotian i¤ 12  p
 p
NOT

and 12  p
p
I ()

,
3.  is super-Scotian i¤ p
 p
NOT

= 12 and p
p
I ()

= 12 ,
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4. for any n 2 N, knP (n)0 ; knP (n)1 ; (n)1=2 are super-Scotian,
5. for any n 2 N, the set D
 
nO
C2
!
contains uncountably many super-Scotian density
operators.
5.2 Quantum computational languages and their semantics
Let us consider a minimal quantum computational language L containing a designated atomic
sentence f , whose intuitive interpretation is the false. The language L contains three unary
connectives - a negation (:), a square root of the negation (p:), a square root of the identity
(
p
id) - and one binary connective - a conjunction (^). We denote by V arL and FormL,
respectively, the sets of propositional variables and formulae of L. As usual, we dene  _  =
:(:^:) and the truth constant t as :f . We want to interpret any sentence  of this language
by means of an appropriate qumix, depending on the logical form of . We are now ready to
introduce the denition of reversible quantum computational model (RQC-model, for short):
Denition 83 A RQC-model of L is a function Qum : V arL ! D which is inductively extended
to FormL as follows:
Qum() =
8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
P0 if  = f ;
NOT (Qum()) if  = :;
p
NOT (Qum()) if  =
p:;
p
I (Qum()) if  =
p
id;
T (Qum(); Qum(); P0) if  =  ^ .
In other words, RQC models map homomorphically the algebra of formulas of the language
L to the common algebra reduct of the structures WQC, SQC and SSQC. Let us stress an im-
portant quasi-intensional feature of RQC-models: the meaning Qum() of a sentence  depends
on the logical form of  - the more complex the sentence, the higher the dimension of the space
where Qum() "lives".
According to which preorder relation - w, sor ss- we choose to select, three correspond-
ing (single-premiss) notions of logical consequence and logical truth arise:
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Denition 84  is, respectively, a weak, strong, or super-strong consequence in Qum of 
( j=cQum ) i¤ Qum () c Qum () (where c is, respectively, w, s or ss).
Denition 85  is, respectively, weakly, strongly, or super-strongly true in Qum i¤ t j=cQum 
(where c is, respectively, w, s or ss).
Denition 86  is, respectively, a weak, strong, or super-strong logical consequence of 
( j=cQum ) i¤ for any model Qum,  j=cQum  (where c is, respectively, w, s or ss).
Denition 87  is, respectively, a weak, strong, or super-strong logical truth i¤, for any
model Qum,  is weakly (resp. strongly, super-strongly) true in Qum.
Denition 86 semantically introduces, de facto, three quantum computational logics which
will be respectively denoted by QCLw, QCLs and QCLss. We have, of course, that QCLss 
QCLs  QCLw. The label QCL will ambiguously refer to any one between QCLw, QCLs,
QCLss. A denition of irreversible quantum computational model (IQC-model, for short) now
follows. The di¤erence with the previous case amounts to the fact that logical operations do
not increase the dimension of the inputs, so that density operators living in C2 su¢ ce.
Denition 88 An IQC-model of L is a function QumC2 : V arL ! D  C2 which is inductively
extended to all of FormL as follows:
QumC
2
() =
8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:
P0 if  = f ;
NOT

QumC
2
()

if  = :;
p
NOT

QumC
2
()

if  =
p:;
p
I

QumC
2
()

if  =
p
id;
IAND

QumC
2
(); QumC
2
()

if  =  ^ .
The notions of (weak, strong and super-strong) consequence, truth, logical consequence,
and logical truth are dened, mutatis mutandis, as for the RQC-model case. The label IQCL
will ambiguously refer to any one between IQCLw, IQCLs, IQCLss.
The following theorem represents a crucial point in the study of these logics: each QCL
and its irreversible match IQCL are one and the same logic.
Theorem 89 [41] For c 2 fw; s; ssg,  j=cQum  i¤  j=cQumC2 .
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5.3 Qubit completeness
Let us now investigate the role played by density operators in characterizing QCL. First of all,
we introduce the notion of reversible qubit model, where the meaning of any sentence  is given
by a qubit.
Denition 90 A reversible qubit model of L is a function Qub : V arL ! R  C2 which is
inductively extended to all of FormL as follows:
Qub() =
8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
j0i if  = f ;
Not (Qub()) if  = :;
p
Not (Qub()) if  =
p:;
p
I (Qub()) if  =
p
id;
T (Qub(); Qub(); j0i) if  =  ^ ).
Again, the denitions of (weak, strong, super-strong) consequence, truth, logical conse-
quence and logical truth are dened as for the RQC-model case. We will write  j=sQub  (resp.,
 j=wQub ) when  is a strong (resp. weak) logical consequence of  in the qubit semantics.
Instead of the class R of all quregisters one could equivalentely refer to the class DR of all
pure density operators having the form Pj i, where j i is a quregister. It can be easily shown
that DR is closed under the gates NOT,
p
NOT,
p
I, AND, while DR is not closed under IAND since
IAND
 
Pj i; Pj'i

is, generally, a proper mixture (see [41]).
Lemma 91 Consider a reversible qubit model Qub and let Qum be a RQC-model such that for
any atomic sentence q, Qum (q) = PQub(q). Then, for any sentence :
Qum ()  PQub()
Where  is the equivalence relation introduced in Denition 75.
On this basis we can show that the qubit-semantics and the qumix-semantics characterize
the same logic QCLs and QCLw.
Theorem 92 [41]
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1. For  j=sQum  i¤  j=sQub ,
2. For  j=wQum  i¤  j=wQub .
Theorem 92 can not be extended to the case of QCLss. In fact, it can be seen that, for any
proper mixture  2 D  C2 there exists no qubit j i such that p (j i) = p (), p  pNot j i =
p
 p
NOT

and p
 p
I j i = ppI (see [41]).
5.4 Bibliographical remarks
The material presented in this chapter is contained in [41]. Further interesting insights can be
also found in [40], [45], [55].
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Chapter 6
A geometrical insight
Most theories of classical physics can be formulated with a recourse to geometrical language.
We can mention as examples the formulation via sympletic geometry of Hamiltonian mechanics,
General Relativity in terms of Riemannian geometry and Yang-Mills theory, which makes use
of the elegant theory of bre bundles [62]. Quantum mechanics, on the other hand, is deeply
connected with algebraic or functional analytic methods. It can be shown that non-relativistic
Quantum mechanics can be formulated in an elegant geometric language [5]. Geometry has
played an indisputable role in Quantum mechanics from its very beginning. Let us simply
recall the Quantum Hall E¤ect [84], where the quantization of Hall conductance is
H = n
e2
h
for n 2 N+, may be explained in topological terms.
6.1 Spaces of quantum states
Let j i ; ji 2 H be two vectors di¤ering only by a complex number c, i.e. j i = c ji. Since
j i and ji represent the same physical state, we will say that j i and ji are equivalent and
we will write j i ' ji. Consequently, the proper phase space of a quantum system is not the
original Hilbert space H, but rather the space of rays associated to it, called projective Hilbert
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space:
P (H) = H= '
Points in P (H) are 1-dimensional rays in H or, equivalently, 1-dimensional projectors
j i ! Pj i
Clearly, j i ' ji i¤ Pj i = Pji.
It can also be seen that normalized vectors in Cn+1 determine a 2n+ 1-dimensional sphere
S2n+1 =
j i 2 Cn+1 : h j i = 1	 :
Given two points j i and ji in S2n+1, they dene the same quantum state i¤ j i = ei ji
The associated projective Hilbert subspace
PS
 
Cn+1

= S2n+1= '
is usually called the complex projective space.
We can suggest as an example PS
 
C2

= S3= '= S2, the space of quantum states of a
2-level system, i.e. a qubit. This 2-dimensional sphere is commonly called the Bloch-Poincaré
sphere (ball), where, as we shall see, pure states lie on the boundaries, while mixed states are
in 1-1 correspondence with the interior points of S2. Note that the maximally mixed state 12I
lies in the center.
PS
 
Cn+1

denes a n-dimensional complex space equipped with rich geometrical structures:
a sympletic structure ! equivalent to a Poisson bracket known from Hamiltonian mechanics
and a Fubini-Study metric g [1], [6]. If jiik is an orhtonormal basis in Cn+1, that is any j i
can be decomposed as j i =
nX
k=0
ak jiik, then given two points ji = ; j i =  in the space,
the Fubini-Study metric is given by the formula
g = arccos
s
h j i h ji
h ji h j i
In the case of C2 the metric is reduced to the ordinary metric on S2.
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Therefore, a qubit j i can be written in general form, in spherical coordinates, as
j i = ei

cos

2
j0i+ ei sin 
2
j1i

where ei is a global phase factor, which, as we will see in the next section, has no observable
e¤ect and, consequently, can be omitted.
6.2 The Bloch sphere
In virtue of Lemma 58 and Theorem 92, it is unnecessary - from a logical viewpoint - to consider
information quantities in Hilbert spaces other than C2: the algebra whose universe is the set of
all qumixes of C2 and whose operations correspond to appropriate extensions of the quantum
logical gates generates the same logical consequence relation as the algebra over the set of all
qumixes of arbitrary n-fold tensor products of C2.
In view of this result, let us approach to the notion of qubit in its "living space" C2. As we
have seen in the previous section, any generic qubit j i = a0 j0i + a1 j1i can also be rewritten
as
j i = ei

cos

2
j0i+ ei sin 
2
j1i

where ,  and  are real numbers. For the sake of simplicity, one can equivalently write
j i =  cos 2 j0i+ ei sin 2 j1i, since the global phase ei has no observable e¤ects; in fact the
only measurable quantities are the probabilities ja0j2 and ja1j2, so multiplying the state by an
arbitrary factor ei' (a global phase) has no observable consequences, because:
jei'a0j2 = (ei'a0)(ei'a0) = (e i'a0)(ei'a0) = a0a0 = ja0j2
and similarly for ja1j2.
As the values of  and  vary, we obtain all the unit vectors of C2 by picking one by one
all the points on the surface of the Bloch-Poincaré sphere S2. Thus, we have the following
representation of a generic qubit j i, based on the spherical coordinate system x = cos' sin ,
y = sin' sin , z = cos . Notice that the qubits j0i ; j1i correspond to the North and to the
South poles, respectively.
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0
yθ
φ
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The Bloch sphere
As the value of  increases within [2n; (2n+ 1)], n 2 N, there is a corresponding increase of
the probability that the information stocked in j i is true.
It makes some sense to interpret the Bloch sphere as a a generalisation of the representation
of a complex number z with jzj2 = 1 as a point on the unit circle in the complex plane. If
z = x+ iy, where x and y are real, then we have that jzj2 = zz = (x  iy)(x+ iy) = x2 + y2
and x2 + y2 = 1 is the equation of a circle of radius one, centered on the origin.
An important feature of the Bloch sphere is the orthogonality of opposite points. Consider
a generic qubit j i =  cos 2 j0i+ ei sin 2 j1i and its opposite
j i? =

cos
   
2
j0i+ ei+ sin    
2
j1i

=

cos
   
2
j0i   ei sin    
2
j1i

A calculation shows that ? h j i = cos   2 cos   2   sin   2 sin   2  = cos 2 = 0.
How does this picture extend to the treatment of qumixes? Let us recall that the Pauli
matrices I; x, y and z constitute a basis for the Hilbert space of self-adjoint operators of C2.
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Therefore, a generic self-adjoint operator of C2 will have the form
r0
0@1 0
0 1
1A+ r1
0@0 1
1 0
1A+ r2
0@0  i
i 0
1A+ r3
0@1 0
0  1
1A
where r0; r1; r2; r3 are real numbers;1 in fact, a 2  2 operator is self-adjoint if and only if
the entries in its diagonal are real (which implies that r0; r3 must be real) and the entries in its
anti-diagonal are complex conjugates (which implies that r1; r2 must be real). It is important
to notice that, for  a self-adjoint operator in C2, the coe¢ cient of the identity matrix I must
be equal to Tr (). For, if a = Tr (), a calculation shows that:
Tr
0@1
2
0@ r0 + r3 r1   ir2
r1 + ir2 r0   r3
1A1A = a
and then 12 (r0 + r3 + r0   r3) = a, i.e. r0 = a. Remark that 12 acts as a normalisation coe¢ cient
which allows a to be equal to the trace of the operator.
Therefore, in case  is a density matrix, r0, the coe¢ cient of the identity matrix, must be
equal to 1. It follows that a generic density operator can be represented in the form
1
2
0@0@1 0
0 1
1A+ r1
0@0 1
1 0
1A+ r2
0@0  i
i 0
1A+ r3
0@1 0
0  1
1A1A
where r21 + r
2
2 + r
2
3  1. Density operators, then, are in one-one correspondence with the
(inner or surface) points of the Bloch sphere. Clearly, if a density operator  is such that
r21 + r
2
2 + r
2
3 = 1, then  is a projection operator on C2, i.e. it corresponds to the projection
P
(1)
ji associated to ji, viewed as a closed subspace of S2.
Pauli matrices x, y and z are so-called because, when exponentiated, they give rise to
rotation operators which rotate a vector j i = (x; y; z), where x = cos' sin , y = sin' sin ,
1 In the literature, Pauli matrices x, y, z are sometimes denoted by X, Y , Z, respectively. We will use
without distinction either the rst or the second notation.
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z = cos , in the Bloch sphere respectively on the x^; y^ and z^ axes:
Rx^ () = e
 iX=2 = cos

2
I   sin 
2
X =
24 cos 2  i sin 2
 i sin 2 cos 2
35
Ry^ () = e
 iY=2 = cos

2
I   sin 
2
Y =
24cos 2   sin 2
sin 2 cos

2
35
Rz^ () = e
 iZ=2 = cos

2
I   sin 
2
Z =
24e i=2 0
0 ei=2
35
Let us produce an example in order to show how rotation operators work:
Rx^ () = e
 ix=2 = cos

2
I   sin 
2
x
=   sin 
2
x
=
24 0  i
 i 0
35
=  i
240 1
1 0
35 ;
which is equal to the matrix x up to the global phase  i; as expected Rx^ () (Rx^ () j i) = j i.
It is also quite simple to generalize the notion of rotation to an arbitrary axis n^ with
coordinates (nx; ny; nz):
Rn^ () = exp (in^   ! =2)
= cos

2
I   sin 
2
n^ !
= cos

2
I   sin 
2
(nxX + nyY + nzZ)
Moreover, it can also be shown that an arbitrary unitary operator in C2 can be written in
exponentiated form as exp (i)Rm^ (), for ;  real numbers and an arbitrary vector m^. For
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m^ = ( 1p
2
; 0; 1p
2
),  = 2 and  =  we have that
U = exp

i

2

cos

2
I   sin 
2
m^ !
= exp

i

2

cos

2
I   sin 
2

1p
2
X +
1p
2
Z

=   1p
2
241 1
1  1
35
the Hadamard gate, up to the global phase  1.
6.2.1 From the sphere to the disk
As we have seen in the previous section, every density operator  can be represented as a triple
hr1; r2; r3i of real numbers. The third element of the triple determines the probability of ,
while the second and the rst element of the triple determines the probability of
p
NOT and
p
I, respectively.2
If we are concerned only with the probability of  and with the probability of
p
NOT or
p
I we can shift down by one dimension. In particular, if we are interested in the probability
of  (and consequently the in probability of NOT) and in the probability of
p
NOT, instead
of a triple hr1; r2; r3i, we will have a pair ha; bi, where a represents the probability of  and b
represents the probability of
p
NOT. Clearly the elements a; b must satisfy the condition that
a2 + b2  1.
On the other hand, if we are interested in the probability of  and in the probability of
p
I, we will have a pair ha; bi, where a represents the probability of  and b represents the
probability of
p
I. Again the elements a; b must satisfy the condition that a2 + b2  1.
For such a subset of quantum gates, therefore, we can even shift down by one dimension
and associate qumixes not to points in S2, but to points of the closed disc S1.
To make computations easier, anyway, it is more convenient to transpose the disc to the
rst quadrant, scaling it down by one half: in this way we represent qumixes by means of
points of the closed disc with centre


1
2 ;
1
2

and radius 12 - which correspond to the subset
2Actually, an easy calculation shows that p (NOT) = 1+r3
2
, p
 p
NOT

= 1 r2
2
and p
p
I

= 1 r1
2
.
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n
ha; bi 2 R R : (1  2a)2 + (1  2b)2  1
o
of the set of all complex numbers. Quantum logical
gates correspond, in turn, to special operations on such a set of complex numbers. In this way
we can obtain some standard algebras over the complex numbers, sharing the same universe but
having di¤erent signatures according to the set of logical gates under examination ([27], [41]).
6.3 Bibliographical remarks
The sources of this chapter are [27] and [41]. Further technical insights can be found in [1], [6]
and [36].
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Chapter 7
Quasi-MV algebras
In the previous chapter, we remarked that a bijective correspondence can be stated between
the set of all qumixes of C2 and the points of the closed disc with centre


1
2 ;
1
2

and radius 12 ,
i.e. with the lattice ordered set
D = fha; bi : a; b 2 R and (1  2a)2 + (1  2b)2  1g.
Suppose we endow this set with operations corresponding (via the conventions and sim-
plications already mentioned in the previous section) to the ×ukasiewicz-like disjunction of
Denition 63 and to the NOT gate:
ha; bi D hc; di =

min(1; a+ c);
1
2

;
ha; bi0D = h1  a; 1  bi ;
and we select the designated elements 0D =


0; 12

and 1D =


1; 12

. What we get is an
algebra D of type h2; 1; 0; 0i, i.e. in the similarity type of Changs MV algebras (see e.g. [34]),
which turns out to share nearly all the most relevant properties of MV algebras, with the notable
exception that there is no neutral element for D: in fact, ha; biD
0; 12 = 
min(1; a+ 0); 12 6=
ha; bi whenever b 6= 12 . In other words, D fails to satisfy the equation x 0  x; consequently,
its equational theory di¤ers from the equational theory of MV algebras. Thus, it makes sense to
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try and axiomatise it. With this aim in mind, we start by introducing the notion of quasi-MV
algebra (see [70]).
7.1 The variety QMV
7.1.1 Denition and examples
Denition 93 [70]A quasi-MV algebra is an algebra A = hA;;0 ; 0; 1i of type h2; 1; 0; 0i sat-
isfying the following equations:
A1. x (y  z)  (x z) y
A2. x00  x
A3. x 1  1
A4. (x0  y)0  y  (y0  x)0  x
A5. (x 0)0  x0  0
A6. (x y) 0  x y
A7. 00  1
We can think of a quasi-MV algebra as an MV algebra (see Section 2.2), except for the fact
that 0 need not be a neutral element for the truncated sum . Of course, a quasi-MV algebra
is an MV algebra i¤ it satises the additional equation x 0  x. Axioms A5 and A6 are there
for mathematical smoothness, that is to enforce some regularity on the otherwise too "wild"
behaviour of truncated sum: the operation of adding a zero should commute with inversion
(A5) and should leave sums unaltered (A6).
An immediate consequence of Denition 93 is that the class of quasi-MV algebras is a variety
in its signature. Henceforth, such a variety will be denoted by QMV. The subvariety of MV
algebras will be denoted by MV. As we did for MV-algebras in Section 2.2, we introduce for
quasi MV-algebras the following abbreviations:
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Denition 94
x
 y = (x0  y0)0
x d y = x (x0 
 y)
x e y = x
 (x0  y)
As already remarked, every MV algebra is an example of quasi-MV algebra. We now
introduce three examples of "pure" quasi-MV algebras, i.e. quasi-MV algebras that are not
MV algebras.
Example 95 (the Diamond). The Diamond is the 4-element quasi-MV algebra of Example
320. Remark that a 0 = b 6= a. Also, remark that inverse has more than one xpoint.
Example 96 (the Sand Glass). The Sand Glass is the 5-element quasi-MV algebra of Example
321. Remark that a 0 = 0 6= a and a0  0 = 1 6= a0.
The names we have given to the algebras in the previous examples will become more per-
spicuous in Section 7.2, after a preordering relation will be dened and Hasse diagrams will be
provided. Examples of innite quasi-MV algebras are given by the next two structures over the
complex numbers, S (for square) and D (for disc, already mentioned in the previous Chapter).
Example 97 (standard quasi-MV algebras). We introduce two standard quasi-MV algebras
(S;D). S is the algebra


[0; 1] [0; 1] ;S;0S ; 0S; 1S, where:
 ha; bi S hc; di = 
min(1; a+ c); 12;
 ha; bi0S = h1  a; 1  bi;
 0S = 
0; 12;
 1S = 
1; 12.
Remark that ha; bi S 
0; 12 6= ha; bi whenever b 6= 12 .
D is the subalgebra of S whose universe is the set
D := fha; bi : a; b 2 R and (1  2a)2 + (1  2b)2  1g:
i.e. the set of all complex numbers in the closed disc D with centre


1
2 ;
1
2

and radius 12 .
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7.1.2 Independence of the axioms
To prove that our axiomatization of our quasi-MV algebras is independent, we consider the
following algebras:
 Q1:
 0 1
0 1 1
1 1 1
0
0 1
1 1
 Q2:
 0 1
0 1 1
1 1 1
0
0 1
1 0
 Q3:
 0 1
0 0 1
1 1 1
0
0 0
1 1
 Q4:
 0 a 1
0 0 1 1
a a a 1
1 1 1 1
0
0 1
a a
1 0
 Q5:
 0 a 1
0 0 a 1
a a a a
1 1 a 1
0
0 1
a a
1 0
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 Q6:
 0 a 1
0 0 a 1
a a 0 1
1 1 1 1
0
0 1
a a
1 0
 Q7:
 0 a b 1
0 0 0 1 1
a 0 a 1 1
b 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
0
0 1
a a
b b
1 0
Theorem 98 The axioms A1-A7 in Denition 93 are independent.
Proof. Each of the previous algebras satises all of A1-A7 except for one axiom. For each
axiom we specify a counterexample in a given algebra of the list, leaving to the reader the task
of verifying that the remaining axioms hold in that algebra.
Independence of (A1). In Q4, a (0 a) = a 1 = 1 6= a = a 0 = (a a) 0.
Independence of (A2). In Q1, 000 = 1 6= 0.
Independence of (A3). In Q5, a 1 = a 6= 1.
Independence of (A4). In Q6, a (a0 
 1) = 0 6= 1 = 1 (10 
 a).
Independence of (A5). In Q2, (0 1)0 = 0 6= 1 = 00  1.
Independence of (A6). In Q7, (a a) 0 = 0 6= a = a a.
Independence of (A7). In Q3, 00 = 0 6= 1.
7.2 Basic properties
7.2.1 Aritmethical properties
We now list some very simple properties of quasi-MV algebras.
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Lemma 99 The following equations are satised in every quasi-MV algebra:
(i) x (y  z)  (x y) z; (v) 0 0  0;
(ii) x y  y  x; (vi) x 0  x e x;
(iii) x x0  1; (vii) x e y  y e x;
(iv) x
 x0  0; (viii) x d y  y d x.
Proof. By way of example, we prove (vi). Let A be a quasi-MV algebra and let a 2 A. We
have:
a e a = a
 (a0  a) (by Denition 94)
= a
 1 (by (iii))
= (a0  0)0 (by A2, A7, Denition 94)
= a 0 (by A2 and A5)
It is well-known (see e.g. [34]) that it is possible to introduce a lattice order on any MV
algebra by simply taking a  b to hold whenever a e b = a 
 (a0  b) = a. This condition is
obviously equivalent to a e b = a 
 (a0  b) = a  0 in an MV algebraic setting, yet it is no
longer such in a quasi-MV algebraic one. A choice is therefore in order, and we choose the
latter option.
Denition 100 Let A be a quasi-MV algebra. For all a; b 2 A:
a  b i¤ a e b = a 0.
Lemma 101 Let A be a quasi-MV algebra. For all a; b 2 A:
(i) a  b i¤ 1 = a0  b;
(ii) a  b i¤ a d b = b 0.
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Proof. We conne ourselves to (i). From right to left, suppose 1 = a0 b. Then by A5 and
the denitions a e b = a
 (a0  b) = a
 1 = a 0. From left to right:
a0  b = (a0  0) b (by A6, A1, Lemma 99(ii))
= (a 0)0  b (by A5)
= (a e b)0  b (ex hypothesi)
= (a
 (a0  b))0  b (by Denition 94)
= a0  b (a0  b)0 = 1 (by Denition 94 and Lemma 99(iii))
The relation we have introduced turns out to be reexive and transitive, but not always
antisymmetric:
Lemma 102 Let A be a quasi-MV algebra.  is a preordering, but not necessarily a partial
ordering, of A.
Proof. Reexivity follows from Lemma 99(vi). For transitivity, assume a  b and b  c.
The latter implies, by Lemma 101(ii), b d c = c  0, whence a0  (b d c) = a0  c  0 = a0  c,
by A6. However, by Lemma 101(i) and A3 a0  (b d c) = a0  b  (b0 
 c) = 1  (b0 
 c) = 1,
whereby our conclusion follows in virtue of the same Lemma. Now, consider the Diamond of
Example 320. Although a and b are distinct elements, we have both a  b and b  a (since
a0  b = a b = 1 = b a = b0  a), which gives a counterexample to antisymmetry.
Once equipped with the preorder relation introduced in Denition 100, we can picture our
quasi-MV algebras by means of Hasse diagrams where any distinct elements a and b such that
both a  b and b  a are placed side by side (see Chapter 12).
Next, we list a few properties of our preordering relation, including some standard monotonic-
ity properties.
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Lemma 103 Let A be a quasi-MV algebra. For all a; b; c; d 2 A:
(i) a 0  b 0; b 0  a 0 imply a 0 = b 0; (vi) a  a 0 and a 0  a;
(ii) a  b and c  d imply a c  b d; (vii) a
 b  c i¤ a  b0  c;
(iii) a  b and c  d imply a
 c  b
 d; (viii) if a  b, then b0  a0;
(iv) a  b and c  d imply a e c  b e d; (ix) 0  a and a  1.
(v) a  b and c  d imply a d c  b d d;
Proof. (i) By A6 and our hypothesis, a  0 = (a  0)  0 = (a  0) e (b  0). Likewise,
b  0 = (b  0) e (a  0), whence our conclusion follows in virtue of Lemma 99(vii). (ii)-(v)
are left to the reader. (vi) (a  0) e a = a e (a  0) = a 
 (a0  a  0) = a 
 1 = a  0, in
virtue of Lemma 99(vii), A5 and A6. Thus a  a  0 and, since (a  0)  0 = a  0, also
a0  a. (vii)-(viii) are left to the reader. (ix) For the rst conjunct, by A7 and Lemma 101(i)
it is su¢ cient to establish 1 = 1  a, which directly follows from a variant of A3; the second
conjunct follows from the rst by (viii) above.
Although the operations e (pseudo-inf) and d (pseudo-sup), introduced in Denition 94,
share some of the usual features of, respectively, lattice meet and lattice join, their behaviour
is not - unlike in the case of MV algebras - fully standard (as it often is the case in unsharp
quantum algebras: see e.g. [39]). If A is a quasi-MV algebra, the term reduct hA;e;di turns
out to be - in the terminology of [28], [29] - a bounded distributive q-lattice. In particular, the
operations e (pseudo-inf) and d (pseudo-sup) are both associative and commutative but they
need not be idempotent; furthermore, the absorption law fails in general. In view of Lemma
99(vi), any counterexample to x0  x is a counterexample to the idempotency of the pseudo-
inf: see e.g. Example 320. The same Example provides a counterexample to the absorption
law, since
a e (a d b) = a e b = a
 1 = a 0 = b 6= a.
The next lemma summarizes the most signicant properties.
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Lemma 104 Let A be a quasi-MV algebra. For all a; b; c 2 A:
(i) a e b = b e a; (vii) a
 (b d c) = (a
 b) d (a
 c);
(ii) a d b = b d a; (viii) a e (b e c) = (a e b) e c;
(iii) a e b  a; b and a; b  a d b; (ix) a d (b d c) = (a d b) d c;
(iv) if a  b; c then a  b e c; (x) a  a e a and a e a  a;
(v) if a; b  c then a d b  c; (xi) (a e b)0 = a0 d b0 and (a d b)0 = a0 e b0.
(vi) a (b e c) = (a b) e (a c);
Proof. (i) and (ii) are just Lemma 99(vii)-(viii). (iii) (a e b)0  a = a0  (a 
 b0)  a = 1,
whence a e b  a; the rest of the item is established similarly. The proof of (iv) and (v) can
be straightforwardly adapted from Proposition 1.1.5 of [34]. The same can be said for (vi)-(ix).
(x) follows directly from Lemma 99(vi) and Lemma 103(vi). (xi) (a e b)0 = (a 
 (a0  b))0 =
a0  (a
 b0) = a0 d b0. The other property is proved similarly.
Finally, we state a prelinearity lemma:
Lemma 105 Let A be a quasi-MV algebra. For all a; b 2 A:
(a
 b0) e (b
 a0) = 0
Proof. See [34].
7.2.2 The maximal MV subalgebra of a QMV algebra
Some elements in a quasi-MV algebra (at least one indeed, i.e. 0) are "well-behaved" in that
they satisfy the equation x0  x. The aim of this section is showing that such regular elements
form an MV algebraic "skeleton" which obviously exhausts, in the case of MV algebras, the
whole universe of the algebra. In the case of pure quasi-MV algebras, on the contrary, we also
have irregular elements that cluster around the regulars: each regular a, in fact, can be viewed
as surrounded by the "cloud" of all the irregulars b such that a  b and b  a.
Denition 106 Let A be a quasi-MV algebra and let a 2 A. We call a regular just in case
a 0 = a. We denote by R(A) the set of all regular elements of A.
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Lemma 107 Let A be a quasi-MV algebra. The algebra
RA =

R(A);R;0R ; 0R; 1R
where, for any functor f , fR is the restriction to R(A) of fA, is the largest MV-subalgebra
of A, lattice ordered by the restriction to R(A) of A.
Proof. We show rst that RA is a subalgebra of A. The regularity of 0 and 1 follows
directly from Lemma 99(v) and A5, A7; closure under truncated sum stems from A6 and
closure under inverse is a straightforward consequence of A5. Since QMV is a variety, RA is a
quasi-MV algebra which is also an MV-algebra by the denition of R(A). Now, suppose a  b
and b  a. Then a0  b0 and b0  a0, whence by Lemma 103(i) a = a0 = b0 = b.
Obviously, RA is the largest MV subalgebra of A.
7.2.3 The congruences  and 
We now introduce two relations which will play a special role in what follows.
Denition 108 Let A be a quasi-MV algebra and let a; b 2 A. We dene:
ab i¤ a  b and b  a
ab i¤ a = b or a; b 2 R(A)
In other words,  is the equivalence relation induced by the preorder  (in the sense of
[85]).
Lemma 109 Let A be a quasi-MV algebra and let a; b 2 A.
(i) ;  are congruences;
(ii) ab i¤ a 0 = b 0;
(iii)  \  = ;
(iv) CgA( [ ) = !.1
1Where  and ! denote the identity congruence and the universal congruence, respectively.
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Proof. (i)  is a congruence by Lemma 102 and Lemma 103(ii)-(viii);  is a congruence by
A6 and Lemma 107. (ii) If ab, then a 0 = a e b = b e a = b 0; conversely, if a 0 = b 0,
then a0  b = a0  b 0 = a0  a 0 = 1  0 = 1, and similarly for b0  a. (iii) Suppose
a  b and b  a; if a = b we are done, while if a; b 2 R(A) we get our conclusion by Lemma
107. (iv) We distinguish three cases. If a; b 2 R(A), then ab and thus ha; bi 2 CgA( [ ); if
a; b =2 R(A), then a(a0); b(b0); (a0)(b0) and thus ha; bi 2 CgA([ ); if a 2 R(A),
b =2 R(A), then b(b0); a(b0) and thus ha; bi 2 CgA([). It follows that CgA([) = !.
Remark that  and  , in spite of Lemma 109(iii)-(iv), fail to be complementary factor
congruences because they do not commute: in the Diamond of Example 320, for instance,
a  1 yet it is not the case that a  1.
Lemma 110 Let A be a quasi-MV algebra. The quotient algebra A= is isomorphic to RA.
Proof. If a 2 R(A), then the mapping '(a) = a= is injective; since, if a= = b= then
a = a 0 = b 0 = b. We now prove surjectivity. Let X 2 A=. Since X must be nonempty,
let a 2 X, and let a0 = b. Then b = a0 = (a0)0 = b0, whence b is regular and b 2 X.
The operations are clearly preserved in that ' is a restriction of a canonical homomorphism.
We call clouds the elements of A=. In virtue of Lemma 110, it is not inappropriate to
describe each cloud by refering to the unique regular element it contains; i.e., if X is a cloud
and a 2 X \R(A), we may unambiguously denote X as cl(a) (the cloud of a).
Lemma 111 (i) If there b; b0 2 cl(a), then a = a0. (ii) If b 2 cl(a), then b0 2 cl(a0). (iii) If
a = a0 and b 2 cl(a), then b0 2 cl(a).
Proof. (i) a = b 0 = b0  0 = (b 0)0 = a0. (ii) a0 = (b 0)0 = b0  0. (iii) From (ii).
In the MV algebra hR(A);;0 ; 0; 1i, the inverse has at most one xpoint. According to
Lemma 111, thus, in a quasi-MV algebra there is at most one cloud cl(r) (call it median cloud)
such that r = r0 and every element in the cloud is accompanied by its inverse (possibly coinciding
with the element itself):
r = r0    b    c    b0    c0   
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All the remaining clouds come in pairs. If b 2 cl(r), and cl(r) is not the median cloud, then
its inverse is in the "twin cloud" cl(r0), and f(b) = b0 gives rise to a bijection between cl(r) and
cl(r0):
r    b    c   
r0    b0    c0   
7.2.4 Idempotent elements
Truncated sum is not, generally speaking, an idempotent operation in quasi-MV algebras.
However, any quasi-MV algebra contains some idempotent elements (at least 0 and, if di¤erent
from the latter, also 1). If A is an MV algebra, then the set of idempotent elements gives rise
to a Boolean subalgebra of A. Does the same hold for any quasi-MV algebra? The aim of the
present subsection is to answer this question in the a¢ rmative.
Denition 112 Let A be a quasi-MV algebra and let a 2 A. We call a idempotent just in
case a a = a. We denote by I(A) the set of all idempotent elements of A.
Lemma 113 Let A be a quasi-MV algebra and let a 2 I(A). Then: (i) a is regular; (ii)
a e a0 = 0.
Proof. (i) By A6, a 0 = (a a) 0 = a a = a. (ii) ae a0 = a0
 (a a) = a0
 a = 0.
Although the converse of Lemma 113(ii) holds for MV algebras, it fails in general for quasi-
MV algebras, as the next example shows.
Example 114 Consider the quasi-MV algebra of Example 321. Here a e a0 = a0 
 (a  a) =
a0 
 0 = 0, yet a a = 0 6= a.
Lemma 115 Let A be a quasi-MV algebra. I(A) is a boolean subalgebra of A.
Proof. By Lemma 113(i), idempotent elements form a subalgebra of the MV subalgebra
of regular elements of A, hence a Boolean subalgebra of A.
7.3 Flat quasi-MV algebras
In this subsection we focus on quasi-MV algebras where 0 coincides with 1. Although the only
such MV algebra is obviously the trivial one-element algebra, this class contains a wealth of
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nontrivial pure quasi-MV algebras, which consist of just one cloud - i.e., their subalgebra of
regular elements is the one-element MV algebra.
Denition 116 A quasi-MV algebra F is called at i¤ it satises the equation 0  1. The
subvariety of at quasi-MV algebras will be denoted by FQMV.
It is easy to see that a QMV algebra is at i¤ it satises the equation x0  0; equivalently,
it is at i¤ the relation  is the universal relation. In the light of this observation, truncated
sum plays virtually no role in at algebras, which can be seen for many purposes as pointed
monounary algebras.2 This justies the following notation which encompasses all nite at
QMV algebras
Notation 117 We denote by Fnm the at QMV algebra having, beside 0, n xpoints for the
inverse (i.e. elements a such that a = a0) and m non-xpoints for the inverse (i.e. elements b
such that b 6= b0). Hence, the cardinality of Fnm is n+m+ 1.
We remark in passing an easy fact about subdirectly irreducible quasi-MV algebras:
Lemma 118 Let A be a subdirectly irreducible quasi-MV algebra. Then either A 2 MV or
A 2 FQMV.
Proof. If A is subdirectly irreducible, then its lattice of congruences has a single atom (see
[22]), call it & =
\
f :  2 C   fgg (see Theorem 15). If  =  then our statement trivially
holds. Suppose  6=  and let neither A 2MV nor A 2 FQMV. Then  6= ! and  6= !. Now,
by Lemma 109 (iii),  \  = . This fact implies that & = . A contradiction.
Now for some examples. First, we notice that:
Example 119 If A is a quasi-MV algebra, then A= is a at quasi-MV algebra, since 0= =
1= = R(A).
The next example provides a construction which yields a at QMV algebra out of an arbi-
trary QMV algebra.
2A is said to be a monounary pointed algebra i¤ A is an algebra with just a unary operation and a nullary
operation.
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Example 120 Let A =


A;A;0A ; 0A; 1A be a quasi-MV algebra, and let k =2 A if 0A has no
xpoint in R(A), otherwise let k be such a xpoint. The k-attening of A is the structure
F(A; k) =


A [ fkg ;F;0F ; 0F; 1F
where:
 0F = 1F = k;
 for all a; b 2 A [ fkg, aF b = k;
 for all a 2 A  fkg, a0F = a0A; k0F = k.
Such an algebra is easily seen to be a at quasi-MV algebra.
This construction can be put to good use in providing a signicant example of at QMV
algebras over the real numbers.
Example 121 The standard at quasi-MV algebra is the 12 -attening of the standard MV
algebra MV[0;1], i.e. the algebra
F(MV[0;1];
1
2) =


[0; 1] ;;0 ; 12 ; 12

where for all a; b 2 [0; 1] it is a0 = 1  a and a b = 12 . It is easy to check that the standard
quasi-MV algebra S (see Example 97) is just the direct product of MV[0;1] and F(MV[0;1];
1
2).
A standard completeness theorem can be proved for FQMV as follows.
Theorem 122 Let t; s be terms in the language of quasi-MV algebras. The following are equiv-
alent:
1. FQMV  t  s;
2. F(MV[0;1];
1
2)  t  s;
3. F02  t  s.
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Proof. (1)! (2). Trivial.
(2)! (3). It follows from the fact that F02 is a subalgebra of F(MV[0;1]; 12).
(3)! (1).. We argue contrapositively Let FQMV 2 t  s; then there is a at quasi-MV
algebra F such that F 2 t  s. We distinguish several cases.
First case. Both t(x1; :::; xn) and s(y1; :::; ym) contain at least an occurrence of . But then,
for any a1; :::; an; b1; :::; bm 2 F , we would have that
tF(a1; :::; an) = 0
F = sF(b1; :::; bm),
against the hypothesis.
Second case. t(x1; :::; xn) (without loss of generality) contains at least an occurrence of ,
while s does not. But then s is either a constant followed by k primes (0  k) or a variable y
followed by j primes (0  j). If the former, then vacuously tF(a1; :::; an) = 0F = sF(b1; :::; bm)
for any a1; :::; an; b1; :::; bm 2 F , against the hypothesis. If the latter, we falsify the equation in
F02 by assigning y the value a and the variables in fx1; :::; xng any values a1; :::; an (if xi = y,
of course it has to be ai = a). Then:
tF02(a1; :::; an) = 0 6= sF02(a).
Third case. Neither t nor s contain any occurrence of . But then t and s are terms in at
most one variable, having one of the following forms:
 t is a constant followed by k primes (0  k), s is a constant followed by j primes (0  j).
This case cannot arise, because such equations cannot be falsied in a at algebra.
 t, without loss of generality, is the variable x followed by k primes (0  k), s is a constant
followed by j primes (0  j). To falsify the equation in F02, simply assign x the value a.
 t is the variable x followed by k primes (0  k), s is the variable y followed by j primes
(0  j), and x 6= y. To falsify the equation in F02, simply assign x the value a and y the
value 0.
 t is the variable x followed by k primes (0  k), s is the variable x followed by j primes
(0  j). If k and j are both odd or both even, t  s is falsied i¤ x  x is, i.e. never;
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so, let without loss of generality k be even and j be odd. Such an equation is falsied i¤
x  x0 is. To falsify the equation in F02, simply assign x the value a.
7.4 Representation theorems
7.4.1 The direct embedding theorem
MV algebras and at QMV algebras play a special role, as we have seen, in the theory of
quasi-MV algebras. It is therefore natural to wonder whether there is an appropriate way to
"decompose" a QMV algebra into, respectively, an MV component and a at component. The
present subsection is devoted to showing to what extent this goal can be achieved.
Theorem 123 For every quasi-MV algebra Q, there exist an MV algebra M and a at quasi-
MV algebra F such that Q can be embedded into the direct product MF. Such an embedding
is an isomorphism just in case Q 2MV or Q 2 FQMV.
Proof. Let Q be a quasi-MV algebra. We already remarked that Q= is an MV algebra
and Q= is at. Consider the direct product Q=Q= . The homomorphism
f(a) = ha=; a=i
is one-one, since \ =  by Lemma 109(iii). It is onto just in case  = !, and this holds
i¤ for any a; b 2 Q, a= \ b= 6= ;. However, let Q =2 MV [ FQMV. Then Q contains at least
an irregular element c, and at least an element d 6= c in a di¤erent cloud. Then d= \ c= = ;.
Example 124 Let B be the quasi-MV algebra of Example 320, let ×3 be the three-valued
Lukasiewicz chain, and let F10 be the at quasi-MV algebra whose sole irregular element is
d = d0. B is isomorphic to a subalgebra of ×3  F10, where the representation of each element
is given by:
0 = h0; 0i ; a = 
12 ; d ;
b =


1
2 ; 0

; 1 = h1; 0i .
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Example 125 Let B be the quasi-MV algebra of Example 321, let ×3 be the three-valued
Lukasiewicz chain, and let F02 be the at quasi-MV algebra of Example 326. B is isomorphic
to a subalgebra of ×3  F02, where the representation of each element is given by:
0 = h0; 0i ; a = h0; di ; b = 
12 ; 0 ;
a0 = h1; d0i ; 1 = h1; 0i .
7.4.2 Representation of QMV algebras as labelled MV algebras
In Theorem 123 it is shown that every QMV algebra can be embedded into the direct product of
an MV algebra and a at QMV algebra. Although this result provides some useful information
about the relation between QMV algebras in general and MV algebras, its main drawback seems
to be the fact that the given embedding is not necessarily an isomorphism - to be sure, it is
never such except in trivial cases. In this subsection and in the next one, we try to amend this
defect by considering two di¤erent representations of QMV algebras as labelled MV algebras.
In both cases the representation is exact, meaning that the embedding function is actually an
isomorphism.
We start by introducing a construction which extracts, out of any MV algebra, a structure
in the similarity type of MV algebras.
Denition 126 Let A =


A;A;0A ; 0A; 1A be an MV algebra. Let X = fhXa; ja; fai ja 2 Ag
be an indexed family such that, for every a 2 A, Xa is a nonempty set, ja 2 Xa, and fa : Xa !
Xa [Xa0 is such that, for every x 2
S
a2A
Xa, fa0  fa(x) = x and ja0 = fa(ja). The slice algebra
over A with labels in X is the algebra
S (A) =
D
S (A) ;S(A);0S(A) ; 0S(A); 1S(A)
E
where:
 S (A) = fhx; ai jx 2 Xa, a 2 Ag ;
 hx; ai S(A) hy; bi = 
jaAb; aA b ;
 hx; ai0S(A) = 
fa (x) ; a0A ;
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 0S(A) = 
j0; 0A ;
 1S(A) = 
j1; 1A :
Example 127 Consider the slice algebra over the standard MV algebra MV[0;1], with labels in
X =


[0; 1]a;
1
2a
; fa
 ja 2 [0; 1]	, where fa(b) = 1   b. This is a quasi-MV algebra, isomorphic
to the standard quasi-MV algebra S via the mapping '(ha; bi) = hb; ai.
The previous example can be generalised. Indeed, it is readily seen that:
Lemma 128 Every slice algebra S (A) over an MV algebra A is a quasi-MV algebra.
Proof. A1, A3, A4, A6 hold because of properties of MV algebras. To validate A2, just
use the stipulation that fa0  fa(x) = x for every x 2 Xa and for every a 2 A. Likewise, A5 and
A7 follow from the fact that ja0 = fa(ja) for every a 2 A.
Remark that, in every slice algebra S (A), hx; ai S(A) hy; bi i¤ a A b. We now prove the
converse to Lemma 128.
Lemma 129 Every quasi-MV algebra A is isomorphic to a slice algebra over RA, the set of
regular elements of A.
Proof. Consider the slice algebra S (RA) with labels in
X = fhfx 2 Ajx 0 = ag ; a; fai ja 2 R(A)g ;
where fa(x) = x0. Let h : A ! S (R (A)) be dened, for b 2 A, by
h (b) = hb; b 0i :
An easy check will conrm that h is an isomorphism between A and S (RA).
7.4.3 Representation of QMV algebras as numbered MV algebras
Another way to tag elements of MV algebras in order to characterise any quasi-MV algebra
up to isomorphism proceeds by recourse to cardinal numbers. After recalling that, in any MV
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algebra, inverse admits at most one xpoint, we are ready to introduce the notions of labelling
function and size function over an MV algebra.
Denition 130 Let A be an MV algebra. A labelling function on A is a function l such that:
 if a 2 A and a 6= a0, then l(a) is a cardinal number and l(a) = l(a0);
 if a 2 A and a = a0, then l(a) is an ordered pair of cardinal numbers.
Given a labelling function l, a size function on A is a function szl from A to the class of
cardinal numbers such that:
szl(a) =

, if l(a) = ,
 + 2, if l(a) = h; i :
Denition 131 Let A be an MV algebra. Fix a labelling function l and the corresponding size
function szl on A. Moreover, let  be an object which belongs neither to A nor to the class of
ordinal numbers. A numbered MV algebra over A is an algebra of the form
N (A) =
D
N (A) ;N(A);0N(A) ; 0N(A); 1N(A)
E
where:
 N (A) = fhx; ai jx  szl(a) or x = , and a 2 Ag,
 hx; ai N(A) hy; bi = 
; aA b,
 if l(a) = , then hx; ai0N(A) = 
x; a0A,
 if l(a) = h; i then h; ai0N(A) = 
; a0A,
 if l(a) = h; i and x < , then hx; ai0N(A) = 
x; a0A,
 if l(a) = h; i and  < x   +  then hx; ai0N(A) = 
x+ ; a0A,
 if l(a) = h; i and  < x   +  then hx+ ; ai0N(A) = 
x; a0A.
Again, a numbered MV algebra turns out to be a QMV algebra.
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Lemma 132 Any numbered MV algebra is a quasi-MV algebra.
Proof. We conne ourselves to showing that inverse is involutive. In fact, if l(a) = h; i
and x < , then hx; ai0N(A)0N(A) = 
x; a0A0N(A) = 
x; a0A0A = hx; ai, whereas if l(a) = h; i
and  < x   + , then hx; ai0N(A)0N(A) = 
x+ ; a0A0N(A) = 
x; a0A0A = hx; ai. The
remainder of the proof is left to the reader.
The converse requires more work. We prove that:
Theorem 133 Every quasi-MV algebra A is isomorphic to a numbered MV algebra over RA.
Proof. Let A be a quasi-MV algebra. If a 2 R (A), let  be the equivalence relation on
a= whose cosets are the sets fb; b0g, for b 2 a=. We dene:
cl1(a) = fx 2 Aja 6= x and a= = x= and x = x0g ;
cl2(a) = fx 2 Aja 6= x and a= = x= and x 6= x0g ;
l(a) =

card (cl2(a)) , if a 6= a0,
hcard (cl1(a)= ) ; card (cl2(a)) = i , if a = a0.
Consider the numbered MV algebra N(RA) associated with the labelling function l and with
the corresponding size function szl. For a 2 A, x a bijection  between a 0= fa 0g and
szl(a 0), such that (b) < (c) whenever b = b0 and c 6= c0. We dene ' as follows:
'(a) =
 , if a 2 R (A) ,
(a), otherwise.
Now, let f : A!N (R (A)) be given by:
f(a) = h'(a); a 0i
The function f is clearly well dened and onto. It is also one-one; in fact, suppose f (a) = f (b).
If a; b 2 R (A), then f (a) = h; ai = h; bi = f (b) implies a = b . If a; b =2 R (A), f (a) =
h(a); a 0i = h(b); b 0i = f (b) means that a and b sit in the same cloud and have the same
label, whence they are one and the same element. By denition of '(a) and by Denition 131,
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the remaining cases cannot arise. We now show that the basic operations are preserved by f .
f (a)N(RA) f (b) = 
'(a); aA 0N(RA) 
'(b); bA 0
=

; aA bA 0
= f
 
aA b
If a 2 R (A), then:
f(a)0N(RA) =

; aA 00N(RA)
=
D
;  aA 00AE
=

; a0A A 0
= f(a0A)
If a =2 R (A) and a = a0, then:
f(a)0N(RA) =


(a); aA 00N(RA)
=
D
(a);
 
aA 00AE
=


(a); a0A A 0
= f(a0A)
If a =2 R (A) and a 6= a0, then:
f(a)0N(RA) =


(a); aA 00N(RA)
=
D
(a) + ;
 
aA 00AE
=


(a) + ; a0A A 0
= f(a0A)
Example 134 The Diamond of Example 320 can be represented as a numbered MV algebra as
follows: 0 = h; 0i ; a = h1; bi ; b = h; bi ; 1 = h; 1i.
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In our opinion, approaching quasi-MV algebras via numbered MV algebras is especially
interesting since two quasi-MV algebras are isomorphic if, and only if, their associated MV
algebras are isomorphic and their labels coincide.
7.5 Standard completeness and nite model property
We now want to show a standard completeness result for QMV with respect to the standard
quasi-MV algebras D and S (see Example 97), in analogy to Changs completeness theorem for
MV with respect to the standard MV algebra MV[0;1]([32]). This theorem will be attained as
an immediate corollary of the following results:
 The embedding of any QMV algebra into the direct product of an MV algebra and of a
at algebra (Theorem 123);
 Changs completeness theorem for MV algebras;
 standard completeness for at quasi-MV algebras (Theorem 122).
In what follows, letQ be the subalgebra of S whose universe is the set (Q\ [0; 1])(Q\ [0; 1]).
Theorem 135 If t; s are terms in the language of quasi-MV algebras, then the following are
equivalent:
1. QMV  t  s;
2. S  t  s;
3. Q  t  s;
4. D  t  s.
Proof. The implications (1 ! 2); (2 ! 3) and (2 ! 4) are trivial, for Q and D are
subalgebras of S.
(4 ! 2) If t(x1; :::; xn) is a term in the language of quasi-MV algebras containing at most
the indicated variables and at least an occurrence of , it is easy to check (by induction on the
number of occurrences of  therein) that tS(ha1; b1i ; :::; han; bni) = tS(


a1;
1
2

; :::;


an;
1
2

).
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Now, we argue contrapositively. Let t(x1; :::; xn) and s(y1; :::; ym) be terms in the language
of quasi-MV algebras containing at most the indicated variables, and let S 2 t  s. This means
that there exist a1; :::; an; b1; :::; bn; c1; :::; cm; d1; :::; dm 2 [0; 1] such that
tS(ha1; b1i ; :::; han; bni) 6= sS(hc1; d1i ; :::; hcm; dmi)
We distinguish several cases.
First case. Both t and s contain at least an occurrence of . By the above claim, this means
tS(


a1;
1
2

; :::;


an;
1
2

) 6= sS(
c1; 12 ; :::; 
cm; 12)
To falsify t  s in D, it is therefore su¢ cient to assign each xi the value


ai;
1
2

and each
yk the value


ck;
1
2

.
Second case. t (without loss of generality) contains at least an occurrence of , while s
does not. But then s is either a constant followed by k primes (0  k) or a variable y followed
by j primes (0  j). If the former, then in virtue of the above claim we falsify t  s in D by
assigning each xi the value


ai;
1
2

. If the latter, we falsify the equation in D by assigning y the
value hc; di, where d 6= 12 , and the variables in fx1; :::; xng any values in C1 compatible with the
previous assignment.
Third case. Neither t nor s contain any occurrence of . But then t and s are terms in at
most one variable, having one of the following forms:
 t is a constant followed by k primes (0  k), s is a constant followed by j primes (0  j).
Then we have our counterexample already in D.
 t (without loss of generality) is the variable x followed by k primes (0  k), s is a constant
followed by j primes (0  j). To falsify the equation in D, simply assign x any value
ha; bi 2 C1, where b 6= 12 .
 t is the variable x followed by k primes (0  k), s is the variable y followed by j primes
(0  j), and x 6= y. To falsify the equation in D, simply assign x any value ha; bi 2 C1,
where b 6= 12 , and y the value


1
2 ;
1
2

.
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 t is the variable x followed by k primes (0  k), s is the variable x followed by j primes
(0  j). If k and j have the same parity, t  s is falsied i¤ x  x is, i.e. never; so, let
without loss of generality k be even and j be odd. Such an equation is falsied i¤ x  x0
is. To falsify the equation in D, simply assign x any value ha; bi 6= 
12 ; 12.
(2! 1) We argue contrapositively. Let QMV 2 t  s; then there is a quasi-MV algebra A
such that A 2 t  s. By Theorem 123, a fortiori A=A= 2 t  s, and so either A= 2 t  s
or A= 2 t  s. If the former, then by Changs completeness theoremMV[0;1] 2 t  s and thus
S 2 t  s; if the latter, then by Theorem 122 F(MV[0;1]; 12) 2 t  s and thus likewise S 2 t  s.
(3! 1) This is proved exactly like in the previous implication, by trading MV[0;1] and its
1
2 -attening for, respectively, the standard MV algebra over Q\ [0; 1] and its 12 -attening.
An important consequence of Theorem 135 concerns the nite model property (see Lemma
136).
We recall that a variety of algebras of type L has the nite model property (FMP) whenever
every equation of type L which does not hold in the variety can be falsied in a nite member
of the variety. Alternatively, one can say that a variety has the FMP i¤ it is generated as a
variety by its nite members. This is indeed a remarkable property, since e.g. it notoriously
implies decidability. As it is well-known that the variety MV has the FMP (see e.g. [77]), it is
all too natural to wonder if QMV as well has this property. In fact, the nite model property
for QMV is a corollary of Theorem 135:
Lemma 136 QMV has the FMP.
Proof. Let t; s 2 Term(h2; 1; 0; 0i) be such that the equation t  s has a counterexample
in a given QMV algebra A. By Theorem 123 it has a counterexample in A=  A= , thus
either in A= 2 MV or in A= 2 FQMV. Both MV and FQMV are subvarieties of QMV.
As previously mentioned, MV has the nite model property. By Theorem 122, FQMV has the
FMP. Consequently, either there exists a nite MV algebra M which falsies the equation, or
else t  s is falsied in F02.
It is somewhat more di¢ cult to prove that QMV is generated as a quasivariety by its nite
members; this task will be accomplished in Subsection 7.6.4.
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7.6 Universal algebraic properties
7.6.1 Failure of some relevant properties
It is well-known that the variety of MV algebras is arithmetical, i.e. it is both congruence
distributive and congruence permutable. Basically, this is a consequence of a result by Idziak
([61]) and is explicitly remarked e.g. in [80]. One may thus wonder whether QMV retains the
properties of congruence distributivity and congruence permutability. Actually, it is possible
to prove that not only both properties fail, but also that the class of all congruence lattices of
QMV algebras does not satisfy any property which implies some nontrivial lattice equation (or
even some nontrivial universal formula). This stronger result will be provided in Theorem 182.
The present subsection is devoted to pointing out some specic counterexamples to congruence
properties, starting with congruence modularity.
More precisely: within a given subclass of quasi-MV algebras, we can give necessary and
su¢ cient conditions for the lattice of congruences to be modular. Since this class does not
consist solely of MV algebras (it includes e.g. the Sand Glass of Example 321), it follows that
QMV is not congruence modular.
Theorem 137 QMV is not congruence modular.
Proof. Suppose that A is any QMV algebra such that (i) A is not an MV algebra; (ii)
A contains at least two irregular elements belonging to di¤erent clouds (e.g. the Sand Glass).
We will make use of Dedekinds Theorem according to which a lattice is modular i¤ it contains
no sublattice isomorphic to N5 (see Theorem 12). Now, consider the congruences  and  of
Denition 108 and the congruence ', dened below by means of its congruence blocks for any
a 2 A:
a=' =
8>>><>>>:
R(A), if a is regular;
fag , if a is irregular and cl(a) = cl(a0);
fa; a0g , otherwise.
We will prove that N5 is a sublattice of C (A). By our hypothesis (ii),   '; by our
hypothesis (i),  6=  and ' 6=  because h0; 1i 2  ; ' but h0; 1i =2 . Since A contains
irregulars, we have that  6=  and  ; ' 6= !; since 0 6= 1, we have that  ; ' 6=  and  6= !.
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Now, by Lemma 109(iii)  \  = ' \  = ; by Lemma 109(iv)  _  = !, whence a fortiori
' _  = !.
Summing up, the congruences in f ; ; '; ; !g are all distinct from one another and form a
sublattice of C(A) isomorphic to N5 (Figure 7.6.1), whereby C(A) is not modular.
ω
ϕ
τ
ι
χ
Figure 7.6.1
Since congruence distributivity implies congruence modularity and congruence permutability
implies conguence modularity, we have the following
Corollary 138 QMV is neither congruence distributive nor congruence permutable.
Given Corollary 138, it follows from a classic result in [73] that there exists no ternary term
p of type h2; 1; 0; 0i such that the equations p(x; y; y)  x and p(x; x; y)  y are valid in all
quasi-MV algebras. However, the following weaker result holds:
Theorem 139 There exists a ternary term p of type h2; 1; 0; 0i such that the equations p(x; y; y) 
x 0 and p(x; x; y)  y  0 are valid in all quasi-MV algebras.
Proof. We let p(x; y; z) be
(x
 (y0  (y e z))) d (z 
 (y0  (y e x)))
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Then we have, for any quasi-MV algebra A and any a; b 2 A:
pA(a; b; b) = (a
 (b0  b 0)) d (b
 (b0  (b e a))) (by Lemma 99(vi))
= (a
 1) d (b
 (1 e (b0  a))) (by A3, Lemmas 99(iii), 104(vi))
= (a 0) d (b
 (b0  a)) (by A5, A6)
= (a 0) d (b e a) = a 0 (by Denition 94, Lemma 99)
Likewise:
pA(a; a; b) = (a e (a e b)) d (b
 (a0  a 0)) (by Denition 94, Lemma 99(vi))
= ((a e a) e b) d (b
 1) (by A3,Lemmas 99(iii), 104(viii))
= ((a 0) e b) d (b 0) (by A5, Lemma 99(vi))
= ((a e b) d (b 0) = b 0 (by Denition 94, Lemma 99)
Corollary 138 can be further strengthened. Recall the following denition:
Denition 140 An algebra A, having a constant e in its similarity type, is said congruence
e-permutable i¤, for any congruences ; ' on A, there holds eA=  ' = eA='  ; it is called
congruence e-regular i¤, for any congruences ; ' on A, eA= = eA=' implies  = '. A variety
is called congruence e-permutable ( congruence e-regular) i¤ each algebra in the variety is such.
Obviously, congruence permutability implies congruence e-permutability, but the converse
does not necessarily hold: a counterexample is given by implication algebras ([2], [76]).
Theorem 141 QMV is neither congruence 0-permutable nor congruence 1-permutable.
Proof. Consider the Sand Glass. Take the congruences  and  , whose blocks are respec-
tively fa; 0g ; fbg ; fa0; 1g and f0; b; 1g ; fag ; fa0g. Since a01 and 10, we have that a0 0, but
it cannot be the case that a0 0 since 0=\a0= = ?. Moreover, a  1 (since a0 and 01)
but it is not the case that a  1 (since 1= \ a= = ?).
Ursini ([90]) showed that, for a variety with a constant e in its type, congruence e-permutability
is equivalent to subtractivity, i.e. to the existence of a binary term s in the language of the
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variety such that the equations s(x; x)  e and s(x; e)  x hold in the variety. Since 0 and 1
are the only constants in the language of quasi-MV algebras, we have that:
Corollary 142 QMV is not subtractive.
Failure of congruence e-regularity is a consequence of Theorem 137 and of a result in [58];
nonetheless, we prefer to give an explicit counterexample.
Theorem 143 QMV is neither congruence 0-regular nor congruence 1-regular.
Proof. Consider again the Sand Glass. Take the congruence  and a congruence - call it  
- whose blocks are f0; b; 1g ; fa; a0g. Even though 0= = 0= = 1= = 1= , we have that  6=  .
7.6.2 Congruence extension property
We say that a variety V has the congruence extension property (CEP) i¤ for every A 2 V ,
every subalgebra B of A, and every congruence  on B, there is a congruence  on the whole
of A which extends , i.e. such that  =  \ B2. That MV has the CEP follows from more
general results about residuated lattices ([91]) and is explicitly proved e.g. in [51]. On the other
hand, the proof of the CEP for MV algebras - as well as the analogous proofs for commutative
residuated lattices or for other varieties of algebras motivated by logic - rests essentially on
the 1-1 correspondence between congruences and ideals, a property which is available neither
for QMV nor for
p0QMV, as we will see in Subsections 7.7.2 and 8.6.1. As a consequence, a
di¤erent strategy is needed.
It can be easily seen that a at QMV algebra has the same congruences as its monounary
reduct, for there is no way a reexive binary relation on a at QMV algebra can disrespect
truncated sum. As a consequence:
Lemma 144 The variety FQMV has the CEP.
Proof. Let A be a at QMV algebra, let B be a subalgebra of its, and let  be an arbitrary
congruence on B. It follows from the previous observation and from simple results about
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monounary algebras that the relation
0 =
ha; bi 2 A2 : ab or a = b	
is a congruence on A such that  = 0 \ B2. For, a=0 = a= if a 2 B, and a=0 = fag
otherwise.
Thus, every QMV algebra is directly decomposable in terms of algebras which belong to
subvarieties of QMV with the CEP. We exploit this fact to attain our goal.
Lemma 145 Let A be a QMV algebra and let  be any congruence on A. Then there exist a
congruence 1 on A= and a congruence 2 on A= such that ab i¤ ha=; a=i 12 hb=; b=i.
Proof. Let  be a congruence on A. If f is any injective homomorphism with domain A,
it follows that fhf(a); f(b)i : abg is a congruence on the range of f . In particular, if f is the
embedding provided by Theorem 123, then 0 = fhha=; a=i ; hb=; b=ii : abg is a congruence
such that ab i¤ f(a)0f(b). Now, dene binary relations 1 on A= and 2 on A= in such a
way that
a=1b= i¤ ha=; a=i 0 hb=; b=i ;
a=2b= i¤ ha=; a=i 0 hb=; b=i .
1 and 2 are congruences on A= and A= , respectively. Moreover,
ab i¤ ha=; a=i 0 hb=; b=i
i¤ a=1b= and a=2b=
i¤ ha=; a=i 1  2 hb=; b=i
It is not hard to see that:
Lemma 146 If A is a QMV algebra and B is a subalgebra of its, then B extends to A and
B extends to A.
Having settled these preliminaries, we now proceed to prove that
Theorem 147 The variety QMV has the CEP.
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Proof. Take a QMV algebra A, a subalgebra B of its, and an arbitrary congruence  on B.
By Lemma 145, there exist a congruence 1 onB=B and a congruence 2 onB=B such that, for
any a; b in B, ab i¤


a=B; a=B

12


b=B; b=B

. We recall that, since B is a subalgebra
of A, the sets

x=A : x 2 B	 and x=A : x 2 B	 are subuniverses, respectively, of A=A and
A=A. Recall moreover that the CEP holds for MV algebras and, in the light of Lemma 144,
also for at QMV algebras. So, by Lemma 146 and the third isomorphism theorem, there exist
congruences 01 on A=A and 
0
2 on A=
A such that 1 = 
0
1\
 
B=B
2
and 2 = 
0
2\
 
B=B
2
.
We have to show that 1  2 =
 
01  02
\  B=B B=B2. For the nontrivial direction, let
a; b 2 B, and 
a=A; a=A 01  02 
b=A; b=A. Then a=A01b=A and thus a=B1b=B,
while a=A02b=A and thus a=B2b=B. So


a=B; a=B

1  2


b=B; b=B

.
7.6.3 Amalgamation property
According to the website Mathematical Structures (http:// math.chapman.edu/ cgi-bin/ struc-
tures.pl?HomePage), "An amalgam is a tuple (A; f;B; g;C) such that A;B;C are structures
of the same signature, and f : A! B; g : A! C are embeddings (injective morphisms).
A class K of structures is said to have the amalgamation property if for every amalgam with
A;B;C 2 K and A 6= ; there exists a structure D 2 K and embeddings f 0 : B! D; g0 : C! D
such that f 0  f = g0  f .". A couple of decades ago, Mundici proved that MV algebras have the
amalgamation property [77]. It is all too natural, therefore, to inquire whether QMV algebras
have such property too. The present subsection is devoted to showing that they do.
The amalgamation property for QMV algebras is a useful application of Theorem 133, since
it relies in an essential way on the representation of QMV algebras as numbered MV algebras.
Theorem 148 QMV has the amalgamation property.
Proof. Let A, B1, B2 2 QMV where hi : A! Bi, for i 2 f1; 2g, is an embedding.
To show that QMV has the amalgamation property it is enough to construct a quasi-MV
algebra D and to provide embeddings gi : Bi! D, for i 2 f1; 2g, such that for each a 2 A,
g1(h1(a)) = g2(h2(a)).
Now, the restrictions hidR(A) are embeddings of RA into RBi , for a = a A 0 implies
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hi(a) = hi(aA 0) = hi(a)Bi 0. Therefore, the quintuple
hRA; h1dR(A);RB1h2dR(A);RB2i
is an amalgam and, since MV has the amalgamation property, there exist an MV algebra C
and embeddings wi : RBi ! C such that, for any a 2 R(A), w1(h1(a)) = w2(h2(a)). We are
left with the task of extending this property to any (not necessarily regular) a 2 A. In virtue of
Theorem 133, we can, up to isomorphism, uniquely associate to A, B1, B2 their corresponding
numbered MV algebras N (A), N (B1), N (B2), with respective labelling functions lA; lBi , and
use them in establishing the amalgamation property for QMV. Let i be an abbreviation for
lBi(w
 1
i (a)). Construct the numbered MV algebra N (C) =


N (C) ;N(C);0N(C) ; 0N(C); 1N(C)
where the labelling function lC is such that, for any a 2 C,
lC(a) =
8<: max(1; 2), if 1; 2 are cardinals;hmax(1 (1) ; 1 (2));max(2 (1) ; 2 (2)i , if 1; 2 are ordered pairs of cardinals.
Notice that crossover cases cannot arise: being embeddings, the w0is map xpoints to xpoints
and conversely. Now, let gi : N (Bi)!N (C), for i 2 f1; 2g, be given, for any hxi; bi 2 N (Bi),
by gi (hx; bi) = hx;wi (b)i. These functions are well-dened and injective. In fact, suppose
gi (hx; ai) = gi (hy; bi); this implies hx;wi (a)i = hy; wi (b)i, whence x = y and a = b, since
wi is, by assumption, an embedding. Moreover gi preserves the basic operations. We conne
ourselves to the case of truncated sum (a routinary check takes care of inverse).
gi

hx; ai N(Bi) hy; bi

= gi
 
; aBi b
=

; wi  aBi b
=

; wi (a)C wi (b)
= gi (hx; ai)N(C) gi (hy; bi)
Finally it has to be proved that, for hx; ai 2 N (A), g1(h1 hx; ai) = g2(h2 hx; ai). More precisely,
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if f is the isomorphism of Theorem 133, we have that:
g1(f (h1(a))) = g1(hx; h1(a) 0i)
= g1(hx; h1(a 0)i)
= hx;w1 (h1(a 0))i
= hx;w2 (h2(a 0))i
= g2(hx; h2(a 0)i)
= g2(hx; h2(a) 0i)
= g2(f (h2(a))).
7.6.4 Strong nite model property
In Theorem 136, we proved that QMV is generated, as a variety, by its nite members. In the
present subsection we strengthen this result by showing that QMV is generated by its nite
members also as a quasivariety (a property known as strong nite model property).
As a rst step, we establish the strong nite model property for at QMV algebras.
Lemma 149 The variety FQMV has the strong nite model property.
Proof. In order to prove that FQMV is generated as a quasivariety by its nite members,
we make use of the Grätzer-Lakser result according to which Q(K) =ISP(K) whenever K is a
nite class of algebras ([54]), and show that ISP(F12) =FQMV. More precisely, remark that
quasiequations can only contain nitely many variables and thus, if at all, they can be falsied
in a nitely generated - hence countable - algebra. Therefore, restriction to countable algebras
entails no loss of generality. We prove that every countable at QMV algebra can be embedded
into a suitable direct power of F12.
Let F12 = f0; a; a0; bg. If C is a countable at QMV algebra, we start by partitioning its
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universe into two disjoint subsets,
C1 = fc 2 C : c = c0g ;
C2 = fc 2 C : c 6= c0g .
Next, we order C1 arbitrarily, and C2 in such a way that, for every i 2 N , c0i = ci+1 or
c0i = ci 1. For any 0 6= ci 2 C1, let f(ci) be the sequence
0; :::; 0| {z }; b; 0; :::

i  1 times
Moreover, for any cj 2 C2, let f(cj) be either the sequence
0; :::; 0| {z }; a; a0; 0; :::

card(C1) + j   1 times
or the sequence 
0; :::; 0| {z }; a0; a; 0; :::

card(C1) + j   2 times
according as cj immediately precedes or immediately follows c0j in the enumeration of C2.
Finally, let f(0) be the sequence consisting of all 0s. It is easily checked that f embeds C into
FN12.
A result in [16] implies that MV algebras have the strong nite model property. As a
consequence, we can use the direct decomposition theorem for QMV to attain our goal.
Theorem 150 The variety QMV has the strong nite model property.
Proof. Let &inti  si ) t  s be a quasiequation which fails in QMV. Recalling that
quasiequations carry over to subalgebras and products, by the direct decomposition theorem
for QMV there are an MV algebraM and a at QMV algebra F such that &inti  si ) t  s
fails inM F, hence either inM or in F. If the former, then our quasiequation fails in a nite
member of MV by the strong nite model property for this variety; if the latter, our result
follows from Lemma 149.
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7.7 Ideal theory
7.7.1 Notions of ideal
As a consequence of the results in the section 7.6.1, QMV is not ideal-determined in the sense of
[56]: there exists no "reasonable" notion of ideal that corresponds to the notion of congruence.
However, the theory of MV algebras provides us with a well-motivated concept of ideal; it would
seem to make sense to investigate such a notion also in our setting. We will show that the class
of such ideals can be put in one-one correspondence with an important class of congruences.
Denition 151 Let A be a quasi-MV algebra and let J  A. We say that J is an ideal of A
i¤ for all a; b 2 A the following conditions are satised:
I1 0 2 J ;
I2 a; b 2 J ) a b 2 J ;
I3 a 2 J; b  a) b 2 J .
Denition 152 Let A be a quasi-MV algebra and let J  A. We say that J is a weak ideal
of A i¤ for all a; b 2 A the following conditions are satised:
W1 0 2 J ;
W2 a; b 2 J ) a b 2 J ;
W3 a 2 J; b 2 A) a
 b 2 J .
If J is an ideal of A and a 2 A, we have as an easy consequence of Lemma 103(vi) that
a 2 J i¤ a  0 2 J . It is well-known that, in MV algebras, J is an ideal i¤ it is a weak ideal;
for quasi-MV algebras, every ideal is a weak ideal, but not always conversely.
Lemma 153 If A is a quasi-MV algebra, the set of its ideals is included in the set of its weak
ideals. Moreover, there are quasi-MV algebras for which such inclusion is proper.
Proof. For the rst claim, all we have to show is that I1-I3 imply W3. Thus, let J be an
ideal of A and let a 2 J ; if b 2 A, we have that (a
 b)0  a = a0  b0  a = 1, whence a
 b  a
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and we are done by I3. Now, take the Sand Glass. It is easy to see that f0g is a weak ideal of
it, but it does not comply with I3, since a  0 yet a 6= 0.
We now present an alternative characterization of weak ideals.
Denition 154 Let A be a quasi-MV algebra and let a; b 2 A. We stipulate a . b to hold i¤
a e b = a.
It is immediate to see that the relation we just dened is antisymmetric (by Lemma 99(vii))
and transitive (by Lemma 104(viii)); by Lemma 99(vi), it is reexive i¤ a is regular.
Lemma 155 a . b i¤ a  b and a 2 R(A).
Proof. Left to right. Suppose a e b = a. Then, by denition of e, A5 and the dual of A6,
a e b = (a e b) 
 1 = (a e b)  0 = a  0, i.e. a  b. Thus, if a . b then a  b. Therefore,
a = a e b = a 0.
Right to left. If a  b and a is regular, then a e b = a 0 = a and we are done.
Lemma 156 Condition W3 in Denition 152 can be equivalently replaced by
a 2 J; b . a) b 2 J
Proof. Left to right. Suppose that for every a 2 J; b 2 A it is a 
 b 2 J . Let c 2 J and
d . c. Then by our hypothesis it is c
 (c0  d) = c e d 2 J . Thus:
d = d e c = c e d 2 J
Right to left. We have that a 
 b  a and a 
 b 2 R(A), by the dual of A6. Then, by
Lemma 155, a
 b . a and we are done.
In any MV-algebra A, f0g is the smallest ideal of A. We already remarked that in an
arbitrary quasi-MV algebra f0g is a weak ideal, but not necessarily an ideal. Is there a way to
describe the smallest ideal (if there is such a thing) in a quasi-MV algebra? To answer such
question, recall that if A is a quasi-MV algebra and H  A, then the ideal generated by H
(noted by (H]) is the smallest ideal of A containing H. If H is the singleton fag, we will follow
the customary practice of writing (a] in place of (fag]. We have:
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Lemma 157 Let A be a quasi-MV algebra and let H  A. Then:
(i) (H] = fx 2 A : there exist a1; :::; an 2 H such that x  a1  ::: ang ;
(ii) (0] is the smallest ideal of A.
Proof. (i) The usual MV algebraic proof works ne in this case. (ii) By (i), (0] =
fx 2 A : x  0g. It is easy to check that such a set is an ideal. Moreover, every ideal J
has 0 as an element by I1 and thus it also contains (0] by I3.
The ideal (0] is nothing but the cloud of 0; it obviously reduces to f0g in MV algebras.
The lattice of all ideals of a quasi-MV algebra A can be dened in analogy with the lattice
of congruences. More precisely:
Denition 158 The lattice of ideals I(A) of the quasi-MV algebra A is the lattice
hfJ : J is an ideal of Ag ;\;_i
where J _ I = (J [ I].
7.7.2 Ideals and congruences
In this subsection, we show that ideals are in 1-1 correspondence with QMV MV congruences,
i.e. those congruences whose corresponding quotient algebras are MV algebras. Obviously,  is
the smallest QMV MV congruence. As a rst step towards our goal, we introduce functions
that map ideals to QMV MV congruences and vice versa.
Denition 159 Let A be a quasi-MV algebra. Moreover, let J be an ideal of A and  be a
QMV MV congruence on A. The relation f(J)  AA and the subset g()  A are dened
as follows (for a; b 2 A):
ha; bi 2 f(J) i¤ a
 b0; b
 a0 2 J ;
g() = 0=.
We have that:
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Theorem 160 Let A be a quasi-MV algebra, J be an ideal of A and  be a QMV MV
congruence on A. (i) f(J) is a QMV MV congruence on A; (ii) g() is an ideal of A; (iii)
J = g(f(J)); (iv)  = f(g()).
Proof. (i) The proof that f(J) is a congruence is long and tedious, but does not present
additional di¢ culties with respect to the case of MV algebras. To see that it is a QMV MV
congruence, suppose that (a 0)f(J)(b 0), i.e., by A5, (a 0)
 (b0 0); (b 0)
 (a0 0) 2 J .
By J3 and Lemma 103(iii)-(vi), it follows that a
 b0; b
 a0 2 J , i.e. af(J)b.
(ii) I1 is satised by the reexivity of ; as to I2, if a= = b= = 0=, then since 0  0 = 0
we have that a  b= = 0=. Finally, suppose ha; 0i 2  and a e b = a 
 (a0  b) = b  0.
Then ha0; 1i 2  and thus ha0  b; 1i = ha0  b; b 1i 2 , whence ha e b; a 0i 2  and so
b  0= = a  0=, whence b= = a= = 0= as  is a kernel of a homomorphism onto an MV
algebra.
(iii) After a moments reection, it is readily seen that
g(f(J)) = fx 2 A : x 0 2 Jg
However, we already remarked that a 2 J i¤ a 0 2 J , whence our conclusion.
(iv) We have that ha; bi 2 f(g()) i¤ (a
b0)0 and (b
a0)0. Now, if ab, in virtue of Lemma
99(iv) af(g())b; conversely, if (a
 b0)0 and (b
 a0)0, then (b 0)(b d a) = (a d b)(a 0),
whence ab as  is a kernel of a homomorphism onto an MV algebra.
Obviously, a quasi-MV algebra A is an MV algebra i¤ every congruence is a QMV MV
congruence. Thus, a quasi-MV algebraA is an MV algebra i¤ there is a one-one correspondence
between ideals and congruences.
In virtue of Theorem 160, a congruence is a QMV MV congruence i¤ it has the form
f(J) for some ideal J . We have seen that the lattice of congruences of a quasi-MV algebra is
generally rather ill-behaved; the sublattice of QMV MV congruences is more regular.
Lemma 161 If A is a quasi-MV algebra, the lattice CI(A) of QMV MV congruences on A
is a sublattice of C(A).
Proof. Given Theorem 160, f(I \ J) = f(I) \ f(J) and f(I _ J) = f(I) _ f(J) for any
ideals I; J of A, whence our conclusion.
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We now show that CI(A) is remarkably better behaved than the whole of C(A).
Theorem 162 If A is a quasi-MV algebra, the relational product of any two congruences in
CI(A) is commutative.
Proof. Suppose that f(I); f(J) 2 CI(A), that a; b 2 A and that af(I)  f(J)b, whence
there is a c 2 A such that af(I)c and cf(J)b. Let p be the polynomial of Theorem 139; we have
that pA(a; c; b)f(I)pA(c; c; b) = b 0 and pA(a; c; b)f(J)pA(a; b; b) = a 0. Let pA(a; c; b) = e.
From ef(I)(b 0) and ef(J)(a 0) it follows that:
(b 0)
 e0; (b 0)0 
 e 2 I;
(a 0)
 e0; (a 0)0 
 e 2 J .
Now, by Lemma 103 (iii)-(vi) b
e0  (b0)
e0 2 I, and a
e0  (a0)
e0 2 J . Likewise,
b0
 e  (b0 0)
 e = (b 0)0
 e 2 I, and a0
 e  (a0 0)
 e = (a 0)0
 e 2 J . Thus, ef(I)b
and af(J)e, i.e. af(J)  f(I)b.
Theorem 163 CI(A) is distributive.
Proof. It su¢ ces to prove that I(A) is distributive. In order to do that, suppose I; J;K 2
I(A) and a 2 I \ (J _K). This means that a 2 I and a  b c, for some b 2 J; c 2 K. Then
a e b 2 I \ J and a e c 2 I \K. We now show that a  (a e b)  (a e c). In fact, a  b  c
implies 1 = a0  b c and thus
a0  (a e b) (a e c) = (1 e (a0  b)) (a e c)
= a0  b (a e c)
= b (1 e (a0  c))
= b a0  c = 1
It follows that there exist d 2 I \ J; e 2 I \ K such that a  d  e, which amounts to
a 2 (I \ J) _ (I \K).
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7.7.3 Ideals and Gumm-Ursini ideals
In the subsection 7.7.1 we remarked that QMV fails to be an ideal determined variety; we
also noticed that the class I (A) of ideals (dened in analogy with MV algebras) of a given
QMV algebra A cannot, as a rule, be bijectively mapped onto the class of its congruences. The
purpose of the present short section is showing that, although congruences in a QMV algebra
are generally determined neither by such ideals nor by ideals in the sense of Gumm and Ursini
[56], these classes are mutually distinct.
We start by recalling some relevant universal algebraic notions. We assume that the language
of the algebras mentioned in what follows contains a constant 0.
Denition 164 Let K be a class of similar algebras. A n+m-ary term
p(x1; :::; xn; y1; :::; ym)
in the language of K is called a K-ideal term in y1; :::; ym i¤
K p(x1; :::; xn; 0; :::; 0)  0
We denote by ITK(y1; :::; ym) the set of all K-ideal terms in y1; :::; ym.
Denition 165 [56] Let A be a member of K and let ; 6= J  A. J is called a K-ideal
of A i¤ for any p(x1; :::; xn; y1; :::; ym) in ITK(y1; :::; ym), for any a1; :::; an 2 A and for any
b1; :::; bm 2 J , we have pA(a1; :::; an; b1; :::; bm) 2 J .
For A a member of K, we denote by IK(A) the lattice of all K-ideals of A, as well as,
by a notational abuse, its universe. If H  A, moreover, hH]A is the smallest K-ideal of A
containing H; outer brackets are omitted if H is a singleton.
Any 0-coset of some congruence on a given algebra is usually called a normal set for that
algebra. The set of all normal sets for an algebra A in K may or may not coincide with the set
of all K-ideals of A. Whenever this happens for all A 2 K, the following denition applies.
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Denition 166 [90] A class of similar algebras K is said to have normal ideals i¤ for any A
in K we have that
IK(A) = f0= :  2 C(A)g
We now recall the notions of IC-system and of nitely congruential variety([3]; cp. also
[88]).
Denition 167 Let K be a class of similar algebras, and let P = fpi(x; y) : i 2 Ig be an indexed
set of binary terms in the language of K. If A 2 K and J 2 IK(A), then we set
JP =
ha; bi 2 A2 : pAi (a; b) 2 J for every i 2 I	
Denition 168 Let K be a class of similar algebras. An indexed set P = fpi(x; y) : i 2 Ig of
binary terms in the language of K is called an IC-system for K i¤ for all A in K:
 (0=)P 2 C(A);
 0=(0=)P = 0=.
Denition 169 A variety V is called nitely congruential i¤ it has a nite IC system.
Denition 170 Let A be an algebra and let J 2 IK(A). We dene:
J = _f 2 C(A) : 0= = Jg
In the following, we will need the results listed hereafter:
Theorem 171 For a variety V:
 if it is nitely congruential and it has normal ideals then it is subtractive ([3], Theorem
3.10);
 if it has normal ideals and
n
A : A ' B=h0]B for some B in V
o
is a quasivariety, then it
is nitely congruential ([3], Theorem 3.13, [88], Theorem 1.8.14).
So much for the necessary algebraic preliminaries. Now we prove a useful property of the
congruence  in QMV algebras.
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Lemma 172 Let A be a QMV algebra. Then
 = _f 2 C(A) : 0= = cl(0)g
Proof. Obviously  is such that 0= = cl(0). Thus, what we must show is that if 0= =
cl(0), then   . Suppose ha; bi 2  and 0= = cl(0). Then, since b 
 b0 = 0, ha
 b0; 0i 2 
and so a 
 b0 2 cl(0). Since a 
 b0 is regular, this means that a 
 b0 = 0, i.e. a  b. Similarly,
b  a, whence ha; bi 2 .
Finally, here is the main result of this section.
Theorem 173 Let A be a QMV algebra. Then I(A) 6=IQMV(A).
Proof. Suppose otherwise, and let J 2 I(A). Then, by Theorem 160, J = g(f(J)) =
0=f(J), i.e.
IQMV(A) =I(A) f0= :  2 C(A)g
Since f0= :  2 C(A)g  IQMV(A) always holds, it follows that QMV would have normal
ideals. On the other hand, we would also have that
h0]A = _f 2 C(A) : 0= = h0]Ag (by Denition 170)
= _f 2 C(A) : 0= = cl(0)g (by the absurdum hyp.)
=  (by Lemma 172)
Thus,
n
A : A ' B=h0]B for some B in QMV
o
= fA : A ' B= for some B in QMVg =
MV. So this class would be a variety, whence QMV would be a nitely congruential variety by
Theorem 171 and a subtractive one by the same theorem. This, however, contradicts Corollary
142.
7.8 Free algebras
A thorough and satisfactory description of free MV algebras over arbitrarily many generators
is available as a consequence of McNaughtons theorem [75]: free MV algebras with  many
generators can be described as algebras of McNaughton functions from [0; 1] to [0; 1]. In the
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one-dimensional case one fares even better, given the well-known decomposition of McNaughton
functions in one variable in terms of the so-called Schauder hats [78]. Here, for the sake of
simplicity, we will also conne ourselves to free QMV algebras with one generator, although the
extension to an arbitrary number of generators does not seem to present, in principle, additional
di¢ culties. We start by recalling the notion of McNaughton function in one variable.
Denition 174 A function f : [0; 1] ! [0; 1] is called a McNaughton function i¤ it satises
the following conditions:
 it is continuous;
 there are linear polynomials p1; :::; pn in one variable and with integer coe¢ cients such
that for each a 2 [0; 1] there is 1  i  n such that f(a) = pi(a).
In other words, a McNaughton function in one variable is nothing but a continuous piecewise
linear function over [0; 1].
Taking advantage of Theorem 135 and mimicking the proof of Proposition 3.1.4 in [34], it
is not hard to see that the free QMV algebra over one generator is nothing but the algebra
TermS1 of the QMV term functions over the standard QMV algebra S, a notion that we now
dene more explicitly.
Denition 175 Consider the QMV algebra of functions SS, with pointwise dened operations.
The QMV algebra
TermS1 =
D
TermS1 ;Term
S
1 ;0Term
S
1 ; 0Term
S
1 ; 1Term
S
1
E
is its subalgebra whose universe is the set TermS1 , inductively dened as follows:
 the identity function X on S belongs to TermS1 ;
 the constant functions 0S and 1S, such that for every a; b 2 [0; 1] it is 0S ha; bi = 
0; 12
and 1S ha; bi = 
1; 12, belong to TermS1 ;
 If S 2 TermS1 , then ( 0)S 2 TermS1 , where
 
 0
S ha; bi = 
1  1(S ha; bi); 1  2(S ha; bi) ;
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 If S; S 2 TermS1 , then (  )S 2 TermS1 , where
(  )S ha; bi = 
min(1; 1(S ha; bi) + 1(S ha; bi)); 12 .
This algebra can be easily described with reference to the characterization of free MV
algebras with one generator in terms of McNaughton functions. In fact:
Theorem 176 A function f 2 ([0; 1] [0; 1])[0;1][0;1] belongs to TermS1 i¤ for every a; b 2 [0; 1]
the following conditions are satised:
 2(f ha; bi) is either b or 1  b or 12 ;
 if 2(f ha; bi) = b, then 1(f ha; bi) = a;
 if 2(f ha; bi) = 1  b, then 1(f ha; bi) = 1  a;
 if 2(f ha; bi) = 12 , then 1(f ha; bi) is a McNaughton function in one variable.
Proof. A function in TermS1 , in fact, is either the identity function, or a constant function
(0S or 1S), or a function f such that f ha; bi = h1  a; 1  bi, or a function f such that f ha; bi =

f 0(a); 12

, where f 0 2 Term[0;1]1 . Our claim, then, is a direct consequence of McNaughtons
theorem for free MV algebras.
7.9 The lattice of subvarieties
The structure of the lattice of subvarieties of MV is well-known, thanks to a comprehensive
study due to Komori, as well as to Di Nola and Priestly ([68]; [44]; see also [34]). The aim of
this subsection is to investigate as accurately as possible the structure of the lattice LV (QMV)
of subvarieties of QMV, against the background of Komoris classication of MV algebraic
varieties.
For a start, the structure of the "at" side of LV (QMV) is easily described. In fact:
Lemma 177 There are just two nontrivial varieties of at QMV algebras:
 FQMV =V(F02);
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 V(F10), which is axiomatised relative to FQMV by the equation x  x0.
Proof. It is easily seen that F02 and F10 are subdirectly irreducible (F10, for that matter, is
simple). Moreover, any nontrivial at QMV algebra contains either F02 or F10 as a subalgebra;
thus, for every class K of at algebras (containing at least one nontrivial algebra), either F02 2
S(K) or F10 2 S(K), whence either V (F02)  V(K) or V (F10)  V(K). By Theorem 122, F02
generates FQMV as a variety. It follows that V(F10) is the unique nontrivial proper subvariety
of FQMV, and an argument similar to Theorem 122 shows that it is axiomatised relative to
FQMV by the equation x  x0.
Splitting pairs are a useful tool for the structural description of lattices, in particular lattices
of subvarieties of a variety (cp. e.g. [69]). We recall that an ordered pair ha; bi of elements of a
lattice L is said to split L i¤ a L b and, for any c in L, either a L c or c L b. In other words,
b is the largest element of the lattice not above a. The next lemma identies two splitting pairs
in LV (QMV).
Lemma 178 The pairs hV (F10) ;MVi and hBA;FQMVi split the lattice LV (QMV).
Proof. Let V  MV. Then there exists A 2V such that A   R(A) 6= ;. Let  be the
congruence onA whose sole blocks areR(A) and A R(A). Then  6= !; therefore, A= = F10,
i.e. F10 2 H(V) =V, whereby V (F10)  V. Now, let V  FQMV. Then there exists A 2V
with at least two clouds. Hence B2, the two-element Boolean algebra, is a subalgebra of A=,
i.e. B2 2 SH(V) =V, whereby V (B2) = BA  V.
Corollary 179 V (F10) and BA are the only atoms of LV (QMV).
Proof. Remark that F10 and B2 are strictly simple QMV algebras (indeed, the only strictly
simple QMV algebras). By an argument similar to Theorem 2.1 in [49], this implies that they
are atoms of LV (QMV). That there can be no further atoms is a consequence of Lemma 178.
Corollary 180 If V is a variety of quasi-MV algebras, the following are equivalent:
 V MV;
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 V is subtractive with respect to 0.
Proof. If V  MV, then V is subtractive with respect to 0. Conversely, let V  MV.
To show that it is not subtractive with respect to 0, it is su¢ cient to prove that V is not 0-
permutable. Anyway, consider F20 2 V (F10)  V, and call 0; a; b its elements. The congruences
, with blocks fag and f0; bg, and ', with blocks f0g and fa; bg, are such that ha; 0i 2 '  
because ha; bi 2 ' and hb; 0i 2 , but it cannot be the case that ha; 0i 2  ', for a=\0=' = ;.
Subtractivity is by no means the only important algebraic property that is peculiar to MV
algebraic subvarieties, in the context of LV (QMV). Other examples are provided by properties
concerning congruence lattices. As anticipated above, in fact, it turns out that the class of
congruence lattices of members of any "pure" subvariety of QMV algebras validates just the
equations satised by all lattices, and nothing else. More precisely:
Theorem 181 If V is a variety of quasi-MV algebras, the following are equivalent:
 V MV;
 There is a nontrivial lattice equation  which is satised in fC(A) : A 2Vg.
Proof. If V  MV, then fC(A) : A 2Vg satises e.g. distribution, which is a nontrivial
lattice equation.
For the converse, consider any B 2 V (F10). Any equivalence relation on B must necessarily
respect both truncated sum and inverse; therefore C(B) =Eq(B). Hence, fC(B) : B 2 V (F10)g
contains only lattices of equivalence relations; but it also contains, up to isomorphism, all lat-
tices of equivalence relations, because for any cardinal  we can construct an algebraB 2 V (F10)
containing just  many xpoints for the inverse.
Now, let V  MV. By Lemma 178 V (F10)  V. If  is a nontrivial lattice equation, it
has a counterexample in some lattice, and by Whitmans theorem (Theorem 4.62 in [74]) it has
a counterexample in some lattice of equivalence relations, hence in fC(B) : B 2 V (F10)g and
therefore in fC(A) : A 2Vg.
Remark that we actually proved something stronger than we claimed in the statement of
the previous theorem:  needs not actually be an equation, but can be any universal formula
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- for all universal formulas carry over to subalgebras. More than that,  could be a property
which is not even expressible in the language of lattices but which, within the framework of
congruence lattices, is known to imply some given nontrivial universal formula - e.g. congruence
permutability, which is known to imply congruence modularity. Therefore, we are permitted to
strengthen Theorem 181 as follows:
Theorem 182 If V is a variety of quasi-MV algebras, the following are equivalent:
 V MV;
 There exists some property P which is satised in fC(A) : A 2Vg and implies some non-
trivial universal formula in the language of lattices.
Corollary 183 No "genuine" variety of QMV algebras is either congruence distributive, or
congruence modular, or congruence permutable, or e-regular.
Theorem 118 implies that the varietal join MV _ FQMV in LV (QMV) is just QMV. What
about the binary joins V _ FQMV, where V is a proper subvariety of MV? With the next
theorem, we will provide a general answer. Recall the following denition from [28]:
Denition 184 An equation t  s of type  is called normal whenever neither t nor s is a
variable or else t and s are the same variable.
For our purposes, we need to adapt the previous denition as follows:
Denition 185 An equation t  s of type h2; 1; 0; 0i is called  normal whenever each one of
t; s either contains no variables or contains at least an occurrence of .
Remark that an equation t  s of type h2; 1; 0; 0i is  normal just in case, given any QMV
algebra A and any  !a ; !b 2 A, tA( !a ) and sA( !b ) are regular elements of A.
By Komoris classication of MV varieties (see [34], Chapter 8), every proper nontrivial sub-
variety of MV is generated by the union of two families f×igi2I ; fKjgj2J , where the former set
contains nite ×ukasiewicz chains and each Kj has the form  ((Z); hj   1; 0i). Furthermore,
each such variety is axiomatised relative to MV by a set of  normal equations. We have the
following result:
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Theorem 186 Let V be a proper nontrivial subvariety of MV algebras whose equational basis
relative to MV is E. The following subvarieties of QMV are mutually coincident:
 V (fA : A= 2 VSIg) ;
 V _ FQMV;
 mod(E);3
 V (fA F02 : A 2 VSIg).
Proof. We rst show thatV (fA : A= 2 VSIg)  V_FQMV. IfA is such thatA= 2 VSI ,
Theorem 123 implies that A 2 SP (VSI [ FQMV), whence
V (fA : A= 2 VSIg)  HSPSP (VSI [ FQMV)
= HSP (V(VSI) [ FQMV)
= HSP (V [ FQMV)
= V _ FQMV:
To see that V_FQMV  mod(E), it is su¢ cient to remark that V satises E by assumption,
while at QMV algebras satisfy any  normal equation.
We prove that mod(E)  V (fA : A= 2 VSIg). Let A be a subdirectly irreducible QMV
algebra which satises E , i.e. A 2 (mod(E))SI . Then A= 2 (mod(E[ fx  x 0g))SI , that is
to say A= 2 VSI .
To show that V _ FQMV  V (fA F02 : A 2 VSIg), we establish the contrapositive.
Suppose the equation t  s fails in V _ FQMV. Then, either it fails in some subdirectly
irreducible member of V, whence it fails in fA F02 : A 2 VSIg, or it fails in FQMV, whence
it fails in F02 and thus in fA F02 : A 2 VSIg.
Finally,V (fA F02 : A 2 VSIg)  V (fA : A= 2 VSIg) follows from the fact thatA F02=
is isomorphic to A and thus, if the latter belongs to VSI , so does the former.
Some special instances of the previous theorem are worth emphasising. Consider the next
denition from [70]:
3By mod() we denote the class of algebras which satisfy the condition .
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Denition 187 A quasi-MV algebra A with 0 6= 1 is irreducible i¤ A= = B2.
Thus, a quasi-MV algebra is irreducible i¤ it has just two clouds: the cloud of "true"
elements and the cloud of "false" elements. The class I of irreducible quasi-MV algebras is a
universal class, axiomatized by the rst order formulas
0 6= 1
8x(x 0  0 _ x 0  1)
but it is not a variety or even a quasivariety, since it is closed neither with respect to prod-
ucts (B2 is irreducible, while B2  B2 has four clouds) nor with respect to quotients (if A is
any irreducible QMV algebra, A= is at). Upon observing that B2 is the sole subdirectly irre-
ducible Boolean algebra and that xex0  0 is a  normal equation constituting an equational
basis for BA relative to MV, we can exploit Theorem 186 to describe the variety generated by
irreducible QMV algebras:
Corollary 188 The following subvarieties of QMV are mutually coincident:
 V (I) ;
 BA _ FQMV;
 mod(x e x0  0);
 V (B2  F02).
The last corollary admits a generalisation which does not entirely follow from Theorem 186.
We dene:
Denition 189 A QMV algebra A is called n-irreducible i¤ A= =×n. We denote by n   I
the class of n-irreducible QMV algebras.
Obviously, irreducible QMV algebras are the same as 2-irreducible QMV algebras.
Theorem 190 For n > 2, the following subvarieties of QMV are mutually coincident:
 V (fj   I : j  ng) ;
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 MVn _ FQMV;
 mod((n)x  (n  1)x);
 V (f×j  F02 : j  ng).
Proof. The proof is almost exactly as in Theorem 186. To see that mod((n)x  (n 1)x) 
V (n  I), just remark that if A is subdirectly irreducible then it is totally preordered, by the
subdirect representation theorem for QMV algebras; so, if it satises (n)x  (n  1)x, then its
subalgebra of regular elements is in f×j : j  ng and thus A is in fj   I : j  ng.
We close this section with a further observation concerning binary joins between subvarieties
of MV and subvarieties of V (F10). For this purpose, we need the following
Denition 191 Let t be a term of type h2; 1; 0; 0i. The term '(t) is so inductively dened:
 if t is a variable or a constant, '(t) = t 0;
 if t = s0, then '(t) = '(s)0;
 if t = s1  s2, then '(s1) '(s2).
Lemma 192 Let t be a term of type h2; 1; 0; 0i which contains at least an occurrence of .
Then any subvariety V of QMV satises the equation t  '(t).
Proof. Induction on the complexity of t. Since t contains at least an occurrence of , it
cannot be an atomic term; its minimum possible complexity is therefore represented by the
case t = s1  s2, where each si is either a variable or a constant - and our claim trivially
follows. Now, let our claim hold whenever the complexity of a term is less than n, and let t
have complexity n. If t = s0, then for any  !a 2 A 2 V we have that '(t)A( !a ) = '(s0)A( !a ) = 
'(s)A( !a )0 = sA( !a )0 = tA( !a ). If t = s1  s2, then for any  !a 2 A 2 V we have that
'(t)A( !a ) = '(s1  s2)A( !a ) = '(s1)A( !a ) '(s2)A( !a ) = sA1 ( !a ) sA2 ( !a ) = tA( !a ).
We are now in a position to show, for an -normal equation t  s which holds in a given
variety of MV algebras, that it "survives" if the latter is joined with FQMV.
Lemma 193 Let t  s be an -normal equation of type h2; 1; 0; 0i satised by V MV. Then
V _ FQMV satises t  s as well.
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Proof. Obviously V satises '(t)  '(s). Now, let A 2 VSI and let
   !ha; bi 2 A F02; then
'(t)AF02(
   !ha; bi) = 
c; 0F02 for some c in A, and similarly for interpretations of '(s). Thus
A F02 satises '(t)  '(s) and so, by Theorem 186, V_FQMV satises '(t)  '(s): If both
t and s contain , we have our conclusion applying once more Lemma 192, this time in the
reverse direction. If either t or s is a constant, the conclusion follows by recalling that 00 = 0
and 1 0 = 1 in any QMV algebra.
Theorem 194 For V MV (V nontrivial), V _V (F10) = V _ FQMV.
Proof. For the nontrivial direction, let t; s be terms of type h2; 1; 0; 0i such that V_V (F10)
satises t  s, whence in particular V satises t  s. If such an equation is -normal, then
V _ FQMV satises it by Lemma 193. Otherwise, remark that it cannot be the case that t be
a variable followed by an odd number of occurrences of 0, while at the same time s is the same
variable followed by an even number of occurrences of 0, for such an equation renders trivial any
subvariety of MV which satises it, against our hypothesis. Since equations of the remaining
forms which hold in V _V (F10) must also hold in V _ FQMV, we have our conclusion.
7.10 Bibliographical remarks
The results presented in the present chapter can be found in [70], [81], [20], [53].
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Chapter 8
Adding the square root of the
negation
The problem with quasi-MV algebras, however, is that they can be called quantum structures
only by courtesy. In fact, consider the standard quasi MV-algebra of Example 97. The oper-
ations of inverse and truncated sum are mere generalizations of fuzzy operations on the reals,
which allow for no interplay between the real and the imaginary part of a number. Yet, as a
matter of fact, the class of all qumixes of C2 gives rise to much richer algebras: we may dene in
a natural way genuine quantum operations whereby the two components of a complex number
are no longer kept separate, but appropriately interact. Once we had coped with the oversim-
plied case of quasi-MV algebras, therefore, the next signicant goal was to enrich quasi-MV
algebras with such operations.
Thus, in the present chapter we consider
p0 quasi-MV algebras, i.e. quasi-MV algebras
expanded by an operation of square root of the inverse, which is the algebraic counterpart of
the logical gate of square root of negation introduced in Section 3.5. The square root of the
inverse can be seen as a kind of "tentative inversion": by applying it twice to a given element,
we obtain the inverse of the element itself. In the standard algebra, for example, we have
p0 ha; bi = hb; 1  ai
p0p0 ha; bi = h1  a; 1  bi = ha; bi0
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8.1 The variety
p0QMV
8.1.1 Denition and examples
Denition 195 [52] A
p0 quasi-MV algebra (for short, p0QMV algebra) is an algebra
A =
D
A;;p0; 0; 1; k
E
of type h2; 1; 0; 0; 0i such that, upon dening a0 = p0p0a for all
a 2 A, the following conditions are satised:
SQ1. hA;;0 ; 0; 1i is a quasi-MV algebra;
SQ2. k =
p0k;
SQ3.
p0(a b) 0 = k for all a; b 2 A.
p0QMV algebras form a variety in their own similarity type, hereafter named p0QMV.
We remark in passing that it is impossible to add a square root of the inverse to a nontrivial
MV algebra: letting b be 0 in SQ3, for all a 2 A we would have p0a = k, whence by SQ2
a0 =
p0p0a = p0k = k and so a = a00 = k0 = p0p0k = k.
The next example of
p0QMV algebras is the standard algebras over the complex numbers
referred to in the beginning part of this chapter.
Example 196 (standard
p0QMV algebras). We introduce two standard p0QMV algebras. Sr
is the algebra
D
[0; 1] [0; 1] ;Sr ;p0Sr ; 0Sr ; 1Sr ; kSr
E
, where:
 
[0; 1] [0; 1] ;Sr ;0Sr ; 0Sr ; 1Sr is the quasi-MV algebra S of Example 97; ;
 p0Sr ha; bi = hb; 1  ai;
 kSr = 
12 ; 12.
Dr is the subalgebra of Sr whose universe is the set
fha; bi : a; b 2 R and (1  2a)2 + (1  2b)2  1g:
Example 197 Let A =


A;A;0A ; 0A; 1A be an MV algebra and let k = k0 2 A. The pivoted
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rotation of A is the structure
Rt(A) =
D
A [ f(A);Rt(A);
p0Rt(A); 0Rt(A); 1Rt(A); kRt(A)
E
where:
 f(A) = ff(x) : x 2 A  fkgg is a disjoint bijective copy of A  fkg;
 aRt(A) b =
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
aA b, if a; b 2 A;
aA k, if a 2 A and b 2 f(A);
k A b, if a 2 f(A) and b 2 A;
1A, if a; b 2 f(A).
 p0Rt(A)a =
8>>><>>>:
f(a), if a 2 A  fkg ; 
f 1(a)
0A , if a 2 f(A);
k, if a = k.
 0Rt(A) = 0A; 1Rt(A) = 1A; kRt(A) = k.
It is easy to see that Rt(A) is always a
p0 QMV algebra. Example 331 in the Ménagerie
depicts the Hasse diagram of Rt(×3), aka "Cross".
Example 198 Let A =
D
A;A;p0A; 0A; 1A; kA
E
be a
p0 QMV algebra, let a 2 R (A) and let
b1; b2; b3; b4 =2 A. The a-lateralisation of A is the structure
Lta(A) =
D
A [ fb1; b2; b3; b4g ;Lta(A);
p0Lta(A); 0Lta(A); 1Lta(A); kLta(A)
E
,
where:
 cLta(A) d =
8>>><>>>:
cA d, if c; d 2 A;
cA a, if d 2 fb1; b2g ;
cA a0, if d 2 fb3; b4g .
 p0Lta(A)c =
8>>><>>>:
p0Ac, if c 2 A;
bi+1, if c 2 fb1; b2; b3g ;
b1, if c = b4.
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 0Lta(A) = 0A; 1Lta(A) = 1A; kLta(A) = k.
It is easy to see that Lt(A) is always a
p0 QMV algebra. Example 334 in the Ménagerie
depicts the Hasse diagram of Lt0 (Rt(×3)), aka "Antenna".
8.1.2 Aritmethical properties
Lemma 199 The following equations are satised in every
p0QMV algebra:
(i) k  k0 (iii) p0(x0)  (p0x)0
(ii) k  k  0 (iv) p0(x y)p0(z  w)  1
Proof. (i) By SQ2, k =
p0p0k = k0. (ii) By SQ1 and SQ3, k = p0(a  b)  0 =
p0(ab)00 = k0. (iii) p0(a0) = p0p0p0a = (p0a)0; (iv) Let a; b; c; d 2 A. By SQ3 and (ii),
p0(ab)0 = k = k0, whence by Lemma 103(x)p0(ab)p0(cd) = kp0(cd). However,
again by SQ3 and (ii),
p0(cd)0 = k = k0, whence by Lemma 103(x) p0(cd)k = kk.
Summing up, by (i)
p0(a b)p0(c d) = k  k = k  k0 = 1.
8.1.3 The congruences  and 
We now dene two appropriate analogues of the congruences  and  of the previous chapter.
Denition 200 Let A be a
p0QMV algebra and let a; b 2 A. We set:
ab i¤ a 0 = b 0 and
p0a 0 =
p0b 0
or, equivalently,
ab i¤ a  b; b  a;
p0a 
p0b and
p0b 
p0a:
It turns out that:
Lemma 201  is a congruence on every
p0QMV algebra.
Proof.  is obviously an equivalence relation. We now prove that it preserves sums. If ab
and cd, then in particular a  b; b  a; c  d; d  c; whence by Lemma 103(ii) a  c  b  d
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and bd  ac. To prove p0(ac)  p0(bd) and p0(bd)  p0(ac), it is enough to show
p0(a c) 0 = p0(b d) 0, but both members are equal to k by SQ3. Thus, (a c)(b d).
Finally, we show that  preserves square roots of inverses. Our hypothesis is that ab, i.e.
a  b; b  a;p0a  p0b and p0b  p0a; we have to show that p0ap0b, i.e. p0a  p0b;p0b 
p0a; a0  b0 and b0  a0. But we get the former two claims for free and the latter two by Lemma
103(viii).
By Lemma 107, if A is a quasi-MV algebra, the set R(A) of regular elements of A is
a subuniverse of A. On the other hand, in a
p0QMV algebra this set is not, in general, a
subuniverse because it is not closed with respect to
p0. To make it such, we have to add the
"duals" of the regulars - what we call the coregular elements.
Denition 202 Let A be a
p0QMV algebra and let a 2 A. We call a coregular just in case
p0a 0 = p0a. We denote by COR(A) the set of all coregular elements of A.
Lemma 203 Let A be a
p0QMV algebra and let a 2 COR(A). Then: (i) a  0 = k; (ii)
a k = ap00 = ap01 = 1.
Proof. (i) Our hypothesis implies
p0(p0a0) = a0 and thus a =p0(p0a0)0 = p0(p0a00),
whence a 0 = p0(p0a0  0) 0 = k. (ii) By (i) a k = a k  0 = k  k = k  k0 = 1. Now,
since a  0 = p0(0  0)  0 = p00  0 = k  0 = k, then by Lemma 103(x) on the one side
p00 k = k  k = 1, and on the other side ap00 = k p00 = 1. For ap01 = 1 we argue
similarly.
Remark that in any
p0QMV algebra A, R(A) \ COR(A) = fkg. In fact, by SQ2 and
Lemma 199(ii), k is both regular and coregular; the converse follows from Lemma 203(i) . We
now have at our disposal the ingredients we need for the denition of the second congruence
referred to above.
Denition 204 Let A be a
p0QMV algebra and let a; b 2 A. We set:
ab i¤ a = b or a; b 2 R(A) [ COR(A)
Lemma 205 (i)  is a congruence on any
p0QMV algebra; (ii)  \  = .
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Proof. We conne ourselves to (ii). Suppose ab. If in addition ab, then either a = b
(and we are done) or a; b 2 R(A) [ COR(A), whence applying Lemma 209 it likewise follows
that a = b.
8.2 Cartesian
p0QMV
8.2.1 Denition
We have seen in the Subsection 8.1.3 that the relation  on a
p0QMV algebra A is always a
congruence on A. We now introduce a special class of
p0 QMV algebras: Cartesian algebras.
Denition 206 A
p0 QMV algebra A is called Cartesian i¤  = , i.e. i¤ it satises the
quasiequation
x 0  y  0 ^
p0x 0 
p0y  0) x  y
We denote by C the class of Cartesian
p0 QMV algebras.
It is readily seen that the algebras of Example 196 (i.e. the standard
p0 QMV algebras), all
the pivoted rotations of MV algebras, and all a-lateralisations (a 6= k) of Cartesian p0 QMV
algebras are Cartesian (cp. Examples 331 and 334).
As the next Lemma easily shows, C fails to be a subvariety of
p0QMV.
Lemma 207 C is a quasivariety but not a variety.
Proof. It is su¢ cient to nd a quotient of a Cartesian
p0QMV algebra which is not
Cartesian. Consider Lt0 (Rt(×3)), which is Cartesian. Take the congruence  whose congruence
blocks are f0; k; 1; a; a0g and fb; c; b0; c0g. Quotienting Lt0 (Rt(×3)), Example 334, by  we get a
nontrivial algebra which is outside C.
8.2.2 Strongly Cartesian algebras
As already hinted, we now show in full detail that the regular and coregular elements of a
p0QMV algebra form a subalgebra of such.
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Lemma 208 Let A be a
p0QMV algebra. The algebra
NA =
D
R(A) [ COR(A);N;
p0N; 0N; 1N; kN
E
where, for any functor f , fN is the restriction to R(A) [ COR(A) of fA, is a Cartesian
subalgebra of A, isomorphic to Rt(RA).
Proof. 0 and 1 are regular by SQ1 and Lemma 99(v); k is both regular and coregular as
already noticed. Since sums are regular by SQ1, R(A) [ COR(A) is closed with respect to .
Lastly, if a 2 R(A) then a0 2 R(A), i.e. p0a 2 COR(A), and if a 2 COR(A) then by denition
p0a 2 R(A). Hence, NA is a subalgebra. It is Cartesian because, if a; b belong to the same
cloud, they are both coregular and so their square roots necessarily belong to di¤erent clouds.
The isomorphism is obvious.
The subalgebra of regular and coregular elements of a
p0QMV algebra A can even be
embedded into a nontrivial quotient algebra of A:
Lemma 209 Let A be a
p0QMV algebra. The subalgebra NA of Lemma 208 is embeddable
into A=.
Proof. The canonical mapping sending a to a= is obviously a homomorphism from NA
to A=. To see that it is one-one, suppose a= = b= and reason by distinction of cases. If a; b
are both regular, then a = a 0 = b 0 = b. If a; b are both coregular, then p0a = p0a 0 =
p0b  0 = p0b, whence a0 = b0 and a = b. Without loss of generality, suppose a regular and b
coregular. Then a = a 0 = b 0 and p0a 0 = p0b 0 = p0b, whence b0 = p0(p0a 0) and
so, by SQ1 and SQ3, a0 = (b 0)0 = b0  0 = p0(p0a 0) 0 = k. Thus a = a00 = k0 = k and
b0 =
p0(p0k  0) = k, whereby b = b00 = k0 = k. It follows that a = b.
p0QMV algebras whose universes contain nothing but regular or coregular elements, a class
including all pivoted rotations of MV algebras, are worth a special label. We dub them strongly
Cartesian because they are invariably Cartesian (by Lemma 208), whereas there are Cartesian
algebras which contain elements that are neither regular nor coregular. Lemma 208 boils down
to the fact that any
p0QMV algebra has a strongly Cartesian subalgebra.
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8.3 Flat
p0Quasi-MV algebras
In analogy with the case of quasi-MV algebras, also
p0QMV algebras where 0 coincides with 1
play a special role. We start with a formal denition.
Denition 210 A
p0 QMV algebra F is called at i¤ it satises the equation 0  1. The
subvariety of at
p0 quasi-MV algebras will be denoted by F.
It is also worth to note that the congruence  we introduced in Denition 204 is the identity
in any at algebra, while the conguence  of Denition 200 is the universal relation. As a
consequence of the denition, the only
p0QMV algebra which is both Cartesian and at is the
trivial one-element algebra.
As we observed for QMV algebras, also in this case truncated sum plays virtually no role
in at algebras, which can be seen for many purposes as pointed monounary algebras. This
justies the following notation which encompasses all nite at
p0QMV algebras.
Notation 211 We denote by Fnmp the at
p0QMV algebra having, beside 0, n xpoints for
the square root of the inverse (i.e. elements a such that a =
p0a), m xpoints for the inverse
which are not xpoints under
p0, and p elements which are xpoints under neither operation.
Hence, the cardinality of Fnmp is n+m+ p+ 1.
Examples of nite at
p0 QMV algebras are given in Chapter12 (Examples 337, 338, 341).
The following Lemma shows that F is generated by F104:
Lemma 212 V(F104) = F.
Proof. Let t  s be an equation of type h2; 1; 0; 0; 0i which has a counterexample in some
at algebra. If either t or s contain at least an occurrence of , then either the equation has
no counterexample (contrary to the hypothesis) or we are in position to falsify t  s in F104.
If neither t nor s contain any occurrence of , t and s are terms in at most one variable. The
following cases may arise:
 t is a constant preceded by k square roots of the inverse (0  k), s is a constant preceded
by j square roots of the inverse (0  j). Such an equation can have no counterexample
in the variety.
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 t (without loss of generality) is the variable x preceded by k square roots of the inverse
(0  k), s is a constant preceded by j square roots of the inverse (0  j). To falsify the
equation in in F104, simply assign x the value a.
 t is the variable x preceded by k square roots of the inverse (0  k), s is the variable y
preceded by j square roots of the inverse (0  j), and x 6= y. To falsify the equation in
F104, simply assign x the value 0, and y the value a.
 t is the variable x preceded by k square roots of the inverse (0  k), s is the variable
x preceded by j square roots of the inverse (0  j). Since x  x00 is always satised,
it is su¢ cient to conne ourselves to the following six equation types: (i) x  p0x; (ii)
x  x0; (iii) x  p0x0; (iv) x0  p0x; (v) p0x0  p0x; (vi) x0  p0x0. We are in a
position to falsify all these equations in F104, assigning the variable x appropriate values
in
n
b;
p0b; b0;p0b0
o
:
Anyway, C and F do not exhaust the variety of
p0QMV algebras: for example, the direct
product of Rt(×3) and F100 is neither Cartesian nor at. Nonetheless, every subdirectly irre-
ducible
p0QMV algebra is either Cartesian or at (this much is established like in Lemma 118).
It is also worth remarking again that F is a variety, while C is a quasivariety which is not a
variety.
8.4 Representation theorems
8.4.1 Pair algebras
Cartesian
p0QMV algebras are amenable to a clean representation in terms of algebras of pairs.
Consider the standard
p0QMV algebra Sr. One may think of it as obtained out of the standard
MV algebraMV[0;1] by taking the Cartesian square of its universe and dening the operations
in such a way that each component of the result may be extracted out of the components
of the argument(s) simply by means of polynomial MV[0;1]-operations. It turns out that this
construction can be carried out not just forMV[0;1], but for an arbitrary MV algebra - provided
that inverse has a xpoint - as the next denition shows.
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Denition 213 Let A =


A;A;0A ; 0A; 1A be an MV algebra and let k 2 A be such that
k = k0. The pair algebra over A is the algebra
P(A) =
D
A2;P(A);
p0P(A); 0P(A); 1P(A); kP(A)
E
where:
 ha; bi P(A) hc; di = 
aA c; k;
 p0P(A) ha; bi = 
b; a0A;
 0P(A) = 
0A; k;
 1P(A) = 
1A; k;
 kP(A) = hk; ki.
For a start, we show that pair algebras are Cartesian
p0QMV algebras.
Lemma 214 Every pair algebra P(A) over an MV algebra A is a Cartesian p0QMV algebra.
Proof. It is immediate to see that P(A) is a p0QMV algebra. Now, suppose that
ha; bi P(A) 
0A; k = hc; di P(A) 
0A; k, i.e. ha; ki = hc; ki, and that p0P(A) ha; bi P(A)

0A; k

=
p0P(A) hc; di P(A) 
0A; k, i.e. hb; ki = hd; ki; it follows that a = c and b = d, viz.
ha; bi = hc; di.
Conversely, every Cartesian
p0QMV algebra is embeddable into a pair algebra:
Theorem 215 Every Cartesian
p0QMV algebra A is embeddable into the pair algebra P(RA)
over its MV polynomial subreduct RA of regular elements.
Proof. For the sake of notational irredundancy, throughout this proof it will be understood
that operations without superscripts are operations of A. Let f : A! R(A)2 be dened by
f(a) =
D
a 0;
p0a 0
E
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The quasiequation of Denition 206 guarantees that f is one-one. Now we must check that it
preserves the operations. First, remark that f(0) =
D
0 0;p00 0
E
. However, since 0 = 00,
by SQ3 we get f(0) = h0; ki = 0P(RA), and similarly for f(1) and f(k). As for sum,
f(a)P(RA) f(b) =
D
a 0;p0a 0
E
P(RA)
D
b 0;p0b 0
E
= ha b; ki
=
D
a b 0;p0(a b) 0
E
= f(a b):
Finally, as regards the square root of the inverse,
p0P(RA)f(a) = p0P(RA)
D
a 0;p0a 0
E
=
Dp0a 0; (a 0)0E
=
Dp0a 0; a0  0E
= f(
p0a):
8.4.2 Direct embedding
In this subsection we show that a variant of the direct decomposition for quasi-MV algebras
provided by Theorem 123 carries over to our enriched structures. This guarantees that, although
arbitrary
p0QMV algebras (unlike Cartesian ones) need not be amenable to a representation
in terms of pairs, they can still, in a sense, be decomposed into a Cartesian algebra and a at
algebra.
Theorem 216 For every
p0QMV algebra Q, there exist a Cartesian algebra C and a at
algebra F such that Q can be embedded into the direct product C F.
Proof. Let Q =
D
Q;Q;p0Q; 0Q; 1Q; kQ
E
be a
p0QMV algebra; throughout this proof, it
will be understood that operations without superscripts are operations of Q. The ingredients
of our representation are the following:
 C = P(RQ), the pair
p0QMV algebra over the MV algebra RQ of regular elements of Q;
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 F = Q=.
Now, let h : Q! R(Q)2 Q be given by:
h(a) =
8<:
DD
a 0;p0a 0
E
; k=
E
, if a 2 R(Q) [ COR(Q);DD
a 0;p0a 0
E
; a=
E
, otherwise.
The function h is clearly well-dened. It is also injective; in fact, suppose h(a) = h(b). If a
and b are either both regular or both coregular, then we have
D
a 0;p0a 0
E
=
D
b 0;p0b 0
E
,
whence either a = a 0 = b 0 = b or p0a = p0a 0 = p0b 0 = p0b, i.e. a0 = b0 and again
a = b. If without loss of generality a 2 R(Q) and b 2 COR(Q), then a = a 0 = b 0 = k =
p0a 0 = p0b 0 = p0b, whence a = b = k. If a and b are neither regular nor coregular, then
a= = b=, whence a = b since the -cosets are all singletons except for R(Q)[ COR(Q). The
remaining cases cannot arise; suppose without loss of generality a either regular or coregular
and b neither regular nor coregular: then b= = k=, a contradiction.
By SQ1, SQ3 and Lemma 199(ii), h(0) = hh0; ki ; k=i ; h(1) = hh1; ki ; k=i and h(k) =
hhk; ki ; k=i.
We nally show that basic operations are preserved by the embedding. By SQ1 and SQ3,
h(a)CF h(b) =
DD
a 0;p0a 0
E
; 2(h(a))
E
CF
DD
b 0;p0b 0
E
; 2(h(b))
E
= hha b 0; ki ; k=i
= hha b; ki ; k=i
= h(a b)
where 2(h(a)) is the second component of the image of a under the injection h.
Now, suppose that a is either regular or coregular. Then by SQ1
p0CFh(a) = p0CF(
DD
a 0;p0a 0
E
; k=
E
)
=
DDp0a 0; (a 0)0E ; k=E
=
DDp0a 0; a0  0E ; k=E
= h(
p0a):
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Finally, if a is neither regular nor coregular.
p0CFh(a) = p0CF(
DD
a 0;p0a 0
E
; a=
E
)
=
DDp0a 0; (a 0)0E ;p0a=E
=
DDp0a 0; a0  0E ;p0a=E
= h(
p0a):
8.5 Standard completeness
The aim of this section is showing that the conditions spelled out in Denition 195 provide
an appropriate axiomatization of the equational theory of the standard algebra Sr over the
complex numbers, which happens to be the same as the equational theory of its subalgebra over
the complex numbers with rational coordinates, as well as of its maximal strongly Cartesian
subalgebra. We observe that a completeness result for a related class of algebras has recently
been given - along similar lines, although quite independently - in [45].
8.5.1 C generates
p0QMV as variety
In this subsection we prove, essentially along the lines of [52], that the whole variety
p0QMV is
generated by the subquasivariety of Cartesian
p0 quasi-MV algebras. First of all we show that
every nite at algebra is a quotient of a Cartesian algebra.
Theorem 217 For every nite at algebra F, there exist a Cartesian algebra C and a congru-
ence  on C such that F is isomorphic to C=.
Proof. We dene by distinction of cases a denumerable family fCngn2N of algebras of type
h2; 1; 0; 0; 0i:
 C0 = Rt(×3).
 Cn+1 = Lt n
2n+2
(Rt(×2n+3)).
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The next gure gives a graphical illustration of the whole construction.
1
...
b0n       

n
2n+2
0      p0b0n
j
b0n+1   

n+1
2n+4
0   p0b0n+1
...p00    p0 n2n+2   
p0 n+1
2n+4       k   
p0  n+1
2n+4
0  p0  n2n+20    p01
...p0bn+1    n+12n+4   bn+1
jp0bn        n2n+2       bn
...
0
By our previous remarks, each Cn is a Cartesian
p0QMV algebra. We are now left with
the task of showing that each nite at
p0QMV algebra is a quotient of some Cn modulo an
appropriate congruence relation. So, let Fnmr be a nite at algebra which can be assumed to
have the universe
f0g [ fgig1in [
n
gj ;
p0gj
o
n+1jn+m
2
[
n
gk;
p0gk; g0k;
p0g0k
o
n+m
2
+1kn+m
2
+ r
4
,
where for i  n gi =
p0gi = g0i, while for n + 1  j  n + m2 , gj =
p0p0gj = g0j . Consider
Cn+m
2
+ r
4
+1, and dene on its universe an equivalence  having the following blocks:
 R(Cn+m
2
+ r
4
+1) [ COR(Cn+m
2
+ r
4
+1);
 for every i  n,
n
bi+1;
p0bi+1; b0i+1;
p0b0i+1
o
;
 for every n+ 1  j  n+ m2 ,
n
bj+1; b
0
j+1
o
and
np0bj+1;p0b0j+1o;
 for every n+m+ 1  k  n+ m2 + r4 , fbk+1g ;
np0bk+1o ;b0k+1	 ;np0b0k+1o.
 is a congruence on Cn+m
2
+ r
4
+1, because all regular and coregular elements are in the same
coset (hence sums are preserved) and it is readily seen from the denition of  that if ab then
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p0ap0b. Moreover, it is Fnmr is isomorphic to Cn+m
2
+ r
4
+1= via the following isomorphism:
 '(0) = R(Cn+m
2
+ r
4
+1) [ COR(Cn+m
2
+ r
4
+1);
 for i  n, '(gi) =
n
bi+1;
p0bi+1; b0i+1;
p0b0i+1
o
;
 for n+ 1  j  n+ m2 , '(gj) =
n
bj+1; b
0
j+1
o
and '(
p0gj) =
np0bj+1;p0b0j+1o;
 for n+m+ 1  k  n+ m2 + r4 , ' (gk) = fbk+1g ; '
p0gk = np0bk+1o ; ' (g0k) = b0k+1	
and '
p0g0k = np0b0k+1o.
This concludes the proof of our theorem.
Theorem 218 F  H(C).
Proof. By Theorem 217, F104 2 H(C). Thus, by Lemma 212, F = V(F104)  V(C) =
H(C).
We now have all we need to prove the result we were after.
Theorem 219 V(C) =
p0QMV.
Proof. By Theorem 218, F [ C  H(C), whereby SP (F [ C)  SPH(C)  HSP(C).
However, by Theorem 216 we have A 2 SP (F [ C) for an arbitrary p0QMV algebra A, whence
our conclusion.
8.5.2 A translation argument
We start this subsection with some notational preliminaries. For the sake of readability, we use
vectorial notation for n-tuples of variables or elements, leaving their dimension implicit. By
Term() we mean the set of all terms of type  , and by Subterm(t) the set of all subterms of
the term t. If A is a
p0QMV algebra and t( !x ) 2 Term(h2; 1; 0; 0; 0i), then for every variable
v (whether it occurs in t or not) and for every  !c 2 A we let vAt ( !c ) be the value assigned to v
in a xed assignment whereby each xi is assigned the value ci; hence, if v  xk, then as usual
vAt (
 !c ) = k( !c ) = ck. By square-rooted variable in a term t, we mean a variable which has
occurrences in t preceded by
p0. Apices will be omitted whenever no danger of confusion is
impending.
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Lemma 220 Let t( !x ) 2 Term(h2; 1; 0; 0; 0i) contain a subterm of the form s1 s2, and let A
be a
p0QMV algebra. Then, for any  !a 2 A, if tA( !a ) 0 = 1, then tA( !a ) = 1.
Proof. If t contains a subterm of the form s1  s2, then for any  !a 2 A, tA( !a ) is either
regular or coregular. If the former then, upon supposing that tA( !a )  0 = 1, it follows
immediately that tA( !a ) = 1. If the latter, tA( !a ) 0 = k = 1 implies that A is at and, as t
contains a subterm of the form s1  s2, tA( !a ) = 1.
Denition 221 Let t( !x ; !y ) 2 Term(h2; 1; 0; 0; 0i) contain the variables  !x and the square-
rooted variables  !y . Moreover, let Z(t) =  !z be a sequence of variables of length l( !x ) +
l( !y ) and disjoint from  !x ;  !y . The mapping 't : Subterm(t) [
np0t : t 2 Subterm(t)o !
Term(h2; 1; 0; 0; 0i) is inductively dened as follows:
't(xi) = xi;
't(
p0xi) = zi;
't(
p0yj) = zl( !x )+j, unless there is a k such that yj = xk;
't(c) = c for any constant c occurring in t;
't(s1  s2) = 't(s1) 't(s2);
't(
p0s1) =
8<: 't(s2)0 if s1 
p0s2;
k if s1  s2  s3.
Lemma 222 Let A be a
p0QMV algebra, let  !a ; !b 2 A, and let t( !x ; !y ) 2 Term(h2; 1; 0; 0; 0i)
contain the variables  !x and the square-rooted variables  !y . Then there exist  !c ; !d 2 A such
that, for every subterm s of t,
't(s)
A( !c ; !d ) = sA( !a ; !b ) 0
Proof. For any variable v, choose  !c ; !d such that:
vAt (
 !c ; !d ) =
8<: vAt (
 !a ; !b ) 0 if v =2 Z(t);
' 1t (v)A(
 !a ; !b ) 0 if v = zi 2 Z(t).
We now prove, by induction on the construction of s, that 't(s)
A( !c ; !d ) = sA( !a ; !b ) 0.
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(1. s  xi). Since xi =2 Z(t), and since 't(xi) = xi, we have by denition that
't(xi)
A( !c ; !d ) = xAi ( !a ;
 !
b ) 0:
(2. s  s1  s2). In this case 't(s) = 't(s1  s2) = 't(s1)  't(s2). Then, using the
inductive hypothesis:
't(s)
A( !c ; !d ) = 't(s1)A( !c ;
 !
d ) 't(s2)A( !c ;
 !
d )
= sA1 (
 !a ; !b ) 0 sA2 ( !a ;
 !
b ) 0
= (s1  s2)A( !a ; !b ) 0
= sA( !a ; !b ) 0:
(3. s  p0s1). We distinguish three subcases.
(3.1. s1 is the variable yj). Then, if yj is distinct from every xi,
't(s)
A( !c ; !d ) = 't(
p0yj)A( !c ; !d )
= zl( !x )+jA(
 !c ; !d )
=
p0yjA( !a ; !b ) 0
= sA( !a ; !b ) 0:
If yj coincides with some xi, the proof is analogous - only the subscript changes.
(3.2. s1 
p0s2). Then:
't(s)
A( !c ; !d ) = 't(
p0p0s2)A( !c ; !d )
=

't(s2)
A( !c ; !d )
0
=

sA2 (
 !a ; !b ) 0
0
= sA2 (
 !a ; !b )0  0
= sA( !a ; !b ) 0:
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(3.3. s1  s2  s3). Then:
't(s)
A( !c ; !d ) = 't(
p0(s2  s3))A( !c ; !d )
= kA( !c ; !d ) = k
=
p0(s2  s3)A( !a ; !b ) 0
= sA( !a ; !b ) 0:
Theorem 223 Let t( !x ; !y ) 2 Term(h2; 1; 0; 0; 0i) contain the variables  !x and the square-
rooted variables  !y . If Sr  t  1, then for any
p0QMV algebra A, A  t  1.
Proof. Suppose ex absurdo that Sr  t  1 but that there are a
p0QMV algebra A and
 !a ; !b 2 A such that tA( !a ; !b ) 6= 1. Since Sr  t  1, t must contain at least an occurrence of
. In fact, if Sr  t  1 and t contains no variables, it readily follows that A  t  1, against
the hypothesis. If t is a variable preceded by some occurrences of
p0, t  1 is falsiable in Sr,
against the hypothesis. It follows, by Lemma 220, that tA( !a ; !b )  0 6= 1. Applying Lemma
222, for some  !c ; !d 2 A we have that 't(t)A( !c ;
 !
d ) 6= 1.
Now, 't(t) is a term containing just the functors ;0 ; 0; 1; k, and the values of the term func-
tion 't(t)
A for the arguments !c ; !d are regular elements ofA. Thus the equation 't(t)( !x ; !y ) 
1 has a counterexample in the MV polynomial subreduct RA of A, expanded by the constant
k - hence also in MV[0;1], by a slight generalization of Changs completeness theorem due to
Lewin et al. ([71]). It follows that there exist  !r1 ; !r2 2 [0; 1] such that 't(t)MV[0;1]( !r1 ; !r2) 6= 1.
For any variable v occurring in t or in Z(t), choose now complex numbers  !m1; !m2 2 [0; 1]2
such that:
vSrt (
 !m1; !m2) =
8<:
D
v
MV[0;1]
t (
 !r1 ; !r2); 't(
p0v)MV[0;1]( !r1 ; !r2)
E
if v =2 Z(t);D
v
MV[0;1]
t (
 !r1 ; !r2);
 
xMV[0;1]( !r1 ; !r2)
0E
if v 2 Z(t) and 't(
p0x) = v
We now prove that:
tSr( !m1; !m2) =
D
't(t)
MV[0;1]( !r1 ; !r2); 't(
p0t)MV[0;1]( !r1 ; !r2)
E
:
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We already remarked that t cannot be a variable, a square-rooted variable or a constant.
Thus we distinguish two cases.
(1. t  s1  s2). Applying the induction hypothesis, we have that:
(s1  s2)Sr ( !m1; !m2) = sSr1 ( !m1; !m2) sSr2 ( !m1; !m2)
=
D
't(s1)
MV[0;1]( !r1 ; !r2); 't(
p0s1)MV[0;1]( !r1 ; !r2)
E

D
't(s2)
MV[0;1]( !r1 ; !r2); 't(
p0s2)MV[0;1]( !r1 ; !r2)
E
=


't(s1)
MV[0;1]( !r1 ; !r2) 't(s2)MV[0;1]( !r1 ; !r2); 12

=
D
't(s1  s2)MV[0;1]( !r1 ; !r2); 't(
p0 (s1  s2))MV[0;1]( !r1 ; !r2)
E
:
(2. t  p0s). We already ruled out that s be a variable. Since Sr  t  1, it cannot be
a sum or a constant, because square-rooted sums,
p00;p01;p0k are all coregular elements of
[0; 1]2, hence distinct from


1; 12

. Thus s  p0s1. It follows that:
p0p0s1Sr ( !m1; !m2) = sSr1 ( !m1; !m2)0
=
D
't(s1)
MV[0;1]( !r1 ; !r2); 't(
p0s1)MV[0;1]( !r1 ; !r2)
E0
=
D
't(s1)
MV[0;1]( !r1 ; !r2)0; 't(
p0s1)MV[0;1]( !r1 ; !r2)0
E
=
D
't(s
0
1)
MV[0;1]( !r1 ; !r2); 't(
p0s01)MV[0;1]( !r1 ; !r2)
E
=
D
't(
p0p0s1)MV[0;1]( !r1 ; !r2); 't(
p0p0p0s1)MV[0;1]( !r1 ; !r2)
E
:
Now, since by hypothesis Sr  t  1, we have that
tSr( !m1; !m2) =
D
't(t)
MV[0;1]( !r1 ; !r2); 't(
p0t)MV[0;1]( !r1 ; !r2)
E
=

1;
1
2

whence 't(t)
MV[0;1]( !r1 ; !r2) = 1, a contradiction.
Before showing our completeness theorem proper, let us prove a crucial general result.
Theorem 224 Let A;B be nonat
p0 QMV algebras such that RA = RB (as MV subreducts).
Then A and B have the same equational theory. In particular, every nonat A has the same
equational theory as Rt(RA).
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Proof. We proceed contrapositively. Suppose without loss of generality that t  s has
a counterexample in A. We can restrict ourselves to the case in which t either is a constant
preceded by k (k  0) square root symbols, or else contains at least an occurrence of , while
s is the variable x preceded by k (k  0) square root symbols, for equations of the remaining
forms are easily seen either to have no counterexample (e.g. x  x), or to have counterexamples
already in Rt(RA). Our goal is proving that t  s also fails in Rt(RA) = Rt(RB).
If t is a constant preceded by k (k  0) square root symbols, according as t is 0;p00; 1;p00; k
it su¢ ces to assign x the value
p00; 1;p00; k; 0, respectively, to get the desired counterexample.
So, let t be a term in the variables x1; :::; xn containing at least an occurrence of . It follows
that there exist a1; :::; an 2 A such that either:
1) tA (a1; :::; an) 2 R(A)  fkg or
2) tA (a1; :::; an) 2 COR(A)  fkg or
3) tA (a1; :::; an) = k.
1) There exist terms t1; t2 such that t is the term t1  t2 preceded by an even number
(possibly zero) of square root symbols. Thus, we assign x the value
p00 or 0 according as it
is preceded by an odd or an even number of square root symbols, while the other variables in
t can be assigned arbitrary values (say k). Let tRt(RA) (v1; :::; vn) be the value obtained by t
under this assignment. Then sRt(RA) (0) (respectively, sRt(RA)
p00) is coregular and di¤erent
from k, while tRt(RA) (v1; :::; vn) is regular.
2) Dual.
3) There exist terms t1; t2 such that t is the term t1  t2 preceded by zero or more square
root symbols, and t1  tA2 (a1; :::; an) = k. We assign x the value 0. Let tRt(RA) (v1; :::; vn)
be the value obtained by t under this assignment. Then sRt(RA) (0) is di¤erent from k, while
tA (a1; :::; an) = k.
In what follows, Qr will denote the subalgebra of Sr whose universe is the set (Q\ [0; 1])
(Q\ [0; 1]).
Theorem 225 Let t( !x ; !y ); s( !z ; !w ) 2 Term(h2; 1; 0; 0; 0i). The following are equivalent:
1. Sr  t  s;
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2. Qr  t  s;
3.
p0QMV  t  s;
4. NQr  t  s;
5. NSr  t  s.
Proof. The implications (1))(2), (3))(1) and (2))(4) are trivial.
(1))(3). Suppose there exist ap0QMV algebraA and !a ; !b ; !c ; !d 2 A such that tA( !a ; !b ) 6=
sA( !c ; !d ). Since Cartesian p0QMV algebras generate p0QMV, there is a Cartesian p0QMV
algebra B and  !e ; !f ; !g ; !h 2 B such that tB( !e ; !f ) 6= sB( !g ; !h ). As B is Cartesian, ei-
ther tB( !e ; !f )  sB( !g ; !h ) or sB( !g ; !h )  tB( !e ; !f ) or p0(tB( !e ; !f ))  p0(sB( !g ; !h )) or
p0(sB( !g ; !h ))  p0(tB( !e ; !f )). Let without loss of generality tB( !e ; !f )  sB( !g ; !h ) (for
the other cases we argue analogously). Then 1 6= tB( !e ; !f )0  sB( !g ; !h ) and thus, by The-
orem 223, there exist  !m; !n ; !r ; !o 2 [0; 1]2 such that 1 6= tSr( !m; !n )0  sSr( !r ; !o ), whence
tSr( !m; !n ) 6= sSr( !r ; !o ).
(4))(5). This implication can be recovered from the proof of Theorem 223, in the light of
the completeness theorem for MV algebras with respect to the standard MV algebra over the
rational numbers.
(5))(1). A consequence of Theorem 224.
Remark that NSr , by what we observed in Lemma 208, is isomorphic to Rt(MV[0;1]), while
NQr is isomorphic to Rt(MVQ\[0;1]).
8.6 Structure theory
8.6.1 Ideals
As a consequence of the results presented in subsection 8.7.1, we will also conclude that
p0QMV
is not ideal-determined : just like quasi-MV algebras,
p0QMV algebras fail to admit a "reason-
able" (in the sense of [56]) notion of ideal that can stand in for the notion of congruence.
However, we remarked in section 7.7 that there is a quasi-MV algebraic concept of ideal, di-
rectly borrowed from the theory of MV algebras, for which a one-one correspondence can be
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established with respect to an important subclass of congruences - namely, those congruences
which are kernels of homomorphisms onto MV algebras. Something similar happens in the
present framework. First of all we introduce a notion of ideal in
p0QMV analogous to the
notion of QMV ideal we provide in Denition 151.
Denition 226 Let A be a
p0QMV algebra. An ideal of A is an ideal of its quasi-MV algebraic
term reduct, i.e. a subset J  A such that for all a; b 2 A the following conditions are satised:
I1 0 2 J ;
I2 a; b 2 J ) a b 2 J ;
I3 a 2 J; b  a) b 2 J .
It is now reasonable to wonder if it is possible, as in QMV, to single out a sublattice of the
lattice of congruences corresponding to the lattice of ideals I(A) for any algebra A 2 p0QMV.
As we can see in the next Theorem, the answer is in the positive and the lattice of ideals is in
bijective correspondence, in any
p0QMV-algebra, with the lattice of p0QMV  C congruences,
i.e. those congruences whose corresponding quotient algebras are Cartesian algebras.
It is readily seen that
p0QMV  C congruences on a given p0QMV algebra A form a
sublattice of C(A), hereafter denoted by CI(A). From the denition it follows that:
 in any p0QMV algebra,  is the smallest p0QMV  C congruence;
 in a at p0QMV algebra,  = ! is the unique p0QMV  C congruence;
 in a Cartesian p0QMV algebra, p0QMV  C congruences are exactly the relative congru-
ences.
Theorem 227 Let A be a
p0QMV algebra. The following lattices are mutually isomorphic:
 CI(A);
 I(A);
 C(RA);
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 I(RA).
Proof. The isomorphism between C(RA) and I(RA) follows from well-known results about
MV algebras. Therefore, it su¢ ces to show that CI(A) is isomorphic to I(A) and that I(A)
is isomorphic to I(RA). We will conne ourselves to establish the existence of appropriate
bijections, leaving up to the reader the task of checking order preservation.
The correspondence between ideals and
p0QMV  C congruences is shown essentially as in
Theorem 160; as a consequence, we will not go into much detail. The general idea is this. Given
an arbitrary ideal J and an arbitrary
p0QMV  C congruence , we dene correspondences f
and g as follows:
f(J) =
n
ha; bi 2 A2 : a
 b0; b
 a0;p0a
p0b0;p0b
p0a0 2 J
o
;
g() = fx 2 A : (x 0)0g .
It turns out that f(J) is a
p0QMV  C congruence, and that g() is an ideal. Moreover,
g (f(J)) = J as
g (f(J)) = fa : (a 0)f(J)0g
=
n
a : (a 0)
 1; 0
 (a 0)0;p0(a 0)
p01;p00
p0(a 0)0 2 J
o
=

a : a 0;
p0(a0  0)p000 ;p01p0(a 0)0 2 J
= fa : a 0 2 Jg = J .
(Notice the application of Lemma 199(iv).) Finally, the fact that f(g()) =  is established
as in Theorem 160, using the properties of .
The bijection between I(A) and I(RA) is provided as expected: given an arbitrary ideal I
of A and an arbitrary ideal J of RA, we dene mappings f 0 and g0 as follows:
f 0(I) = I \R(A);
g0(J) = (J ] , where (J ] is the smallest ideal of A containing J .
Now, f 0(I) 2 I(RA) and obviously g0(J) 2 I(A). Moreover g0(J) = fa 2 A : a 0 2 Jg.
The latter set, in fact, is an ideal: to check that I3 holds, just suppose that a 0 2 J and that
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b  a, whence b  0  a  0. It follows that b  0 2 J and so b 2 g0(J). Clearly, it is also the
smallest ideal of A containing J . Taking this into account, we can compute
f 0(g0 (J)) = f 0(fa 2 A : a 0 2 Jg) = fa 2 A : a 0 2 Jg \ R(A) = J ;
g0(f 0 (I)) = g0(I \R(A)) = fa 2 A : a 0 2 I \R(A)g = I.
Using known properties of MV, the previous theorem implies that:
Corollary 228 C is a relatively congruence distributive, relatively congruence permutable, rel-
atively point regular quasivariety; the assertional logic of C is regularly algebraizable with C as
equivalent quasivariety semantics.
8.6.2 Semisimple algebras
One of the deepest results in the theory of MV algebras is the representation of semisimple MV
algebras in terms of algebras of real-valued functions: [31], [10]. It is an important theorem
since it allows to think of a semisimple MV algebra as an algebra of fuzzy sets, exactly like
Boolean algebras (which are always semisimple) can be viewed as algebras of standard, "crisp"
sets - and as such it acts as a proper fuzzy counterpart of Stones representation theorem.
Can we get an analogous result in our framework? The aim of this section is to answer this
question in the a¢ rmative, although the theorem we will prove is, frankly speaking, far less
elegant.
Lemma 229 If RA is a subalgebra of RB, the pair algebra P (RA) is a subalgebra of P (RB).
Proof. Let f be an embedding of RA into RB. Now dene, for a; b 2 R(A),
g(ha; bi) = hf(a); f(b)i :
This is a homomorphism from P(RA) to P(RB). To see that it is one-one, suppose that
g(ha; bi) = g(hc; di), i.e. hf(a); f(b)i = hf(c); f(d)i. Then f(a) = f(c) and f(b) = f(d), whence
by the injectivity of f , a = c and b = d. Thus our conclusion follows.
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Before we address our main problem, we need to know something more about the structure
of simple algebras. In particular, since every simple
p0 QMV algebra is either Cartesian or at,
we need additional information about simple Cartesian algebras and simple at algebras. The
next three lemmas provide such information.
Lemma 230 If A is a simple Cartesian
p0 QMV algebra, then A is strongly Cartesian.
Proof. Assume that A is Cartesian yet not strongly Cartesian and consider the congruence
whose blocks are just R (A) [ COR (A) and its set-theoretical complement w.r.t A. This
congruence di¤ers from ! as A is not strongly Cartesian, and di¤ers from  since A is Cartesian.
It follows that A is not simple.
Lemma 231 If A is a simple Cartesian
p0 QMV algebra, then RA is a simple MV algebra.
Proof. Lemma 230 entitles us to assume that A be strongly Cartesian. Suppose  2 C(RA)
is such that     !. Let the partition induced by  be
fAigi< [ fk=g ;
where   1 (since   !) and either k= or some Ai is not a singleton (since   ). Now, for
X  A, let p0X =
np0x : x 2 Xo, and let ' be an equivalence on A such that
A=' = fAigi< [
np0Aio
i<
[
n
k= [
p0k=
o
:
It is easy to see that ' is a congruence on A. Also,   '  ! because of the above
assumptions on . So A is not simple.
Lemma 232 The only simple at
p0 QMV algebra is F100.
Proof. As we know from Example 337, F100 is simple. On the other hand, let A be a atp0 QMV algebra with at least 3 elements. In the light of the observations of Subsection 7.6.2,
the equivalence whose blocks are just f0g and A  f0g is a congruence, di¤erent from  (A has
more than two elements) and from ! (A is nontrivial). Thus, A is not simple.
We now prove an analogue of Hölders theorem for Cartesian
p0 QMV algebras.
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Theorem 233 Every simple Cartesian
p0 QMV algebra A is isomorphic to a subalgebra of
Sr.
Proof. By Theorem 215 A can be embedded into P (RA), and RA, according to Lemma
231, is a simple MV algebra, hence isomorphic to a subalgebra of MV[0;1]. Thus, by Lemma
229, P (RA) is isomorphic to a subalgebra of Sr, whence our conclusion.
Theorem 234 Every semisimple
p0 QMV algebra A is isomorphic to an algebra of functions
which are either complex-valued or have values in F100.
Proof. Let A be a semisimple
p0 quasi-MV algebra. Thus, A can be represented as a
subdirect product of simple
p0 quasi-MV algebras, whence by Birkho¤s subdirect representa-
tion theorem there is a family figi2I of congruences on A such that the A=is are the simple
factors in the subdirect representation of A, and
T
i2I
fig = . Being simple, the A=is are
necessarily either Cartesian or at. So, by Lemma 232 and Theorem 233, for every i 2 I there
is an isomorphism fi : A=i ! Bi, where Bi is either F100 or a subalgebra of Sr.
Now, for every b 2 A, let b be a function with domain figi2I such that for every i 2 I,
b(i) = fi (b=i) :
Each b, thus, is either a complex-valued function or an F100-valued function over figi2I . Let
F (A) =

b : b 2 A	, and let FA be the algebra of functions with universe F (A) and pointwise
dened operations. It is easy to check that the map h : A ! F (A) dened by h(b) = b is a
homomorphism from A onto FA. It remains to prove that it is injective. Thus, let h(b) = h(c),
i.e. b(i) = c(i) for every i 2 I. Then, for every i 2 I, fi (b=i) = fi (c=i) and, since fi is
bijective, b=i = c=i. Hence hb; ci 2
T
i2I
fig = , i.e. b = c.
Corollary 235 Every semisimple Cartesian
p0 QMV algebra A is isomorphic to an algebra
of complex-valued functions.
8.6.3 QMV term reducts and subreducts of
p0Quasi-MV algebras
Which QMV algebras are such that one can impose thereupon a square root of the inverse?
And which QMV algebras are embeddable into the corresponding term reduct of a
p0 QMV
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algebra? In this subsection we will on the one hand provide necessary and su¢ cient conditions
for a QMV algebra to be a QMV term reduct of a
p0 QMV algebra, and on the other hand
show that QMV algebras are exactly the QMV term subreducts of
p0 QMV algebras.
Denition 236 A QMV algebra A is called extensible i¤ it has the following three properties:
E1 it contains a regular element k = k0;
E2 the cloud of k contains a bijective copy f(R(A)) of R(A), with f(k) = k;
E3 (Four-partitioning property): the set NFA = fa 2 A : a 6= a0g can be partitioned into classes
of cardinality 4, in such a way that every a 2 NFA belongs to the same member of the
partition as a0.
Extensibility is a necessary condition for being a QMV term reduct of a
p0 QMV algebra:
Lemma 237 Every QMV term reduct of a
p0 QMV algebra is an extensible QMV algebra.
Proof. Let A =
D
A;;p0; 0; 1; k
E
be a
p0 QMV algebra. By SQ1, hA;;0 ; 0; 1i is a QMV
algebra; we now check one by one the requirements E1-E3 in order to show it is extensible.
(ad E1). k is regular and it is a xpoint for the inverse operation, by Lemma 199(i)-(ii).
(ad E2). Let a be a regular element of A: by SQ3,
p0a is in the cloud of k, whence
f(a) =
p0a maps R(A) to the cloud of k. It is also injective, since p0a = p0b implies a0 = b0
and thus a = b. Finally, by SQ2 f(k) = k.
(ad E3). Let  be an equivalence on NFA dened as follows: for every a in NFA, a= =n
a;
p0a; a0;p0a0
o
. Since a 6= a0, by what we remarked above it has to be p0a 6= p0a0 ; also,
a 6= p0a (or else it would be a = a0) and similarly a 6= p0a0. Thus, each member of the given
partition has the required cardinality.
All that remains to be shown is that extensibility is a su¢ cient condition as well. In fact:
Theorem 238 Every extensible QMV algebra is a QMV term reduct of a
p0 QMV algebra.
Proof. Let A = hA;;0 ; 0; 1i be an extensible QMV algebra, on which we need to dene
an operation of square root of the inverse. By E1, there is in R(A) an element k = k0, and
by E2 the cloud of k contains a bijective copy f(R(A)) of R(A), with f(k) = k. Moreover, if
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F = fa; b; a0; b0g 2 NFA, the partition whose existence is guaranteed by E3, we dene g in such
a way that g(a) = b; g(b) = a0; g(a0) = b0 and g(b0) = a - or, alternatively, g(a) = b0; g(b0) =
a0; g(a0) = b and g(b) = a. Now, dene the operation
p0 as follows:
p0a =
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
f(a), if a 2 R(A); 
f 1(a)
0 , if a 2 f(R(A))  fkg ;
a, if a =2 R(A) [ f(R(A)) and a = a0;
g(a), if a =2 R(A) [ f(R(A)) and a 6= a0.
First of all, we have to show that this denition does not conict with the behaviour of the
inverse. In fact: i) if a 2 R(A), p0p0a = p0f(a) = a0; ii) if a 2 f(R(A))   fkg, p0p0a =
p0  f 1(a)0 = f  f 1(a)0 = a0; (iii) if a =2 R(A) [ f(R(A)) and a = a0, p0p0a = a = a0;
nally, iv) if a =2 R(A) [ f(R(A)) and a 6= a0, p0p0a = p0g(a) = g(g(a)) = a0.
Now, we check the remaining two axioms. SQ2 is satised because
p0k = f(k) = k by
hypothesis; SQ3 holds because a b is a regular element, whence p0(a b) = f(a b) is in the
cloud of k, which means that
p0(a b) 0 = k.
The conditions in Denition 236 are wildly nonelementary. It would be nice to describe
extensible QMV algebra using more manageable conditions from a model-theoretic viewpoint.
Also, it would be interesting to characterize such algebras in terms of properties of their factors
in the direct decomposition of Theorem 123.
We now turn to the issue of subreducts. As a preliminary move, we need to prove that every
QMV algebra can be embedded into a QMV algebra where inverse has a xpoint.
Lemma 239 Every QMV algebra can be embedded into a QMV algebra with a regular element
k such that k = k0.
Proof. Let Q be a QMV algebra. By Theorem 123, there are an MV algebra M and
a at QMV algebra F such that Q is embeddable into M  F. By Di Nolas representation
theorem, M is embeddable into an MV algebra M0 where inverse has a xpoint i, while F is
(identically) embeddable into a at QMV algebra F0 where inverse has a xpoint 0F0 . Let f; g; h
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be, respectively, such embeddings. Then the mapping
(g  h) (ha; bi) = hg(a); h(b)i
is obviously an embedding ofMF intoM0F0. Composing f with g h, we can embed
Q into M0  F0. It remains to be shown that M0  F0 contains a regular element k such that
k = k0: but it is immediate to check that the pair
D
i; 0F
0
E
has the required properties.
By denition, every QMV term reduct of a
p0 QMV algebra is a QMV algebra, and so is
every subalgebra of such since QMV is a variety. We now show the converse:
Theorem 240 Every QMV algebra is a QMV term subreduct of a
p0 QMV algebra.
Proof. Let A =


A;A;0A ; 0A; 1A be a QMV algebra. By Lemma 239, we can assume
without loss of generality that it satises E1 in Denition 236. Consider the set
KA =
ha; bi 2 A2 : a = k or b = k	
and dene the algebra K =
D
KA;K;
p0K; 0K; 1K; kK
E
, where:
 ha; bi K hc; di = 
aA c; k;
 p0K ha; bi = 
b; a0A;
 0K = 
0A; k ; 1K = 
1A; k ; kK = hk; ki.
These operations are well-dened: the second component of a sum is always k, while the
rst or the second component of
p0K ha; bi is k according as the second or the rst component
of ha; bi is k. Also, K is easily seen to be a p0 QMV algebra. We verify that the mapping
h(a) = ha; ki embeds A into the QMV term reduct of K. The mapping is clearly well-dened
and injective; we now check that it preserves operations. Nullary operations are obviously
preserved. As regards truncated sum,
h(aA b) = 
aA b; k
= ha; ki K hb; ki
= h(a)K h(b):
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Finally, we have preservation of inverses:
h(a0A) =


a0A; k

= ha; ki0K
= h(a)0K:
8.7 Universal algebraic properties
8.7.1 Failure of some relevant properties
In chapter 7, section 7.6.1, we proved that QMV is rather ill-behaved as a variety. Essentially,
the same negative results carry over to
p0QMV. We begin with the failure of congruence
modularity.
Lemma 241
p0QMV is not congruence modular.
Proof. We provide an example of an algebra which fails to be congruence modular. Consider
the direct product of Rt(×3) and F100 (cp. Examples 331 and 337). Let  be the congruence
whose blocks are
fh0; 0i ; hk; 0i ; h1; 0i ; ha; 0i ; ha0; 0ig
fh0; bi ; hk; bi ; h1; bi ; ha; bi ; ha0; big
It can be checked that the congruences ; ; ; ; ! are pairwise distinct and such that  
    !,     !,  is incomparable with either  or . Moreover,  \  =  as  identies
distinct pairs just in case their second coordinates are equal, while  never does it. Finally,
_ = ! as the following argument shows. Take two distinct pairs; if their second coordinates
are both 0, they are identied by ; if the second coordinate of at least one pair is b, they are
-related to two -related pairs. In sum, the congruences ; ; ; ; ! form a sublattice of the
congruence lattice isomorphic to N5, which su¢ ces to establish our conclusion.
As a consequence,
p0QMV is neither congruence distributive, nor congruence e-regular,
nor congruence permutable. As regards permutability of congruences, a stronger result - in
complete analogy with quasi-MV algebras - holds.
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Lemma 242 For no nullary operation e in its type is
p0QMV congruence e-permutable.
Proof. This time we consider the direct product of Lt0 (Rt(×3)) and F100 (cp. Example 334
and 337) Since h1; bi h1; 0i and h1; 0i h0; 0i, we have that h1; bi  h0; 0i; however, it cannot
be the case that h1; bi   h0; 0i, as h1; bi = \ h0; 0i = = ;. Analogously, h0; bi   h1; 0i yet
not h0; bi   h1; 0i; and hb; bi   hk; 0i yet not hb; bi   hk; 0i.
Applying well-known results from [90], it follows that:
Corollary 243
p0QMV is not subtractive.
8.7.2 Finite model property
The nite model problem addressed in subsection 7.5 for QMV is somewhat more interesting
in the case of
p0QMV. To cope with it, we need to use the fact that the variety of p0QMV
algebras is generated byNQr , i.e. the subalgebra of Sr which contains the regular and coregular
elements with rational coordinates. This variant of the completeness theorem for
p0QMV comes
in quite handy since NQr , unlike Sr or NSr , is a locally nite algebra, as we presently show.
Lemma 244 NQr is locally nite.
Proof. Let a1; :::; an 2 R (Qr)[COR (Qr) ; and let Sg(a1; :::; an) be the subalgebra of NQr
generated by a1; :::; an. Recall that, if a is coregular, then for any b we have that b a = b k,
while the sum of two coregulars equals 1. Thus, since the MV term subreduct RQr is locally
nite (cp. [35]), closure under truncated sum yields only nitely many new elements beside the
generators, and the same can be said for closure under square root of the inverse. Therefore
Sg(a1; :::; an) is nite.
Theorem 245
p0QMV has the FMP.
Proof. Let t (x1; :::; xn)  s (y1; :::; ym) be an equation which has a counterexample in
a
p0 QMV algebra. By Theorem 225 it has a counterexample in NQr , i.e. there exist
a1; :::; an; b1; :::; bm 2 R (Qr) [ COR (Qr) such that
tNQr (a1; :::; an) 6= sNQr (b1; :::; bm) .
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Consider Sg(a1; :::; an; b1; :::; bm). By Lemma 244, it is a nite subalgebra of NQr , hence a
nite
p0 QMV algebra in its own right. Thus we have the desired countermodel.
8.7.3 Congruence extension property (CEP)
In subsection 7.6.2 we proved that QMV has the congruence extension property; we now tackle
the analogous problem for
p0QMV. The obvious option will consist in mimicking the previous
strategy and exploiting the direct decomposition result of Theorem 216. There is an important
di¤erence, though: the role previously played by MV algebras - a subvariety for which the CEP
was known to hold - is now played by the subquasivariety of Cartesian algebras.
Thus, we wish to investigate rst whether relative congruences extend in this quasivariety1.
It is easy to prove that
Lemma 246 The quasivariety C has the relative congruence extension property (RCEP).
Proof. Let A;B 2C, B be a subalgebra of A and A a congruence relation on A. In order
to construct a relative congruence B extending B on B simply dene
B = fhx; yi : hx; yi 2 A or hx; yi 2 g
After a simple calculation and the observation that
p0QMV  C congruences are exactly the
relative congruences in Cartesian algebras, it is readily seen that B is a relative congruence
relation on B; moreover it is straightforward to check that B \A2 = A.
The previous lemma turns out to be the key to the desired result:
Theorem 247
p0QMV has the CEP.
Proof. Lemma 145 can be easily adapted to cover the case of
p0QMV: if A is a p0QMV
algebra and  a congruence on A, there exist a congruence 1 on P(RA) and a congruence 2
on F(A; k) such that, for any a; b in A,
ab i¤
DD
a 0;
p0a 0
E
; 2(h(a))
E
1  2
DD
b 0;
p0b 0
E
; 2(h(b))
E
,
1Recall that, for K a quasivariety and A 2K, a congruence  on A is said to be relative to K, or simply a
K-congruence, if A= 2K.
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where 2(h(a)) is the second component of the image of a under the injection of Theorem
216. By Lemma 246, if we can prove that 1 therein is necessarily a
p0QMV  C congruence,
we are done, for we can resort to the strategy of Theorem 147. Carrying out the appropriate
calculations, what must be shown is that ha 0; ki 1 hb 0; ki and
Dp0a 0; kE 1 Dp0b 0; kE
imply
D
a 0;p0a 0
E
1
D
b 0;p0b 0
E
.
We distinguish several cases. First of all, remark that a and b must be either regular or
coregular, because the rst components of h(a) and h(b) must be, respectively, ha 0; ki and
hb 0; ki for ha 0; ki 1 hb 0; ki to hold.
So, if a; b are both regular, then we have ha; ki 1 hb; ki and we are done. If a; b are both
coregular,
Dp0a; kE 1 Dp0b; kE and thus Dk;p0a0E 1 Dk;p0b0E, whence Dk;p0aE 1 Dk;p0bE.
Finally, if without loss of generality a is regular and b is coregular, then ha; ki 1 hk; ki and
hk; ki 1
Dp0b; kE, whereby hk; ki 1 Dk;p0bE and by transitivity ha; ki 1 Dk;p0bE.
8.7.4 Amalgamation property
With respect to the amalgamation property we only have partial results. We show hereby
that at algebras and Cartesian algebras amalgamate, but we leave the general question - i.e.
whether general
p0 QMV algebras amalgamate - as an open problem. As regards at p0 QMV
algebras, we even prove a stronger result. Due to the behaviour of truncated sum in F, at
algebras amalgamate if and only if their monounary reducts do. We start with a denition.
Denition 248 We call a monounary algebra A =


A; A cyclic if and only if, for any x 2 A,
there exists a natural number n such that An-timesx = x.
Clearly, the monounary reducts of at
p0 QMV algebras are cyclic (their cycles being of
length at most 4). We have that:
Theorem 249 Every cyclic monounary algebra has the amalgamation property.
Proof. Let A;B;C be cyclic monounary algebras and let f : A! B and g : A! C be
embeddings. Note, rst of all, that f (A) is a subalgebra of B isomorphic to g (A) because
of the cyclicity of A, and the fact that f and g are embeddings. We now need a monounary
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algebra D and embeddings f 0 : B! D and g0 : C! D such that f 0  f (A) = g0  g (A). Take
D = (B   f (A))[ C, with
D(a) =
8<: B(a) if a 2 B,C(a) otherwise.
and dene
f 0(a) =

f (a) if a 2 f (A)
a otherwise
and, analogously,
g0(a) =

g (a) if a 2 g (A)
a otherwise.
It is quite immediate that f 0; g0 are embeddings and f 0  f (A) = g0  g (A).
Corollary 250 F has the amalgamation property.
We now turn to Cartesian algebras and show the same result.
Theorem 251 The quasivariety C has the amalgamation property.
Proof. Let A;B;C be Cartesian
p0 QMV-algebras. Let f : A! B; g : A! C be embed-
dings. As in Theorem 148, the quintuple hRA; h1dR(A);RB1h2dR(A);RB2i is an amalgam.
So, let D be the MV-amalgam of RB, RC, and let f 0R : RB ! D, g0R : RC ! D be ap-
propriate embeddings. Clearly f 0R  f(RA) = g0R  g(RA); nonetheless, remark that although
such mappings have to preserve the MV operations, they need not preserve
p0. Now, let
A : A! P (RA) be such that, for a 2 A,
A (a) =
D
a 0;
p0a 0
E
and consider the mappings p : P (RA)! P (RB) and q : P (RA)! P (RC), dened as follows:
p (ha; bi) = hf (a) ; f (b)i ;
q (ha; bi) = hg (a) ; g (b)i .
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p and q are seen to be embeddings. Let us now construct the pair algebra P (D) over D, and
take f 0 : P (RB)! P (D) and g0 : P (RC)! P (D) be such that, for b 2 B and c 2 C,
f 0 (hb1; b2i) =


f 0R(b1); f
0
R(b2)

;
g0 (hc1; c2i) =


g0R(c1); g
0
R(c2)

:
We check that f 0  p  A = g0  q  A. In fact,
f 0  p
D
a 0;
p0a 0
E
= f 0
D
f (a 0) ; f
p0a 0E
=
D
f 0R (f (a 0)) ; f 0R

f
p0a 0E
=
D
g0R (g (a 0)) ; g0R

g
p0a 0E
= g0  q(
D
a 0;
p0a 0
E
):
It is immediate to see that  is preserved by f 0  p and g0  q alike. Let us take care of p0.
f 0  p
Dp0a 0;p0p0a 0E = f 0  pDp0a 0; (a 0)0E
= f 0
D
f
p0a 0 ; f  (a 0)0E
=
D
f 0R

fR
p0a 0 ; f 0R(fR ((a 0))0E
=
p0 f 0  pDa 0;p0a 0E :
8.8 Quasivarietal generators
The aim of this section is providing noteworthy sets of quasivarietal generators for both C
and
p0QMV. A terminological caveat: Lewin and his colleagues [71] showed that much of the
structure theory for MV algebras, including an appropriate version of Changs completeness
theorem, carries over to MV algebras with an element k = k0 which realises a constant in
the signature. Throughout this section, therefore, the term "MV algebras" will refer to such
expanded structures.
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8.8.1 Sr generates C as quasivariety
We now tackle the task of demonstrating that the quasivariety C is generated by the standard
algebra Sr. We will henceforth append subscripts to class operators, since MV algebras andp0 QMV algebras have di¤erent signatures The absence of subscripts will indicate that the
operator at issue acts upon algebras of the same signature as MV algebras, while a
p0 as a
subscript will mean that the operator a¤ects algebras in the language of
p0 QMV algebras.
First of all we need a preliminary lemma.
Lemma 252 Let K be a class of MV algebras. Then:
(i) PP (K)  Pp0P (K);
(ii) PPU (K)  PUp0P (K).
Proof. (i) We must prove that, if Ai 2 K for each i 2 I, then P (i2IAi) is isomorphic to
i2IP (Ai). So, let ' : P (i2IAi)! i2IP (Ai) be given by
'(



:::; a1i ; :::

;


:::; a2i ; :::

) =


:::;


a1i ; a
2
i

; :::

.
This function is clearly onto. It is one-one, as


:::;


a1i ; a
2
i

; :::

=


:::;


b1i ; b
2
i

; :::

implies that, for each i, a1i = b
1
i and a
2
i = b
2
i , whence



:::; a1i ; :::

;


:::; a2i ; :::

=



:::; b1i ; :::

;


:::; b2i ; :::

.
The constants are obviously preserved; thus, what remains to be shown is preservation of both
 and p0. As regards ,
'(



::; a1i ;::

;


::; a2i ; ::
 

::; b1i ; :: ; 
::; b2i ; ::) = '(

::; a1i  b1i ; :: ; h::; k; ::i)
=


::;


a1i  b1i ; k

; ::

=


::;


a1i ; a
2
i

; ::
 
::; 
b1i ; b2i  ; ::
= '(



::; a1i ; ::

;


::; a2i ; ::

) '(

::; b1i ; :: ; 
::; b2i ; ::):
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Finally, as regards
p0,
'(
p0  

::; a1i ;:: ; 
::; a2i ; ::) = '(

::; a2i ; :: ; 
::; a10i ; ::)
=


::;


a2i ; a
10
i

; ::

=
p0 
::; 
a1i ; a2i  ; ::
=
p0' 

::; a1i ;:: ; 
::; a2i ; ::).
(ii) It su¢ ces to prove that, if Am 2 K for each m 2 M (for M an ultralter of a given
set of indices I), then P (i2MAm) is isomorphic to i2MP (Am). An argument similar to the
above one shows that this is indeed the case.
Now, using Di Nolas representation theorem for MV algebras [44], we can prove that
Lemma 253 The standard algebra Sr generates C as a quasivariety.
Proof. By Di Nolas representation theorem for MV algebras, every MV algebra A belongs
to ISPPU
 
MV[0;1]

. Remark that such a result holds whether the algebra is required to contain
a xpoint k (which realises a constant included in the signature) or not, so from now on we
will assume that it does. It follows that, for every MV algebra A, P (A) 2 PISPPU
 
MV[0;1]

and, by Lemma 252 - omitting subscripts - P (A) 2 ISPPUP
 
MV[0;1]

= ISPPU (Sr). On
the other hand, every Cartesian
p0 QMV algebra is embeddable into a pair algebra over some
MV algebra, whence every Cartesian
p0 QMV algebra belongs to ISPPU (Sr).
8.8.2 fSr;F124g generates
p0QMV as quasivariety
As a rst step we show that F is generated as a quasivariety by the single algebra F124. In
order to do this, we make use once again of the Grätzer-Lakser result according to which
Q(K) =ISP(K) whenever K is a nite class of algebras ([54]).
Lemma 254 ISP(F124) =F.
Proof. As in Lemma 149, restriction to countable algebras entail no loss of generality. We
thus prove that every countable at QMV algebra can be embedded into a suitable direct power
of F124.
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Let the universe of F124 be
n
0; b; a; a0; c;
p0c; c0;
p0c0
o
If C is a countable at
p0QMV algebra, we partition its universe into three disjoint subsets,
P1 =
n
p 2 C : p = p0p
o
;
P2 =
n
p 2 C : p 6= p0p and p = p0
o
;
P3 =
n
p 2 C : p 6= p0p and p 6= p0
o
.
Next, we order P1 arbitrarily, P2 in such a way that, for every i 2 N ,
p0pi = pi+1 orp0pi = pi 1, and P3 in such a way that the members of each 4-element "windmill" are listed
together in a row, next to one another. For any pi 2 P1, let f(pi) be the sequence
0; :::; 0| {z }; b; 0; :::

i  1 times
For any pj 2 P2, let f(pj) be either the sequence
0; :::; 0| {z }; a;p0a; 0; :::

card(P 1) + j   1 times
or the sequence 
0; :::; 0| {z };p0a; a; 0; :::

card(P 1) + j   2 times
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according as pj immediately precedes or immediately follows
p0pj in the enumeration of P2.
Finally, for any pk 2 P3, let f(pk) be one of the following sequences:
*
0; :::; 0| {z };c;p0c;c0;p0c0;0;:::+
card(P 1[P2)+j 1 times*
0; :::; 0| {z };p0c;c0;p0c0;c;0;:::+
card(P 1[P2)+j 2 times*
0; :::; 0| {z };c0;p0c0;c;p0c;0;:::+
card(P 1[P2)+j 3 times*
0; :::; 0| {z };p0c0;c;p0c;c0;0;:::+
card(P 1[P2)+j 4 times
according as pk sits in rst, second, third or fourth position within its own "windmill". It is
easily checked that f embeds C into FN124.
We at last own all the required results to state the following
Theorem 255 The pair fSr;F124g is a set of generators for the quasivariety
p0QMV.
Proof. By Lemmas 254 and 253, C [ F ISPPU (Sr;F124). Since
p0QMV SP (C [ F),
we have that p0QMV SP (C [ F) SPISPPU (Sr;F124)
=ISPSPPU (Sr;F124)
ISSPPPU (Sr;F124)
ISPPU (Sr;F124)
8.9 The lattice of subvarieties
This section is devoted to the study of the lattice of subvarieties of
p0QMV. Surpisingly enough
it contains as a sublattice an isomorphic copy of the lattice of the subvarieties of MV* varieties
[71].
In order to characterize the sublattice of at subvarieties, rst of all, we determine the class
of subdirectly irreducible at
p0 QMV algebras.
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Lemma 256 F100, F020, F004 are the only nontrivial subdirectly irreducible at
p0 QMV al-
gebras.
Proof. Let F be a at
p0 QMV algebra. We distinguish four jointly exhaustive cases:
1. F has at most 1 xpoint for
p0 beside 0, at most 2 xpoints for 0 which are not xpoints
for
p0, and at most 4 other elements. It can be checked by inspection that F100, F020,
F004 are the nontrivial subdirectly irreducible algebras with this property.
2. Let a; b be distinct xpoints for
p0. The congruences CgF(0; a) and CgF(0; b) correspond
to partitions whose blocks are all singletons apart from, respectively, f0; ag and f0; bg.
Therefore, they are distinct atoms in C (F).
3. Let a; b;
p0a;p0b be distinct elements which are xpoints under inverse. The congruences
CgF(a;
p0a) and CgF(b;p0b) correspond to partitions whose blocks are all singletons apart
from, respectively,
n
a;
p0a
o
and
n
b;
p0b
o
. Therefore, they are distinct atoms in C (F).
4. Let a; b;
p0a;p0b; a0; b0;p0a0;p0b0 be distinct elements which are not xpoints under either
operation. The congruences CgF(a; a0) and CgF(a; b) correspond to partitions whose blocks
are as follows:
n
a; a0
	
;
np0a;p0a0o ;b; b0	 ;np0b;p0b0oon
fa; bg ;
np0a;p0bo ;a0; b0	 ;np0a0;p0b0oo :
It can be checked that they are distinct atoms in C (F).
Finally next lemma completely determine the lattice of at subvarieties.
Lemma 257 There are just three nontrivial varieties of at
p0 QMV algebras:
 F =V (F004)
 V(F100), axiomatised by x 
p0x
 V(F020), axiomatised by x  x0.
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Proof. Every nontrivial at
p0 QMV algebra contains either F100, or F020, or F004 as a
subalgebra, whence for any subvariety V of F either F  V or V (F100) V or V (F020) V.
It is easily seen that V(F100) is axiomatised by x 
p0x and that V(F020) is axiomatised by
x  x0.
The diagram of this chain in LV (p0QMV) is as follows:
V(F004)
V(F020)
V(F100)
The lattice of at subvarieties
It is worth noticing that the lattice of at subvarieties constitutes the lower part of the
whole subvarieties lattice.
Lemma 258 F V(Rt (×3)).
Proof. It su¢ ces to show that F004 2 HSP(Rt (×3)). Let us consider Rt (×3)  Rt (×3)
(Example 331). The set
Rt (×3) Rt (×3) 
nD
0;
p01
E
;
Dp00; 1E ;D1;p01E ;Dp01; 0Eo
is a subuniverse of Rt (×3)Rt (×3). CallD the corresponding subalgebra; thusD 2 SP(Rt (×3)).
Now, F004 = D=.
We devote the remaining part of the present section to the study of the not-at part of the
lattice of subvarieties
p0 QMV algebras.
Lemma 259 Let V be a variety of
p0 QMV algebras. Then V is a subquasivariety of C i¤ it
contains only strongly Cartesian algebras.
Proof. For the nontrivial direction, suppose V  C and A 2V is not strongly Cartesian.
Then  6= ! and A= is a nontrivial at algebra. Since C \ F = f0g, it follows that V is not
closed with respect to quotients, a contradiction.
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Lemma 260 For every natural number n the following varieties coincide:
 V(Rt (×n));
 V(n  I);
 mod((n)x  (n  1)x).
Proof. We rst prove that V(Rt (×n))  V(n  I). This follows from the fact that Rt (×n)
has n clouds. Conversely, for any A in n  I, RA =×n; thus we can apply Theorem 224.
We prove that V(Rt (×n))  mod((n)x  (n   1)x). But it is easy to see that Rt (×n) is
n-idempotent. Conversely, let A be a subdirectly irreducible member of mod((n)x  (n  1)x).
Then it is totally preordered, whence its MV term subreduct is×n.
We now introduce the notion of rotation of a variety of
p0 QMV algebras.
Denition 261 Let V be a variety of MV algebras. We dene Rt (V) as V (fRt(A) : A 2Vg).
Denition 262 V is a nonat variety of
p0 QMV algebras i¤ it is either the trivial variety or
it contains at least one nontrivial nonat algebra.
As one can easily imagine in virtue of the previous results, the varieties that not satisy the
equation 0 = 1 form a lattice with lowest element V(Rt (×3)).
Lemma 263 Nonat varieties form a sublattice of the lattice of subvarieties of
p0QMV.
Proof. Let V;W be nonat. Then of course V _W is nonat. Since×3 is a subalgebra of
every MV* algebra, Rt (×3) is a subalgebra of every nonat
p0 QMV algebra. So, Rt (×3) 2
S (V) \ S (W), whence V(Rt (×3))  V \W. It follows that V \W is nonat.
Finally we are able to prove the isomorphism between the lattice of nonat varieties and
the lattice of MV* varieties.
Theorem 264 The lattice of MV* varieties is isomorphic to the sublattice of nonat
p0 QMV
varieties via the mapping '(V) = Rt (V).
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Proof. Order preservation is obvious. The only tricky parts of our theorem are injectivity
and surjectivity.
We rst prove that our mapping is one-one. If V 6=W, then without loss of generality there
is a -normal equation  which holds in V but fails in W. Then  also fails in the class of QMV
reducts of Rt (W), while it holds in Rt (V) by Theorem 224. Then Rt (W) 6= Rt (V).
Finally, we prove that our mapping is onto. We have to prove that, if R is a nonat
p0 QMV
variety, then R =Rt (V), for some MV* variety V. It su¢ ces to prove that , for any nonat
B 2R, there are V MV and C 2Rt (V) such that B and C have the same equational theory.
So, let V =V (fRA : A 2Rg) and C =Rt (RB). Then:
 Obviously V MV;
 C =Rt (RB) 2 Rt (V) = Rt (V (fRA : A 2Rg));
 B and C have the same equational theory by Theorem 224.
Corollary 265 All varieties V of
p0 QMV algebras are such that the class of lattices fC (A) : A 2Vg
satises no nontrivial lattice equation.
8.10 Bibliographical remarks
The results presented in the present chapter can be found in [52], [81], [20], [53].
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Chapter 9
Categorical equivalences
As regards the motivational justication of the algebraic structures of the preceding two chap-
ters, a couple of problems remain so far open, namely:
 Whilep0 quasi-MV algebras bear a close resemblance to MV algebras, as we have seen and
as their denomination explicitly suggests, the latter - thanks to Mundicis Gamma functor
([34], Chapters 2 and 7) - admit of a telling and mathematically powerful representation
in terms of intervals in Abelian lattice-ordered groups with strong order unit, whereas the
status of the former remains hitherto unclear;
 In Denitions 72 and 73 we associated two di¤erent preorderings, a weak and a strong
one, with our "concrete" quantum computational structures. Although it was clear that
the latter had a greater signicance in quantum computational terms, only the former
had been investigated from an abstract, algebraic viewpoint.
The present chapter intends to amend both aws at one fell swoop. By focussing on the
strong order in
p0 quasi-MV algebras, rather than on the weak one, we will be in a position
to provide also in the present framework a partial analogue to Mundicis Gamma functor:
more precisely, we will prove that any Cartesian
p0 quasi-MV algebra can be represented as
a subalgebra of an interval in a particular Abelian `-group expanded by additional projection
and rotation operators. This representation extends to a proper categorical equivalence for the
subclass of pair algebras. In this way, we establish a somewhat surprising connection between
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algebras from quantum computation and group theory. Finally, we show that pair algebras
can be identied, modulo categorical equivalence, with MV algebras, hence also with Abelian
`-groups with strong unit.
9.1 The strong order in
p0 quasi-MV algebras
A
p0 QMV algebra can be preordered not only by the induced preorder of its own QMV term
reduct, i.e. by the relation  which holds between a and b just in case 1 = a0  b, henceforth
called weak order, but also by the relation of strong order hereafter dened.
Denition 266 Let A be a
p0 QMV algebra. The relation A of strong order is dened in
such a way that, for any a; b 2 A,
a A b i¤ a A b and
p0a A
p0b.
Remark that, in the standard algebra Sr, ha; bi Sr hc; di i¤ a R c and b R d, where R
denotes the usual ordering on the real numbers. Thus, in Sr the strong order coincides with
the restriction to [0; 1] [0; 1] of the componentwise lattice order on the complex numbers. We
state without a proof the following obvious
Lemma 267 Let A be a
p0 QMV algebra. Then
(i)  is a preordering, but not necessarily a partial ordering, on A;
(ii) if a; b 2 A, then a  b implies a  b, while the converse need not hold.
Two questions naturally arise. Can we give necessary and su¢ cient conditions for a given
p0 QMV algebra to be, respectively, a) partially ordered by  and b) lattice ordered by ? The
former question is easy to answer: the dening quasiequation of Cartesian
p0 QMV algebras,
i.e.
a 0  b 0 &
p0a 0 
p0b 0) a  b,
boils down to the fact that  is a partial order on these algebras. Thus, a p0 QMV algebra
is partially ordered by  if and only if it is Cartesian. The latter question will be here given
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only partial answers. Whenever a given
p0 QMV algebra is lattice ordered by , we denote
the greatest lower bound and the least upper bound of two elements a and b, respectively, by
a ^ b and a _ b. Remark that, unlike the corresponding operations in MV algebras, here ^
and _ need not be term operations, whence they are not necessarily preserved by p0 QMV
homomorphisms. In particular, the canonical embedding
h(a) =
D
a 0;
p0a 0
E
of a Cartesian
p0 QMV algebra A into the pair algebra P(RA) over its polynomial MV
subreduct RA of regular elements need not preserve existing binary meets or binary joins. The
next lemma characterises the class of lattice ordered
p0 QMV algebras whereby meets and joins
are actually preserved.
Lemma 268 Let A be a lattice ordered
p0 QMV algebra. The following are equivalent:
(i) for every a; b in A:
a. (a ^ b) 0 = (a 0) ^ (b 0)
b.
p0(a ^ b) 0 =
p0a 0 ^ p0b 0;
(ii) The canonical embedding h preserves ^A and _A.
Proof. If h preserves lattice operations, then both conditions are clearly satised. Con-
versely, let a; b 2 A. By (a) and the fact that h is an embedding,
h
 
(aA 0) ^A (bA 0) = h  (a ^A b)A 0 = h(a ^A b)P(RA) h0; ki
However, a A 0 and b A 0 are regular elements of A, whence (a A 0) ^A (b A 0) =
(aA0)eA (bA0). The operation eA, being a term operation, is preserved by the embedding.
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Thus,
h
 
(aA 0) eA (bA 0) = h(aA 0) eP(RA) h(bA 0)
=


aA 0; k ^P(RA) 
bA 0; k
=

 
aA 0 ^A  bA 0 ; k
=

h (a) ^P(RA) h (b)

P(RA) h0; ki :
Summing up, h(a^Ab)P(RA)h0; ki =  h (a) ^P(RA) h (b)P(RA)h0; ki. Similarly,p0P(RA)h(a^A
b)P(RA) h0; ki = p0P(RA)  h (a) ^P(RA) h (b)P(RA) h0; ki. Consequently, since P(RA) is a
Cartesian
p0 QMV algebra, h(a ^A b) = h (a) ^P(RA) h (b).
Corollary 269 If A is a lattice ordered
p0 QMV algebra satisfying the equations in Lemma
268, then:
i) A has a minimum ? = 0 ^p01 and a maximum > = 1 _p00 with respect to ;
ii) for such elements, the following conditions hold:
1) ? 0 = p0? 0 = 0;
2) > 0 = p0> 0 = 1.
Proof. i) follows from 0 ^p01  0  a and p0

0 ^p01

 p0p01  p0a, for:
p0(0 ^p01) ep0a
=
p0((0 ^p01) (p0a)0)p0a
=
p0((0 ^p01) 0 (p0a)0)p0a
= (((0p00) ^ (0p0p01))p0a0)p0a
= ((k ^ (0 0))p0a0)p0a
= 0 e
p0a = 0
= (k ^ 0) 0
= (0p00) ^ (0p0p01) 0
=
p0(0 ^p01) 0
As regards ii), we prove condition 1. In fact, ?  0 =

0 ^p01

 0 = 0 ^
p01 0 =
0 ^ k = 0, while p0? 0 = p0

0 ^p01

 0 = k ^ 0 = 0:
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Recall from Denition 213, that a Cartesian
p0 QMV algebra A is called a pair algebra in
case it is isomorphic to P(RA). The next theorem characterises pair algebras within the class
of Cartesian
p0 QMV algebras.
Theorem 270 If A is a Cartesian
p0-qMV algebra, the following conditions are equivalent:
1. A is a pair algebra;
2. A is lattice ordered and the equivalent conditions of Lemma 268 are satised.
Proof. (1! 2). Let ha; bi ; hc; di 2 A; then ha; bi ^A hc; di = 
a eRA c; b eRA d. It is
immediate to see that the conditions of Lemma 268 are satised in this case.
(2! 1). We have to show that for any a; b 2 R (A), ha; bi 2 h (A). Since A is lattice
ordered,

a ^p0>

_
p0b0 ^p0? 2 A, and consequently ha ^p0> _ hp0b0 ^p0? =
h

a ^p0>

_
p0b0 ^p0? 2 h (A). Now,
h

a ^
p0>

= ha; ki ^
p0 h1; ki _ p0 h0; ki
= ha; ki ^
p0 (h1; ki _ hk; 1i)
= ha; ki ^
p0 h1; 1i
= ha; ki ^ h1; 0i = ha; 0i .
Similarly, h
p0b0 ^p0? = h0; yi. Thus, ha; 0i _ h0; bi = ha; bi 2 h (A).
9.2 Pair algebras are equivalent to abelian PR-groups with strong
unit
Daniele Mundici established a well-known equivalence between the categories of MV algebras
and Abelian `-groups with strong unit via an invertible functor (the Gamma functor: [34]). A
partial analogue of Mundicis Gamma functor turns out to be available in the present framework
too, its upshot being a categorical equivalence between pair algebras and a special category of
Abelian `-groups with additional operators. A more general categorical equivalence regarding
quasi-MV algebras has been investigated in [47]; in spite of this, we believe that the present,
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less comprehensive result may be of independent interest both in view of the greater mathe-
matical signicance of the target category, and in consideration of its purely group-theoretical
applications mentioned below.
We begin by introducing a class of Abelian `-groups endowed with two operators of projection
and rotation.
Denition 271 An Abelian projection-rotation group (for short, PR-group) is an algebra
G = hG;^;_;+; ; P;R; 0i ,
of type h2; 2; 2; 1; 1; 1; 0i, such that:
 hG;^;_;+; ; 0i is an Abelian `-group;
 The following additional equations are satised: (we will write Px and Rx instead of
P (x) and R (x))
1. P   x   Px;
2. P (x+ y)  Px+ Py;
3. PPx  Px;
4. P (x ^ y)  Px ^ Py;
5. P (x _ y)  Px _ Py;
6. R(x+ y)  Rx+Ry;
7. RRx   x;
8. PRPx  0;
9. PR(x ^ y)  PRx ^ PRy;
10. PR(x _ y)  PRx _ PRy;
11. x  Px RPRx:
The denition of strong order unit which is usually given for `-groups can be adapted in
such a way as to guarantee an appropriate interaction with the operators P and R.
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Denition 272 Let G = hG;^;_;+; ; P;R; 0i be an Abelian PR-group. A positive element
u 2 G+ is said to be a strong order unit of G just in case it has the following properties:
U1 for all a 2 G, there exists a nonnegative integer n such that a  nu;
U2 Pu  u;
U3 for all a 2 G, if  u  a  u, then  u  Ra  u.
Denition 271 is motivated by a desire to abstract over some properties of the `-group of the
complex numbers, once the latter is endowed with suitable projection and rotation operators
as in the following Example.
Example 273 Let hC;^;_;+; ; 0i be the `-group of the complex numbers, and let P and R
be, respectively, the projection operator onto the X axis (i.e., the operator which extracts the
real part out of any complex number) and the 2 clockwise rotation operator (i.e. multiplication
by  i). In full:
P ha; bi = ha; 0i
R ha; bi = hb; ai
It is readily checked that hC;^;_;+; ; P;R; 0i is an Abelian PR-group, and that (1; 1) is a
strong order unit for that group.
For good measure, we list hereafter a few more examples of Abelian PR-groups.
Example 274 Let hB;^;_;+; ; 0i be the `-group of all bounded functions of one real variable,
with pointwise dened operations, and let Pf and Rf be dened in such a way that, for any
a 2 R,
Pf(a) =
8<: f(a), if a > 0;0, if a  0.
Rf(a) =
8<: f( a), if a > 0; f( a), if a  0.
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It is readily checked that hB;^;_;+; ; P;R; 0i is an Abelian PR-group, and that the con-
stant function 1 is a strong order unit for that group. Remark that PB and PRB are isomorphic
copies of the subgroups of functions with respective supports in R+ and R  [ f0g.
Example 275 Let V be a nite-dimensional inner product vector lattice with underlying `-
group hV;^;_;+; ; 0i, and let W be a closed subspace of such, isomorphic to W? via the
mapping f . If PW is the projection operator associated with W, and RW is the operator
dened by
RW(a+ b) =
 
f 1(b)  f(a) ,
the structure hV;^;_;+; ; PW; RW; 0i is an Abelian PR-group.
The arithmetical properties of the next Lemma will prove useful in what follows. Throughout
the rest of this chapter, we will denote by  the induced lattice order of an Abelian PR-group
and we will use without an explicit mention the Abelian `-group properties of these structures.
Lemma 276 Let G = hG;^;_;+; ; P;R; 0i be an Abelian PR-group with strong order unit u.
(i)  u  P   u;
(ii) P0 = 0;
(iii) R0 = 0;
(iv) for every a in G, R  a =  Ra;
(v) for every a; b in G, if a  b, then Pa  Pb and PRa  PRb;
(vi) PG and PRG are `-subgroups of G.
Proof. (i) By Axiom 1, Pu  u implies  u   Pu = P   u. (ii) P0 = P (0   0) =
P0   P0 = 0. The proof of (iii) is similar. (iv) Immediate from Axiom 7. (v) By Axiom 4,
a^ b = a implies Pa^Pb = P (a ^ b) = Pa, and similarly for the other claim. (vi) This follows
directly from Axioms 2, 1, 6, 4, 5, 9, 10 and from the previous items.
We now proceed to dene an analogue of Mundicis Gamma functor for Abelian PR-groups
with strong unit. The idea, given a PR-group G, is to cut out the interval in G in between
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the strong unit u and its inverse, turning it into a Cartesian
p0 QMV algebra whose strong
order coincides, when restricted to such an interval, with the original order of G: Observe
that, for technical reasons, we consider the interval [ u; u] rather than the interval [0; u]; this
will entail a number of formal disanalogies with respect to most of the literature concerning
the Gamma functor. In particular, the interval algebra exctracted out of the PR-group of the
complex numbers mentioned in Example 273 will not be the standard
p0 QMV algebra Sr, but
an isomorphic copy of such whose universe is the set [ 1; 1]2. In principle, however, such a
modication is unnecessary and everything could be carried out - only at the cost of additional
complications - without departing from the mainstream conventions.
Denition 277 LetG =


G;^G;_G;+G; G; PG; RG; 0G be an Abelian PR-group with strong
order unit u. The interval algebra  i(G; u) in G is the algebra
D
[ u; u] ; i(G;u);
p0 i(G;u); 0 i(G;u); 1 i(G;u); k i(G;u)
E
of type h2; 1; 0; 0; 0i, such that, omitting unnecessary superscripts,
a b = P (a+ b+ u) ^ Pu;
p0a = Ra; 0 i(G;u) = P   u;
1 = Pu; k = 0G.
Theorem 278 LetG =


G;^G;_G;+G; G; PG; RG; 0G be an Abelian PR-group with strong
order unit u.
i) The interval algebra  i(G; u) in G is a Cartesian
p0 QMV algebra;
ii)  i(G;u)=G d[ u; u].
Proof. i) 0 lies in the interval because u has to be a positive element. Pu  u by U2,
while 0  u implies  u  0 = P0  Pu by Lemma 276(ii)-(v). By U2 and Lemma 276(iv),
 u  P   u, while  u  u entails P   u  Pu  u by U2 and Lemma 276(v). Obviously
P (a + b + u) ^ Pu  Pu  u. On the other hand,  u  a; b implies  u   u  a + b, whence
 u  a + b + u and  u  P   u  P (a + b + u). We already checked that  u  Pu, so
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 u  P (a+ b+ u) ^ Pu  u. U3 ensures closure with respect to rotations, whence  i(G; u) is
a total algebra.
Now we are left with the task of checking the
p0 QMV axioms one by one.
(Ad A1). We have that:
a (b c) = P (a+ (P (b+ c+ u) ^ Pu) + u) ^ Pu def.
= (Pa+ P (P (b+ c+ u) ^ Pu) + Pu) ^ Pu Ax 2
= (Pa+ (P (b+ c+ u) ^ Pu) + Pu) ^ Pu Ax 3, 4
= (Pa+ Pu+ P (b+ c+ u)) ^ (Pa+ Pu+ Pu) ^ Pu
= (P (a+ b+ c+ u) + Pu) ^ Pu Ax 2, U1-3
Likewise, (a c) b = (P (a+ c+ b+ u) + Pu) ^ Pu, and our claim follows.
(Ad A2). By Axiom 7,
p0p0p0p0a = RRRRa =    a = a.
(Ad A3). By Axioms 2 and 3 aPu = P (a+Pu+ u)^Pu = (Pa+Pu+Pu)^Pu = Pu,
for  Pu  Pa.
(Ad A4). We have that:
(a0  b)0  b = P (RR(P (RRa+ b+ u) ^ Pu) + b+ u) ^ Pu def.
= P ( (P ( a+ b+ u) ^ Pu) + b+ u) ^ Pu Ax 7
= P (( P ( a+ b+ u) _  Pu) + b+ u) ^ Pu
= P ((P (a  b  u) _ P   u) + b+ u) ^ Pu Ax 1
= ((P (a  b  u) _ P   u) + Pb+ Pu) ^ Pu Ax 2, 3, 5
= (((Pa  Pb  Pu) _  Pu) + Pb+ Pu) ^ Pu Ax 2, 1
= (Pa _ Pb) ^ Pu = Pa _ Pb
Likewise, (b0  a)0  a = Pb _ Pa, and our claim follows.
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(Ad A5). We have that:
(a 0)0 = RR ((Pa+ P   u+ Pu) ^ Pu) def.
=   ((Pa+ P   u+ Pu) ^ Pu) Ax 7
=   (Pa  Pu+ Pu) _  Pu Ax 1, 5
=  Pa _  Pu =  Pa
= P   a = P (P   a  Pu+ Pu) ^ Pu Ax 2, 1
= P (RRa+ P   u+ u) ^ Pu Ax 2, 1, 7
= a0  0 def.
(Ad A6). We have that:
(a b) 0 = P ((P (a+ b+ u) ^ Pu) + P   u+ u) ^ Pu def.
= ((P (a+ b+ u) ^ Pu)  Pu+ Pu) ^ Pu Ax 2, 1, 3, 4
= P (a+ b+ u) ^ Pu
= a b def.
(Ad A7). By Axioms 7 and 1,
p0p0P   u = RRP   u =  P   u = Pu.
(Ad SQ2). By Axiom 7,
p0p00 = RR0 =  0 = 0.
(Ad SQ3). We have that:
p0(a b) 0 = P (R (P (a+ b+ u) ^ Pu) + P   u+ u) ^ Pu def.
= (PR(P (a+ b+ u) ^ Pu)  Pu+ Pu) ^ Pu Ax 2, 1, 3
= PRP (a+ b+ u) ^ PRPu ^ Pu Ax 9
= 0 ^ Pu Ax 8
= 0 Df. 272, Lemma 276(ii)-(v)
As to the Cartesian quasiequation, suppose that a  0 = b  0, i.e. Pa ^ Pu = Pb ^ Pu,
and that
p0a 0 = p0b 0, i.e. PRa ^ Pu = PRb ^ Pu. Using Axiom 4 it follows that Pa =
P (a^u) = P (b^u) = Pb, and similarly, by Axiom 9, PRa = PRb, whence  RPRa =  RPRb.
Then, by Axiom 11,
a = Pa RPRa = Pb RPRb = b.
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ii) Left to the reader.
To invert the preceding functor, the rst ingredient we need is the following denition.
Denition 279 Let G = hG;^;_;+; ; 0i be an Abelian `-group. Its Gaussian square is the
structure
G(G) =
D
G2;^G(G);_G(G);+G(G); G(G); P G(G); RG(G); 0G(G)
E
,
where:
 
G2;^G(G);_G(G);+G(G); G(G); 0G(G) is the direct product GG;
 for a; b 2 G, P G(G) ha; bi = 
a; 0G and RG(G) ha; bi = 
b; Ga.
Mimicking the embedding of the `-group of the real numbers into the `-group of the complex
numbers, we immediately have that:
Lemma 280 (i) The Gaussian square G(G) of an Abelian `-group G is an Abelian PR-
group;
(ii) if the former has a strong unit uG, the latter has a strong unit


uG; uG

;
(iii) G is embeddable into the appropriate reduct of G(G).
Proof. (i)-(ii). By properties of direct products, GG is an Abelian `-group with strong
order unit


uG; uG

. We now check the remaining equations, dropping superscripts for the sake
of clarity and denoting by a; b; c::: arbitrary elements of G.
(Ad Axiom 1). P   ha; bi = P h a; bi = h a; 0i =  ha; 0i =  P ha; bi.
(Ad Axiom 2). P (ha; bi + hc; di) = P ha+ c; b+ di = ha+ c; 0i, and P ha; bi + P hc; di =
ha; 0i+ hc; 0i = ha+ c; 0i.
(Ad Axiom 3). PP ha; bi = P ha; 0i = ha; 0i = P ha; bi.
(Ad Axioms 4 and 5). P (ha; bi ^ hc; di) = P ha ^ c; b ^ di = ha ^ c; 0i = ha; 0i ^ hc; 0i =
P ha; bi ^ P hc; di, and similarly for join.
(Ad Axiom 6). R(ha; bi+hc; di) = R ha+ c; b+ di = hb+ d; a  ci, and R ha; bi+R hc; di =
hb; ai+ hd; ci = hb+ d; a  ci.
(Ad Axiom 7). RR ha; bi = R hb; ai = h a; bi =  ha; bi.
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(Ad Axiom 8). PRP ha; bi = PR ha; 0i = P h0; ai = h0; 0i.
(Ad Axioms 9 and 10). PR(ha; bi ^ hc; di) = PR ha ^ c; b ^ di = P hb ^ d;  (a ^ c)i =
hb ^ d; 0i = PR ha; bi ^ PR hc; di, and similarly for join.
(Ad Axiom 11).
P ha; bi  RPR ha; bi = ha; 0i  RP hb; ai
= ha; 0i  R hb; 0i
= ha; 0i   h0; bi
= ha; bi
(iii) The mapping '(a) = ha; 0i gives, as expected, the required embedding.
Recall from [34] that, wheneverM is an MV algebra, the structure (M) of all equivalence
classes1 of pairs of good sequences of M, endowed with appropriate operations, is an Abelian
`-group with strong order unit [(1) ; (0)]. This applies in particular to the MV algebra RQ of
regular elements of a Cartesian
p0 QMV algebra. As a consequence of the previous lemma, we
have then:
Corollary 281 LetQ =
D
Q;Q;p0Q; 0Q; 1Q; kQ
E
be a Cartesian
p0 QMV algebra. The Gaussian
square i(Q) = G ((RQ)) is an Abelian PR-group with strong unit


u(RQ); u(RQ)

.
There is a striking disanalogy between Mundicis functor and our own: while every MV
algebra is isomorphic to an interval in an Abelian lattice ordered group, the best we can do for
a Cartesian
p0 QMV algebra, in general, is to provide an embedding thereof into an interval in
an Abelian PR-group with strong unit. More precisely, what we prove is that every pair algebra
is actually an interval in an Abelian PR-group, whence our claim follows in view of Theorem
215.
Theorem 282 Let Q =
D
Q;Q;p0Q; 0Q; 1Q; kQ
E
be a Cartesian
p0 QMV algebra. Then Q
is embeddable into  i (i(Q)).
1Modulo the relation fha;bi ; hc;di : a+ d = b+ cg.
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Proof. As remarked above, it su¢ ces to show that P(RQ) is isomorphic to  i (i(Q)). Let
 ha; bi = h'(a); '(b)i ,
where '(a) = [(a) ; (0)] is Mundicis isomorphism from the MV algebra RQ to the interval
  ((RQ)) in Changs `-group (RQ). Since ' is an isomorphism,  is clearly both one-one
and onto. We are left with the task of checking that it preserves operations. Nullary operations
are easily seen to be OK.
As regards truncated sum,
 

ha; bi P(RQ) hc; di

=  


aRQ c; k
=


'(aRQ c); '(k)
=
D
'(a) ((RQ)) '(c); 0
E
=
D
u ^(RQ)

'(a) +(RQ) '(c) +(RQ) u

; 0
E
=
D
'(a) +(RQ) '(c) +(RQ) u; 0
E
^i(Q) hu; 0i
= P
D
'(a) +(RQ) '(c) +(RQ) u; '(b) +(RQ) '(d) +(RQ) u
E
^i(Q)P hu; ui
= P

h'(a); '(b)i+i(Q) h'(c); '(d)i+i(Q) hu; ui

^i(Q) P hu; ui
= h'(a); '(b)i  i(i(Q)) h'(c); '(d)i
=  ha; bi  i(i(Q))  hc; di .
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As regards square root of the inverse,
 
p0P(RQ) ha; bi =  
b; a0RQ
=


'(b); '(a0RQ)

=
D
'(b); '(a)0 ((RQ))
E
=
D
'(b); (RQ)'(a)
E
= Ri(Q)('(a); '(b))
=
p0 i(i(Q))('(a); '(b))
=
p0 i(i(Q)) ha; bi .
We now start working out the details of the categorical equivalence between pair algebras
and Abelian PR-groups. As a rst step, we must rigorously dene the categories we want to
prove equivalent.
Denition 283 By P we mean the category whose objects are Cartesian
p0 QMV algebras Q
such that Q 'P (RQ), and whose arrows are
p0 QMV algebra homomorphisms. By G we mean
the category whose objects are Abelian PR-groups with strong order unit, and whose arrows are
unital PR-group homomorphisms.
Next, what we must show is that the functors i and  i dened above are mutually inverse.
The proof of Theorem 282 implies that every pair algebra Q is isomorphic to  i (i(Q)). The
dual statement holds for Abelian PR-groups with strong unit:
Theorem 284 Let G = hG;^;_;+; ; P;R; 0i be an Abelian PR-group with strong order unit
u. Then G is isomorphic to i ( i(G)).
Proof. Let ' : G! i ( i(G)) be given by
'(a) = hPa; PRai .
The function is clearly well-dened. It is one-one; suppose in fact that '(a) = '(b), i.e.
hPa; PRai = hPb; PRbi; then hPa; RPRai = hPb; RPRbi and thus a = Pa   RPRa =
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Pb RPRb = b. We now check that it is onto. Let ha; bi 2 i ( i(G)). Then, by the denitions
of these functors, there exist c; d 2 G such that a = Pc and b = Pd, since belonging toR ( i(G))
means, for an element a, just a = P (a+ u) ^ Pu. Let f = Pc+RP   d. Then:
'(f) = '(Pc+RP   d)
= hP (Pc+RP   d) ; PR (Pc+RP   d)i
= hPPc+ PRP   d; PRPc+ PRRP   di
= hPc+ 0; 0 + P   P   di
= hPc; Pdi = ha; bi .
It is easily checked that ' preserves 0 and u.
(Ad +). Using Axioms 2, 6 and the denitions,
'(a+G b) =


P (a+G b); PR(a+G b)

=


Pa+G Pb; PRa+G PRb

= hPa; PRai+i( i(G)) hPb; PRbi
= '(a) +i( i(G)) '(b)
(Ad  ). Using Axiom 1, Lemma 276.(iv) and the denitions,
'( Ga) = 
P  G a; PR G a
=

 GPa; GPRa
=  i( i(G)) hPa; PRai
=  i( i(G))'(a)
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(Ad ^ and _). We conne ourselves to ^. Using Axioms 4 and 9 and the denitions,
'(a ^G b) = 
P (a ^G b); PR(a ^G b)
=


Pa ^G Pb; PRa ^G PRb
= hPa; PRai+i( i(G)) hPb; PRbi
= '(a) +i( i(G)) '(b)
(Ad P ). Using Axioms 3 and 8 and the denitions,
'(PGa) =


PGPGa; PGRGPGa

=


PGa; 0

= Pi( i(G))


PGa; PGRGa

= Pi( i(G))'(a)
(Ad R). Using Axioms 1, 7 and the denitions,
'(RGa) =


PGRGa; PGRGRGa

=


PGRGa; PG  G a
=


PGRGa; GPGa
= Ri( i(G))


PGa; PGRGa

= Ri( i(G))'(a).
Finally, we have:
Theorem 285 The categories P and G are equivalent.
Proof. As regards objects, our claim follows from Theorem 284 and from the proof of
Theorem 282. It remains to take care of morphisms. Thus, let f : G1 ! G2 be a morphism in
G; we dene
 i(f) = fd
 G1uG1 ; uG1 :
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On the other hand, if h : P1 ! P2 is a morphism in P, we dene i(h) in such a way that,
if a; b 2 (R(P1)),
i(h) ha; bi = h(hdRP1)(a);(hdRP1)(b)i :
Both  i and i are well-dened (up to isomorphism of the involved structures). We now
check preservation of the various operations. It is easy to see that  i(f) preserves the variousp0 QMV operations; for the sake of deniteness, we show how p0 is preserved.
 i(f)
p0 i(G1)a =  i(f)  RG1a
= f
 
RG1a

= RG2(f(a))
=
p0 i(G2) ( i(f)(a))
As for i(h), we check group sum and the projection operator. As regards the former,
i(h)

ha; bi+i(P1) hc; di

= i(h)
D
a+(RP1 ) c; b+(RP1 ) d
E
=
D
(hdRP1)

a+(RP1 ) c

;(hdRP1)(b+(RP1 ) d)
E
=
D
(h)(a) +(RP2 ) (h)(c);(h)(b) +(RP2 ) (h)(d)
E
= h(hdRP2) (a) ;(hdRP2)(b)i+i(P2) h(hdRP2) (c) ;(hdRP2)(d)i
= i(h) ha; bi+i(P2) i(h) hc; di .
As regards the latter,
i(h)

Pi(P1) ha; bi

= i(h)
D
a; 0(RP1 )
E
=
D
(hdRP1) (a) ;(hdRP1)(0(RP1 ))
E
=
D
(h) (a) ; 0(RP2 ))
E
= Pi(P2) h(hdRP2) (a) ;(hdRP2)(b)i
= Pi(P2)i(h) (ha; bi))
Next, we have to show that, for h 2 Hom (P1;P2),  i (i(h)) = h, i.e. that, for ha; bi 2
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P (RP1)' P1, h (ha; bi) =  i (i(h)) ( ha; bi), where  is the map of Theorem 282 - in this
case, an isomorphism because of P1'P (RP1). Now, by denition
 i (i(h)) ( ha; bi) = i(h)d
h
 (RP1 )u; (RP1 )u

; (u; u)
i
(h'(a); '(b)i) ;
where, once again, ' is like in Theorem 282. Since membership in the interval is guaranteed,
all we need to do is to apply the denition of i(h) to get
i(h)d
h
 (RP1 )u; (RP1 )u

; (u; u)
i
(h'(a); '(b)i) = h(hdRP1)('(a));(hdRP1)('(b))i .
By properties of Mundicis  functor, this amounts to h(hdRP1) (a); (hdRP1) (b)i, i.e. to
h (ha; bi), as a; b 2 RP1 .
Finally, we must prove that, for f 2 Hom (G1;G2), i ( i(f)) = f . That much is proved
similarly.
9.3 Pair algebras are equivalent to MV algebras
The aim of this section is showing that, from a categorical viewpoint, pair algebras are the
same as MV algebras - hence, the same as Abelian `-groups with a strong unit. Hereafter,
we denote by MV the category whose objects are MV algebras and whose morphisms are
MV homomorphisms. Also, we denote by MVF the category whose objects are MV algebras
containing an element k = k0 and whose morphisms are k-preserving MV homomorphisms.
SinceMV is categorically equivalent toMVF [71], we can, for our present purpose, provisionally
leave MV out of the picture and safely restrict ourselves to MVF.
Remark 286 Every MV algebra A with a xpoint k = k0 is isomorphic to the algebra of all
pairs of the form ha; ki, for a 2 A, where the operations are dened as follows:
 ha; ki  hb; ki = ha b; ki ;
 ha; ki0 = ha0; ki ;
 0 = h0; ki ;
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 k = hk; ki ;
 1 = h1; ki :
In what follows, therefore, we will sometimes identify A with its corresponding pair algebra
as in Remark 286.
We know that, if A is an object of MVF, the structure P (A) is a pair algebra. In other
words, P associates to each object of MVF an object of P. Thus, we refer to the pair structure
P (A) =
D
A2;P(A);p0P(A); 0P(A); kP(A); 1P(A)
E
by the label (A).
Denition 287 Let A;B 2 Ob(MVF) and let f : A! B 2 Hom(A;B). The morphism
(f) 2 Hom( (A) ;(B)) is dened as
(f) (ha; bi) = hf (a) ; f(b)i :
Lemma 288  is a functor from MVF to P.
Proof. We already remarked that  associates to each object A 2 MVF an object in
(A) 2 P. It remains to show that, for h a morphism in MVF, (h) is a morphism in P
such that the following two properties hold: (id (A)) = id( (A)) for every object A 2MVF,
and (g  f) =  (g)  (f), for all objects X;Y;Z in MVF and all morphisms f : X! Y
and g : Y ! Z. First of all we show that (h) is a morphism in P. Preservation of  is
straightforward. As for
p0, let ha; bi 2 (X); then
p0(Y)(h) (ha; bi) =
p0(Y) hh (a) ; h(b)i
=
D
h(b); h (a)0Y
E
=


h(b); h
 
a0X

= (h)
p0(X) ha; bi
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Let us check that  preserves composition of morphisms.
(g  f) (ha; bi) = hg  f (a) ; g  f (b)i
= (g) (hf (a) ; f(b)i)
=  (g) (f) (ha; bi)
Remark 289 Upon recalling that every object P 2P is isomorphic to P (RP), it can be seen
that  is an essentially surjective forgetful functor, i.e. each object P in the category of pair
algebras is isomorphic to an object of the form (M), for M in the category MVF.
Lemma 290  is a full functor.
Proof. Our claim is that, if P;Q 2 Ob(P) and h : P! Q is a p0 QMV homomorphism,
there exists a homomorphism h in the category MVF such that (h) = h. If i, i 2 f1; 2g
denotes the i-th projection function, we can dene our h as
h (a) = 1  h (ha; ki) ;
It is immediate to check that h is a homomorphism in MVF. Moreover, suppose that
h (ha; bi) = hc; di. Then h (hb; a0i) = h
p0 ha; bi = p0h (ha; bi) = hd; c0i.
(h) (ha; bi) = hh(a); h(b)i
= h1  h (ha; ki) ; 1  h (hb; ki)i
=


1  h
 ha; bi P h0; ki ; 1  h  
b; a0P h0; ki
=


1(h
 ha; bi)Q h(h0; ki) ; 1(h  
b; a0)Q h(h0; ki)
=


1(hc; di Q h0; ki); 1(


d; c0
Q h0; ki
= hc; di = h (ha; bi)
Lemma 291  is a faithful functor.
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Proof. The fact that for any two objectsM and N in MVF, the map HomMVF(M;N)!
HomP( (M) ;(N))induced by  is injective is a direct consequence of the pair algebra con-
struction. In fact, let h; f 2 HomMVF(M;N). Clearly (h) ;(f) 2 HomP( (M) ;(N)).
If (h) =  (f), then (h) (R ( (M))) =  (f) (R ( (M))), i.e., for any ha; ki 2 R ( (M)),
(h) (ha; ki) = hh(a); h(k)i = hf(a); f(k)i = (f) (ha; ki). Now, since (h) (R ( (M))) =
h (M) and (f) (R ( (M))) = f (M) up to isomorphism, then h (M) = f (M).
It follows, by Lemmas 288, 290, 291, and our previous remarks, that
Corollary 292 The categories of MV algebras and of pair algebras are equivalent.
9.4 Bibliographical remarks
The results presented in the present chapter can be found in [53]. A di¤erent approach to the
topic is in [47]. The basic idea of the   functor for MV algebras can be recovered in [34].
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Chapter 10
Linear Heyting quantum
computational algebras
As we have seen in the Chapters 8 and 9, Denition 266, in each
p0 quasi-MV algebra it is
possible to dene two di¤erent preorder relations, respectively corresponding to a weak and a
strong consequence relation dened as follows:1
Denition 293 Let ;  be density operators whose respective probabilities are denoted by
p () ; p ().  is a weak consequence of  i¤ p ()  p ();  is a strong consequence of 
i¤ p ()  p () and p  pNOT  p  pNOT.
The Chapter 8 mainly took into account the former relation; the successive chapter, however,
marked a signicant change in view - indeed, we investigated such
p0 quasi-MV algebras whose
latter relation is a lattice order. A pertinent example is the standard algebra of Example 196
over the complex numbers, where this lattice order is nothing but the restriction of the natural
order of C to the disc with centre in


1
2 ;
1
2

and radius 12 .
2 In this algebra, moreover, we
encounter an additional desirable feature: lattice meet is residuated, its residuum being nothing
else than the implication of the direct square of the standard linear Heyting algebra over [0; 1].
It makes sense, thus, to undertake an abstract study of residuated quantum structures of this
1The notion, adopted in the next denition, of probability for a density operator  is dened as the trace
of the compound operator P (n)1 , where P
(n)
1 is a projection operator which, in a suitable sense, represents the
"truth-property" , see Section 2.4.
2Remark that we are now returning to the standard conventions of Chapter 8.
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kind, viewed as expansions of linear Heyting algebras by a number of operations motivated by
quantum computation. In fact, although
p0 quasi-MV algebras lack a well-behaved implication,
in the present context our Heyting-like implication seems to be related to the strong quantum
computational consequence relation more or less in the same way as Heyting implication is
related to the intuitionistic consequence relation.
After dispatching the required preliminaries in Section 10.1, in Section 10.2 we will dene
the class of linear Heyting quantum computational algebras. In Section 10.3 we will prove that
every such algebra arises as a pair algebra over a Heyting-Wajsberg algebra [23]. In Section 10.4
we prove a standard completeness theorem, while in Section 10.5 we show that linear Heyting
quantum computational algebras form a discriminator variety and discuss some consequences
of this observation.
10.1 Heyting-Wajsberg algebras and related structures
Heyting Wajsberg algebras were introduced in [23], [24] with a twofold aim: providing the
theory of rough sets [82] with an appropriate algebraic environment, and obtaining a suitable
common expansion of MV algebras and linear Heyting algebras. We reproduce hereafter the
denition of Heyting Wajsberg algebras originally given in these papers, where they are dened
as structures in a di¤erent signature.
Denition 294 A Heyting Wajsberg algebra is an algebra
A = hA;!L;!G; 0i
of type h2; 2; 0i, such that, upon dening the following abbreviations for terms in this lan-
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guage:
x0 = x!L 0;
x = x!G 0;
1 = 00;
x ^ y =   x0 !L y0!L y00
x _ y = (x!L y)!L y
(x) = x0
the following equations are satised:
HW1 x!G x  1;
HW2 x!G (y ^ z)  (x!G y) ^ (x!G z);
HW3 x ^ (x!G y)  x ^ y;
HW4 (x _ y)!G z  (x!G z) ^ (y !G z);
HW5 1!L x  x;
HW6 x!L (y !L z)  (x!L z)0 !L y0;
HW7 (x)!L x  1;
HW8 (x!G y)!L (x!L y)  1:
The same papers show that the variety of Heyting Wajsberg algebras is term equivalent to
a diversity of noteworthy classes investigated in fuzzy logic and beyond - e.g. MV algebras with
Baaz Delta [57], Stonean MV algebras [11], Brouwer-Zadeh MV algebras with the De Morgan
property [25]. Unfortunately, none of these algebras has a signature which is convenient enough
for our purposes. Consequently, it looks like we need to add one more term equivalent version
to the above mentioned list. To avoid piling up another denomination in the already confusing
mare magnum of di¤erent labels, we prefer to keep the name of Heyting Wajsberg algebras for
our structures too.
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Denition 295 A Heyting Wajsberg algebra (for short, HW algebra) is an algebra
A =


A;;^;_;!;0 ; 0; 1
of type h2; 2; 2; 2; 1; 0; 0i, such that:
H1 hA;;0 ; 0; 1i is an MV algebra;
H2 hA;^;_;!; 0; 1i is a Heyting algebra;
H3 hA;^;_;0 ; 0; 1i is a Kleene lattice, i.e. a bounded De Morgan lattice satisfying the equation
x ^ x0  y _ y0;
H4 for every a; b 2 A, a ^ b = a
 (a0  b);
H5 for every a; b 2 A, a! b = (a! b) ^ (a0  b);
H6 for every a; b 2 A, (a! b)0  b =  (a! b)0  b ^ ((a! b)! b).
Example 296 Consider the standard MV algebra
MV[0;1] =


[0; 1] ;;^;_;0 ; 0; 1
where the lattice operations have been promoted to the rank of fundamental operations. If we
expand it by the Gödel implication
a! b =
8<: 1, if a  bb, otherwise
we obtain a HW algebra, called standard HW algebra or HW[0;1].
Lemma 297 In every HW algebra A, for every a; b 2 A, a ^ b = a i¤ 1 = a0  b.
Proof. By H1 and H4, a ^ b = a i¤ a
 (a0  b) = a i¤ 1 = a0  b.
The next lemma provides a justication for the lexical choice of Denition 295.
Lemma 298 The variety of HW algebras introduced in Denition 295 is term equivalent to
the variety of HW algebras in the sense of [23] and of Denition 294.
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Proof. If A =


A;A;^A;_A;!A;0A ; 0A; 1A is a HW algebra according to Denition
295, and we dene a!G(A)L b = a0AA b for every a; b 2 A, then G(A) =
D
A;!G(A)L ;!A; 0A
E
is a HW algebra according to [23]. In fact, axiom HW1 follows from H2; axioms HW2, HW3,
and HW4 follow from H2 and H4; HW5 and HW6 follow from H1; HW7 is a direct consequence
of Lemma 297 and of H6 (for b = 0); nally, HW8 follows from Lemma 297 and H5.
Conversely, if H =


H;!HL ;!HG ; 0H

is a HW algebra according to [23], then, upon den-
ing M(H);^M(H);_M(H);0M(H) ; 1M(H) as in Denition 5.1 of that same paper (caution: the
authors use the notation :a in place of a0 there!), the structure
M(H) =
D
A;M(H);^M(H);_M(H);!HG ;0M(H) ; 0H; 1M(H)
E
is a HW algebra according to Denition 295. Referring to a series of results proved in [23], in
fact, we are in a position to maintain that:
 H1 follows from Proposition 4.5 there;
 H2 follows from Proposition 4.4;
 H3 follows from Proposition 4.6;
 H4 holds by denition;
 H5 is axiom HW8;
 H6 holds in the standard algebra and thus in every HW algebra according to Theorems
2.2, 2.6 and 2.8 in [24].
It remains to be proved that G(M(H)) = H and that M(G(A)) = A. This is an easy
exercise.
Hereafter, by HW algebras (without further qualcations) we will mean the algebras of type
h2; 2; 2; 2; 1; 0; 0i introduced in Denition 295. The corresponding variety will be denoted by
HW.
Corollary 299 The variety HW is standard complete: an equation t  s of type h2; 2; 2; 2; 1; 0; 0i
holds in HW i¤ it holds in the standard algebra HW[0;1].
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Proof. It follows directly from Lemma 298 and Theorems 2.2 and 2.6 in [24], establishing
a term equivalence between Heyting Wajsberg algebras and the standard complete variety of
MV algebras with Baaz Delta
10.2 Linear Heyting quantum computational algebras
We now want to investigate an expansion of lattice ordered
p0 QMV algebras whereby: i) lattice
meet and join are promoted to the rank of fundamental operations; ii) lattice meet is residuated
by a Gödel-like implication. The remarks which follow are aimed at motivating the quantum
computational signicance of a similar enterprise.
Consider the standard algebra Sr and let, for a; b; c; d 2 [0; 1],
ha; bi ^Sh hc; di = hmin(a; c);min(b; d)i ;
ha; bi _Sh hc; di = hmax(a; c);max(b; d)i ;
ha; bi !Sh hc; di = 
a!H c; b!H d ,
where H is the standard linear Heyting algebra over the closed real unit interval. As we
remarked above, ^Shand _Sh are, respectively, the meet and join operations induced by the
lattice order corresponding to the strong consequence relation among qumixes. This order, in
fact, is nothing but the restriction to [0; 1]2 of the usual pointwise ordering of complex numbers,
for, keeping in mind Denition 293, the following conditions turn out to be pairwise equivalent:
 hb2; c2i is a strong consequence of hb1; c1i;
 hb1; c1i Sh hb2; c2i;
 b1 R b2 and c1 R c2;
 p (hb1; c1i) R p (hb2; c2i) and p (hc1; b01i) R p (hc2; b02i).
The implication !Sh , on the other hand, is not only algebraically signicant as a residuum
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of ^Sh : it also corresponds to the operator dened by the matrix
hb1; c1i !Sh hb2; c2i =
0@ 1   1 c12 !H 1 c22    i2 + 1 b12 !H 1 b22 
i
2   i

1 b1
2 !H 1 b22

1 c1
2 !H 1 c22
1A
The pair associated to hb1; c1i !Sh hb2; c2i is
D
1 c1
2 !H 1 c22 ; 1 b12 !H 1 b22
E
, whence it
turns out that
p
 hb1; c1i !Sh hb2; c2i = 1 c12 !H 1 c22 ;
p
 p
NOT
 hb1; c1i !Sh hb2; c2i = 1 b12 !H 1 b22 ,
which is the result one would expect in the light of the above chain of equivalences.
Now, if we expand the standard
p0 QMV algebra by adjoining the aforementioned operations
to its signature, we get the structure
Sh =
D
[0; 1] [0; 1] ;Sr ;^Sh ;_Sh ;!Sh ;
p0Sr ; 0Sr ; 1Sr ; kSr
E
of type h2; 2; 2; 2; 1; 0; 0; 0i. We will make use of the following abbreviations for terms of
such a similarity type:
Notation 300  x
p
+ = x _p00,
 x
p  = x ^p01;
 > = 1
p
+;
 ? = 0
p ;
 x = x! ?;
 x = x0;
 x
 y = (x0  y0)0;
 pIx =
p0x ^p0> _ p0x0 ^p0?;
 x = x ^pIx.
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Remark that in Sh, for any a; b 2 [0; 1]:
ha; bi
p
+Sh =


max(a; 12); 1
 ha; bip Sh = 
min(a; 12); 0
>Sh = h1; 1i ?Sh = h0; 0i
ha; biSh =
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
h1; 1i if a = b = 0;
h1; 0i if a = 0, b 6= 0;
h0; 1i if a 6= 0, b = 0;
h0; 0i if a; b 6= 0.
Sh(ha; bi) =
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
h1; 1i if a = b = 1;
h1; 0i if a = 1, b 6= 1;
h0; 1i if a 6= 1, b = 1;
h0; 0i if a; b 6= 1.
p
I
Sh
(ha; bi) = hb; ai ; Sh(ha; bi) =
8<: h1; 1i if a = b = 1;h0; 0i otherwise.
Thus, the operation
p
I of square root of the identity boils down to a swap between the
real and the imaginary part of its argument;  is a local truth detector (or local "defuzzier")
separately acting on the real and on the imaginary part of its argument, while  is a global
truth detector (or global "defuzzier") which outputs > just in case its input is >, ? in any
other case. Under this respect,  is the proper analogue of Baazs Delta (cp. [7]) in our
framework.
Next, we introduce a variety of algebras as a plausible candidate for the axiomatisation of
the equational theory of Sh.
Denition 301 A linear Heyting quantum computational algebra, for short LHQC algebra,
is an algebra
A =
D
A;;^;_;!;
p0; 0; 1; k
E
of type h2; 2; 2; 2; 1; 0; 0; 0i such that, upon resorting to the abbreviations of Notation 300,
the following conditions and equations are satised:
1. hA;^;_;!;?;>i is a linear Heyting algebra with induced lattice order .;
2. hA;;p0; 0; 1; ki is a p0 QMV algebra with induced weak preorder  (cp. Denition
100);
3. (x ^ y) 0  (x 0) ^ (y  0);
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4.
p0 (x ^ y) 0 
p0x 0 ^ p0y  0;
5. (x! y) 0  ((x 0)! (y  0)) 0;
6.
p0 (x! y) 0 
p0x 0! p0y  0 0;
7. ?  1;
8. (x! y) 0 . x0  y;
9. (x! y)0  y . ((x! y)! y) 0;
10. 

(x0  y)
p
+

^
p0x0 p0yp+  (x! y);
11. x . x;
12. (x ^y)  x ^y.
We denote by LHQC the variety of Linear Heyting quantum computational algebras. It is
immediate to check that Sh is in LHQC.
By Axioms 2, 3, 4 and by Lemma 268, the arrow-free reduct of any LHQC algebra is
isomorphic to a pair algebra over an MV algebra. Consequently, the following properties,
which are easily checked to be valid in all pair algebras, hold in any LHQC algebra:
Lemma 302 Let A be a LHQC algebra, and let a; b; c 2 A. Then:
(i) a (b _ c) = (a b) _ (a c) ; (vii) a? = a 0 and a
> = a
 1;
(ii)
p0? _p0> = >; (viii) pI> = >;
(iii)
p0? ^p0> = ?; (ix) a
p
+ = > i¤ a 0 = 1;
(iv) (a
 b0) b = (a?) _ (b?)
and (a b0)
 b = (a?) ^ (b?) ;
(x)
p
I
p0? = p0> and pIp0> = p0?;
(v) ? 0 = p0? 0 = 0; (xi) a =

a ^p0?

_

a ^p0>

;
(vi) > 0 = p0> 0 = 1; (xii) p00
 a . p00:
Another consequence of the same observation is the following:
Lemma 303 If A is a LHQC algebra, its term reduct hA;^;_;0 ;?;>i is a Kleene lattice.
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Next, we prove a few properties concerning the behaviour of the Heyting arrow.
Lemma 304 Let A be a LHQC algebra, and let a 2 A. Then:
(i) a = > i¤ a = > i¤ a = >; (iv) 0 = ?;
(ii)
p0> =
p0? ; (v) p0? = p0? and (p0>) = p0>;
(iii)
p0? =
p0> ; (vi) a = a:
Proof. (i) By Lemma 303, a = > i¤ a0 = > i¤ a0 = ? i¤ a = a00 = >. Now, suppose
a = >; then in particular a = > and, by Axiom 11, a = >. Conversely, if a = >, we just
remarked that a = >, whence by Lemma 302(ii) pIa = >. It follows that a = >.
(ii)-(iii) By Lemma 302(ii-iii),
p0? and p0> are Boolean elements in the Heyting reduct,
each complementing the other.
(iv) This follows from Axiom 7.
(v) A consequence of Lemma 303 and of (ii)-(iii) above.
(vi) A direct consequence of Axiom 12.
The next lemma establishes a fundamental relationship between the Heyting order and the
QMV order in a LHQC algebra: an ordered pair ha; bi belongs to the Heyting order just in
case both ha; bi and
Dp0a;p0bE belong to the QMV order. In other words, the Heyting order
coincides with the strong order of the
p0QMV reduct. This is a welcome result indeed, given
the circumstance that the Heyting order has been introduced as an abstract counterpart of the
strong consequence relation among density operators.
Theorem 305 Let A be a LHQC algebra, and let a; b 2 A. Then we have that
a . b i¤

a  b and
p0a 
p0b

Proof. Suppose that a . b, i.e. a ! b = >. Then (a! b)0 = ?, by Lemma 303, and
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(a! b) = >, by Lemma 304 (i). On the other hand, by Lemma 302.(ii),

p
I(a! b) = 
p0 (a! b) ^p0> _ p0 (a! b)0 ^p0?
= 
p0> ^p0> _ p0? ^p0?
= (>) = >,
whence(a! b) = >. Applying Axiom 10 and Lemma 304(i),

(a0  b)
p
+

= 
p0a0 p0bp+ =
> and (a0  b)
p
+ =
p0a0 p0bp+ = >. So, by Lemma 302(ix), a0  b = p0a0  p0b = 1,
whence a  b and p0a  p0b. Given that all the implications we used are in fact equivalences,
the converse is established by just going backwards along the same route.
Corollary 306 The Heyting order and the MV order coincide in RA, the subalgebra of regular
elements of the quasi-MV term reduct of any LHQC algebra A.
Proof. Suppose that a; b 2 RA and that a  b. Then by Axiom SQ3 in Denition 195, we
also have that
p0a  0 = k = p0b  0, whence p0a  p0b and thus a . b, by Theorem 305.
Another application of Theorem 305 su¢ ces for the converse.
Finally, we notice that the
p0 QMV reduct of a LHQC algebra is always Cartesian.
Corollary 307 The
p0 QMV reduct of a LHQC algebra is Cartesian.
Proof. If A is a LHQC algebra, its Heyting order . is obviously antisymmetric. By
Theorem 305, this means that given any a; b 2 A, if a  b; b  a;p0a  p0b and p0b  p0a,
then a = b. But this condition is equivalent to precisely the Cartesian quasiequation.
10.3 A representation theorem
The aim of this section is showing that every LHQC algebra arises as a pair algebra out of a HW
algebra, exactly like Cartesian
p0 QMV algebras arise as pair algebras out of MV algebras (in
both cases, provided there exists a xpoint for the inverse). To do so, we have to appropriately
adapt the pair algebra construction in such a way as to cover the case of the Heyting connectives.
In the present case, we get an extra bonus that we could not generally achieve with Cartesian
p0 QMV algebras: namely, the pair algebra embedding is actually an isomorphism.
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Denition 308 Let A =


A;A;^A;_A;!A;0A ; 0A; 1A be a Heyting Wajsberg algebra with
an element k such that k = k0. The algebra
}(A) =
D
A2;}(A);^}(A);_}(A);!}(A);
p0}(A); 0}(A); 1}(A); k}(A)
E
where:

D
A2;}(A);p0}(A); 0}(A); 1}(A); k}(A)
E
is the pair algebra over the MV algebra


A;A;0A ; 0A; 1A
(cp. Denition 213);
 
A2;^}(A);_}(A);!}(A);?}(A);>}(A) is the direct square of the Heyting algebra 
A;^A;_A;!A; 0A; 1A;
is called the pair algebra over A.
We immediately have that
Lemma 309 Let A be a Heyting Wajsberg algebra. The pair algebra }(A) over A is a LHQC
algebra.
Proof. By Theorem 215,
D
A2;}(A);p0}(A); 0}(A); 1}(A); k}(A)
E
is a
p0 QMV algebra. An
easy check shows that the remaining axioms are satised.
In view of Theorem 107, in any quasi-MV algebra A the regular elements are the universe of
an MV subalgebra of A, which happens to be isomorphic to the quotient algebra A= - where
 is the congruence induced by the preordering . In a LHQC algebra, regular elements no
longer need to form a subalgebra (for example, given two regular elements


a; 12

and


b; 12

in
the standard LHQC algebra,


a; 12
! 
b; 12 = ha! b; 1i is not regular). However, although 
need not be a congruence on the whole algebra, it is necessarily such if we conne ourselves to
the term reduct where 0 replaces
p0 as a fundamental operation. The corresponding quotient
algebra is always a HW algebra, as shown below.
Lemma 310 Let L =
D
L;;^;_;!;p0; 0; 1; k
E
be a LHQC algebra. Then:
1.  is a congruence on its term reduct L = hL;;^;_;!;0 ; 0; 1; ki;
2. L= is a HW algebra.
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Proof. (1) That  is a congruence on hL;;0 ; 0; 1; ki is proved in Lemma 109, where it is
also proved that ab just in case a0 = b0. We prove that it preserves ^ and!, leaving the
case of _ as an exercise. Thus, suppose that ab and cd, i.e. a 0 = b 0 and c 0 = d 0.
Thus, by Axiom 3,
(a ^ c) 0 = (a 0) ^ (c 0) = (b 0) ^ (d 0) = (b ^ d) 0,
i.e. a ^ cb ^ d. Moreover, by Axiom 5,
(a! c) 0 = ((a 0)! (c 0)) 0 = ((b 0)! (d 0)) 0 = (b! d) 0,
which amounts to a! cb! d.
(2) We check the axioms H1-H6 one by one. H1 follows from Lemmas 107 and 111: as we
recalled, quotienting by  the reduct hL;;0 ; 0; 1; ki we get an MV algebra. As to H2, any
quotient of a linear Heyting algebra is obviously a linear Heyting algebra again, and the same
is true for Kleene lattices, which does justice to H3. To prove H4, we must show that for any
a; b 2 L, (a ^ b) 0 = (a
 (a0  b)) 0. However, by Axiom 3 and Lemma 302(iv)-(v),
(a ^ b) 0 = (a 0) ^ (b 0) = a
 (a0  b) =  a
 (a0  b) 0.
For H5, we need to establish that (a! b) 0 = ((a! b) ^ (a0  b)) 0. However, Axiom 3
implies that ((a! b) ^ (a0  b))0 = ((a! b) 0)^(a0b), so what we actually need to show
is that (a! b) 0 . a0  b. But this is exactly Axiom 8. Finally, the truth of H6 amounts to
(a! b)0  b =   (a! b)0  b ^ ((a! b)! b)  0, i.e., calling once more Axiom 3 into play,
(a! b)0  b  ((a! b)! b) 0, which is Axiom 9.
We now prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 311 Any LHQC algebra is an isomorphic copy of a pair algebra over some HW
algebra.
Proof. Let L =
D
L;L;^L;_L;!L;p0L; 0L; 1L; kL
E
be a LHQC algebra, and take the
pair algebra }(L=) over the -quotient of its
p0-free term reduct. By Lemmas 310 and 309,
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this is a LHQC algebra. Consider the function ' : L! (L=)2 given by
'(a) =
D
aL 0=;
p0aL 0=
E
.
This mapping is clearly one-one. By Axioms 3 and 4 and Lemma 268, the mapping
h(a) =
D
aL 0;
p0aL 0
E
is onto, whence ' is onto as well. Summing up, ' is a bijection.
We now check that it preserves the operations. We conne ourselves to truncated sum,
square root of the inverse, meet, and Heyting implication.
'(aL b) =
D
aL bL 0=;
p0  aL bL 0=E
=


aL b=; k=
=
D
aL 0=;
p0aL 0=
E
}(L=)
D
bL 0=;
p0bL 0=
E
= '(a)}(L=) '(b)
'(
p0La) =
Dp0LaL 0=; a0L L 0=E
=
p0}(L=) DaL 0=;p0LaL 0=E
=
p0}(L=)'(a)
'(a ^L b) =
D 
a ^L bL 0=;p0L  a ^L bL 0=E
=
D 
aL 0) ^L (bL 0 =;p0LaL 0 ^L p0LbL 0 =E
=
D
aL 0=;
p0LaL 0=
E
^}(L=)
D
bL 0=;
p0LbL 0=
E
= '(a) ^}(L=) '(b)
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'(a!L b) =
D 
a!L bL 0=;p0L  a!L bL 0=E
=
D  
aL 0!L  bL 0L 0=;p0LaL 0!L p0LbL 0L 0=E
=
D
aL 0=;
p0LaL 0=
E
!}(L=)
D
bL 0=;
p0LbL 0=
E
= '(a)!}(L=) '(b)
10.4 Standard completeness
The result in the previous section is particularly important in that it immediately yields a
standard completeness theorem for our variety LHQC. First of all, remark that we lose no
generality if we conne ourselves to equations of the form t  > when studying standard
completeness: in fact, every LHQC algebra has a linear Heyting algebra term reduct and thus
it satises the equation t  s just in case it satises (t! s) ^ (s! t)  >.
We will need a translation argument, for the development of which it is expedient to start
with a general denition. Throughout this section, the type FHW will be taken as expanded by
a constant k obeying the equation k  k0.
Denition 312 A term chain of length n on TermF (X) is a nite sequence ht1; :::; tni of
elements of TermF (X) such that for each 1  i  n, either ti is a variable in X or there exist
an f 2 F and i1; :::; im  i such that ti = f (ti1 ; :::; tim).
It is clear that if t 2 TermF (X) then there exists at least a term chain ht1; :::; tni such that
t = tn: in fact, consider any linearisation of the parsing tree for the term t, where some priority
criterion for subterms of the same level has been stipulated (e.g. left subterms receive priority
over right subterms in case of terms compounded by means of a binary functor). We call such
a chain parsing term chain for t. Now, we inductively dene the function
 : TermLHQC(X)! TermHW(W ) TermHW(W )
as follows:
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 (xi) = hw2i; w2i+1i, for each variable x 2 X;
 (1) = h1; ki, (0) = h0; ki, (k) = hk; ki;
 (p0t) = ht2; t01i, if (t) = ht1; t2i;
 (t r) = (t1  r1; k) if (t) = ht1; t2i, (r) = hr1; r2i;
 (t  r) = (t1  r1; t2  r2) if (t) = ht1; t2i, (r) = hr1; r2i and  is _, ^ or !.
For each t 2 TermLHQC(X) we abbreviate the i-th projection i(t) as ti (i 2 f1; 2g).
We note that if ht1; :::; tni is a term chain on TermLHQC(X), in general


t11; :::; t
1
n

and

t21; :::; t
2
n

need not be term chains on TermHW(W ).
Lemma 313 If ht1; :::; tni is a term chain on TermLHQC(X),


t11; :::; t
1
n

and


t21; :::; t
2
n

can be
extended to term chains C(


t11; :::; t
1
n

) and C(


t21; :::; t
2
n

) on TermHW(W ).
Proof. Induction on n. If n = 1, t = t1 is either a variable or a constant, and thus


t11

and


t21

are term chains on TermHW(W ). Now, suppose that the theorem holds for i < n and
consider the sequence ht1; :::; tni : By IH the sequences


t11; :::; t
1
n 1

and


t21; :::; t
2
n 1

can be
extended to term chains C(


t11; :::; t
1
n 1

) and C(


t21; :::; t
2
n 1

) on TermHW(W ). We distinguish
several cases according to the form of the term tn; the cases corresponding to the functors
;^;_;! are trivial.
If tn 
p0s, then it is clear that s  tis , for some 1  is  n  1. In this case we consider
C1 = C(


t21; :::; t
2
n 1

)  
t2is+1; :::; t2n 1
C2 = C(


t11; :::; t
1
n 1

)  
t1is+1; :::; t1n 1
It follows that C1  C(


t11; :::; t
1
n 1

)  hs2i and C2  C(


t21; :::; t
2
n 1

)  s01 are term chains on
TermHW(W ).
Theorem 314 Let A be a HW algebra, and let t(x1; :::; xn) be a n-ary term in TermLHQC(W ).
Then:
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1. For every n-tuple of elements
   !ha; bi in }(A)n there exists an n-tuple of elements  !c 2 An
such that for i 2 f1; 2g,
i

t}(A)
   !ha; bi = tiA ( !c ) ;
2. For every n-tuple of elements  !c 2 An there exists an n-tuple of elements    !ha; bi in }(A)n
such that for i 2 f1; 2g,
i

t}(A)
   !ha; bi = tiA ( !c ) ;
Proof. 1. We consider the parsing term chain hx1; :::; xn; tn+1; :::; ti for t on TermLHQC(X),
and we build out of it a further term chain on TermLHQC(X), including the inverse of each
term di¤erent from t immediately after the term itself:
H(t) =


x1; x
0
1; :::; xn; x
0
n; tn+1; t
0
n+1; :::; t

If s is the i-th term in H, we set P (s) = i. In view of Lemma 313,
H1(t) = C(


x11; x
01
1 ; :::; x
1
n; x
01
n ; ; t
1
n+1; t
01
n+1; :::; t
1

)
H2(t) = C(


x21; x
02
1 ; :::; x
2
n; x
02
n ; ; t
2
n+1; t
02
n+1; :::; t
2

)
are term chains on TermHW(W ). We now prove our claim by induction on P (s) for s in H.
For the basis case, let P (s) = 1, i.e. s  x1. By construction, we clearly have that given
ha; bi in }(A) there exists a c in A such that i

x
}(A)
1 (ha; bi)

= x1A1 (c): we may let c be
either a or b according as i is either 1 or 2. We now take care of the inductive step, assuming
that the theorem holds for P (s) < k. The sole nontrivial cases are the square root of the inverse
and the ×ukasiewicz sum.
 If s  p0 r, with 1  P (r) < k = P (s), it must be s1 = r2 and s2 = r10, with r2; r10 in
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H1(s) [H2(s). By inductive hypotesis, there are c1; :::; cn in A such that:
1

s}(A)
   !ha; bi = 1 p0r}(A)    !ha; bi
= 2

r}(A)
   !ha; bi
= r2A ( !c ) = s1A ( !c )
2

s}(A)
   !ha; bi = 2 p0r}(A)    !ha; bi
= 1

r0}(A)
   !ha; bi
= r10A ( !c ) = s2A ( !c ) .
 If s = r  p, with 1  P (r); P (p) < k = P (s), it must be s1 = r1  p1 and s2 = k, with
; r1; p1; k in H1(s) [H2(s). By inductive hypotesis, there are c1; :::; cn in A such that:
1

s}(A)
   !ha; bi = 1 (r  p)}(A)    !ha; bi
= 1

r}(A)
   !ha; bi 1 p}(A)    !ha; bi
= r1A ( !c ) p1A ( !c )
=
 
r1  p1A ( !c ) = s1A ( !c )
2

s}(A)
   !ha; bi = kA = s2A ( !c ) .
2. We proceed in an analogous guise.
With a little help from the preceding theorem, it is not hard to show that:
Theorem 315 An equation t  > of type h2; 2; 2; 2; 1; 0; 0; 0i holds in LHQC i¤ it holds in the
standard algebra Sh.
Proof. For the nontrivial direction of the theorem, suppose that
LHQC 2t (x1; :::; xn)  >;
i.e. there exists a LHQC algebra A such that A2t (x1; :::; xn)  >. Now, by Theorem 311,
there exists a HW algebra B such that } (B)2t (x1; :::; xn)  >, which means that we can
nd
   !ha; bi in  B2n such that t}(B)    !ha; bi 6= 
1B; 1B. We can equivalently rephrase this
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last observation by saying that either 1

t}(B)
   !ha; bi 6= 1B or 2 t}(B)    !ha; bi 6= 1B.
By Theorem 314.(1), this implies that there is  !c in Bn such that either t1B ( !c ) 6= 1B or
t2B ( !c ) 6= 1B. Now we can call into play the standard HW algebra HW[0;1] of Example 296
and Corollary 299, according to which there is  ! 2 [0; 1]n such that either t1HW[0;1] ( ! ) 6= 1
or t2HW[0;1] ( ! ) 6= 1, whence by Theorem 314.(2) there is    !h; i 2

[0; 1]2
n
such that either
1

tSh
   !h; i 6= 1 or 2 tSh    !h; i 6= 1, since Sh is nothing but the pair algebra over
HW[0;1]. This means that tSh
   !h; i 6= h1; 1i, i.e. t (x1; :::; xn)  > has a counterexample in
Sh, which is what we wanted to prove.
10.5 LHQC algebras and discriminator varieties
Ternary discriminator varieties (or, for short, discriminator varieties) [92] are generalisations of
the variety of Boolean algebras which enjoy many desirable algebraic properties. We recall that
the ternary discriminator on a set A is the ternary function dened, for any a; b; c in A, by
t(a; b; c) =
8<: c if a = ba otherwise
while a ternary discriminator variety is a variety V for which there is a term t(x; y; z) of
the appropriate type which realises the ternary discriminator on every subdirectly irreducible
member of V. Relevant examples are the varieties of Boolean algebras, monadic algebras, n-
potent MV algebras, n-valued Post algebras. If the variety V at issue happens to be pointed, two
di¤erent generalisations of the preceding notion have been devised. A xedpoint discriminator
variety [19] is a pointed variety V =V(K), whose type includes a constant 0, such that for every
algebra A 2K, there is a ternary term f such that for every a; b; c 2 A,
f(a; b; c) =
8<: c if a = b0 otherwise
It is shown in [19] that a pointed variety is a discriminator variety i¤ it is a congruence
permutable xedpoint discriminator variety. On the other hand, a binary discriminator variety
[30] is a pointed variety V =V(K), whose type includes a constant 0, such that for every algebra
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A 2K, there is a binary term b such that for every a; c 2 A,
b(a; c) =
8<: a if c = 00 otherwise
It is shown in [88] that a pointed variety is a discriminator variety i¤ it is a congruence
permutable and point regular binary discriminator variety.
As noticed in [89], Cattaneo et al.s HW algebras form a ternary discriminator variety with
discriminator term
((x$L y)  z) ^ (((x$L y)  0)  x) ,
where x  y is (x0) _ y ( Denition 294) and (x$L y) is (x!L y) ^ (y !L x). By slightly
adapting this argument, we obtain:
Theorem 316 LHQC is a ternary discriminator variety.
Proof. Consider the terms
p(x; y) = ((x! y) ^ (y ! x))
q(x; y) = p(x; y)! ?
t(x; y; z) = (p(x; y)! z) ^ (q(x; y)! x)
A quick calculation shows that the term t(x; y; z) realises the ternary discriminator on the
standard algebra Sh. In fact, in such an algebra, for any a; b; c; d 2 [0; 1]
pS(ha; bi ; hc; di) = ((ha; bi ! hc; di) ^ (hc; di ! ha; bi))
=  (h(a! c) ^ (c! a) ; (b! d) ^ (d! c)i)
=
8<: h1; 1i if a = c and b = dh0; 0i otherwise.
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It follows that qS(ha; bi ; hc; di) is h0; 0i if a = c and b = d, otherwise it is h1; 1i. Hence:
tS(ha; bi ; hc; di ; he; fi) = (pS(ha; bi ; hc; di)! he; fi) ^ (qS(ha; bi ; hc; di)! ha; bi)
=
8<: he; fi ^ h1; 1i = he; fi if ha; bi = hc; dih1; 1i ^ ha; bi = ha; bi otherwise.
As a consequence, by Theorem 315, LHQC is a ternary discriminator variety.
By results in [67], [19], it follows that the variety LHQC has equationally denable principal
congruences, is semisimple and arithmetical. Recall, moreover, that the term (x! y)^(x! y)
is a Gödel equivalence term [17] in every linear Heyting algebra, whence it is such also in every
LHQC algebra. It follows that the variety LHQC is point regular and ideal determined [19],
[90].3
Theorem 316 also yields important information about the ideal theory of LHQC algebras.
Recall that, due to results in [19], if A is an algebra in a discriminator variety V with discrim-
inator term t, and a; b; c; d 2 A,
hc; di 2 CgA(a; b) i¤ tA(a; b; c) = tA(a; b; d).
Since, as already recalled, discriminator varieties are ideal determined, it follows that the
Gumm-Ursini ideals of members of V are completely determined by the discriminator term.
Moreover, since discriminator varieties are in particular binary discriminator varieties, we have
that for A 2V and a 2 A congruences of the form CgA(a;>) on both A and the term reduct
hA; b;>i coincide. Exploiting once again ideal determinacy, the ideals of both A and the term
reduct hA; b;>i also coincide. In the light of the preceding discussion, applying the results in
[88] on the generic binary discriminator variety, it follows that:
Lemma 317 For V a binary discriminator variety with discriminator term b and for A 2V,
3 In the light of Theorem 316 and of the results contained in [13], every LHQC algebra A has a skew Boolean
algebra term reduct with
a ^ b = t(b; t(b;?; a); a).
It might be worth noting that, although the relation  of Lemma 108 looks at rst sight similar to the Cli¤ord-
McLean congruence on such a reduct, this is not the case. Let e.g. a; b 2 A be such that a  b; b  a; b = ?; a 6= ?
(for example, in Sh, a =


0; 1
3

; b = h0; 0i). Then ha; bi 2 , yet ha; bi doesnt belong to the Cli¤ord-McLean
congruence.
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; 6= J  A is a Gumm-Ursini ideal of A i¤ for any a; c 2 A, if a 2 J and bA(c; a) 2 J , then
c 2 J .
Let us now apply the above remarks to LHQC algebras. Let A be a LHQC algebra and let
c 2 A. If [c) is the Gumm-Ursini ideal generated by c in A, we have that:
a 2 [c) i¤ ha;>i 2 CgA(c;>)
i¤ tA(>; c; a) = >.
Hence, according to a result in [3], the term t(>; y; x) = y ! x witnesses equationally
denable principal ideals in LHQC. It also witnesses subtractivity with respect to >, for
a! a = > and > ! a = a. Hence, CgA(a;>) = CgA(c;>) i¤ c! a = > = a! c.
Moreover, y ! x is a binary discriminator term for LHQC. Although this claim can be
independently veried, it follows as well from results in [14] since it is easily checked that
 (y ! x)! ( (x! y)! z)
is a xedpoint discriminator term for LHQC.
Applying Lemma 317 to the case of LHQC, we are in a position to characterise a Gumm-
Ursini ideal of a LHQC algebra as a nonempty subset of its universe which contains b whenever it
contains both a and a! b. It would be nice, nonetheless, to have an independent description
which links more closely the Gumm-Ursini ideals of a LHQC algebra to the lters of its Heyting
reduct. We close this chapter by providing such a description.
Denition 318 Let A be a LHQC algebra. A nonempty subset F of A is called a -lter of
A i¤ it is a lter of its Heyting reduct (i.e. it is closed upwards and closed with respect to ^)
and it is closed with respect to .
Lemma 319 Let A be a LHQC algebra. A nonempty subset F of A is a -lter of A i¤ it
is a Gumm-Ursini ideal of A.
Proof. Let F be a -lter, and let a;a ! b 2 F . Then a 2 F and thus a ^
(a! b) 2 F , but since a ^ (a! b)  b in any Heyting algebra, it follows that b 2 F .
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Conversely, let F be a Gumm-Ursini ideal, and let a 2 F and a  b. Since a  a, we have
that a  b, i.e. a ! b = > 2 F . Consequently, b 2 F . Closure with respect to ^ follows
from the fact that a ! (b! a ^ b) = > 2 F in any Heyting algebra, whence if a; b 2 F
we have that b ! a ^ b 2 F and nally a ^ b 2 F . Lastly, we check closure with respect to
. If a 2 F , since a! a = > 2 F in any Heyting algebra, we have that a 2 F .
10.6 Bibliographical remarks
The results of the chapter are in [48]. Heyting Wajberg algebras have been introduced and
studied in [23] and [24]. Basics of Heyting algebras are in [8] and [57].
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Chapter 11
Open problems
As regards QMV, the following open problems stand out for their signicance:
Q1 Charcterising injective QMV algebras;
Q2 Providing a good description of the lattice of subquasivarieties;
Q3 An investigation of the 1-assertional logic of the variety QMV, as well as of its most
interesting extension (the 1-assertional logic of the singleton of the standard algebra S)
has already begun in [21]. It would be desirable to carry out a more detailed study of
these logics with the tools of Abstract Algebraic Logic.
As regards
p0QMV, it would be desirable to answer the following questions:
p0Q1 Charcterising injective p0QMV algebras;
p0Q2 Providing a good description of the lattice of subquasivarieties; in particular, axiomatis-
ing the quasivariety generated by the disc standard algebra;
p0Q3 Determining whether the amalgamation property holds for the whole variety of p0QMV
algebras;
p0Q4 Investigating the 1-assertional logic of the variety p0QMV, as well as other interesting
logics arising from it.
As regards LHQC, the following problems are still open:
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LHQC1 Giving an intuitive and possibly independent axiomatisation of the variety of LHQC
algebras;
LHQC2 Studying the structure theory of LHQC;
LHQC4 Investigating the 1-assertional logic of the variety from an abstract algebraic logic
perspective.
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Chapter 12
Appendix: a menagerie of examples
Example 320 (the Diamond). The Diamond (Figure 12.1)is the 4-element quasi-MV algebra
whose operations are given by the following tables:
 0 a b 1
0 0 b b 1
a b 1 1 1
b b 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
0
0 1
a a
b b
1 0
1
0
a b
(12.1) The Diamond
The congruence lattice is the following:
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 = ff0g ; fa; bg ; f1gg ;A= =×3
 = ff0; a; 1g ; fbgg ;A= = F10.
i
c t
w
(12.2)
Example 321 (the Sand Glass). The Sand Glass (Figure 12.3) is the 5-element quasi-MV
algebra whose operations are given by the following tables:
 0 a b a0 1
0 0 0 b 1 1
a 0 0 b 1 1
b b b 1 1 1
a0 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
0
0 1
a a0
b b
a0 a
1 0
1
a
a’
b
0
(12.3) The Sandglass
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The congruence lattice is the following:
 =
f0; b; 1g ;a; a0		 ; A= = F10
 =
f0; b; 1g ; fag ;a0		 ;A= = F02
 =
f0; ag ; fbg ;a0; 1		 ;A= =×3:
i
t
w
cy
(12.4)
Example 322 The QCross (Figure 12.5) is the 5-element QMV algebra whose operations are
given by the following tables:
 0 a k a0 1
0 0 k k k 1
a k 1 1 1 1
k k 1 1 1 1
a0 k 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
0
0 1
a a0
k k
a0 a
1 0
1
a’a
0
k
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(12.5) The QCross
The congruence lattice is the following:
 =
f0; k; 1g ;a; a0		 ;A= = F10
1 =
f0g ;a; a0	 ; fkg ; f1g	 ;A=1 = Diamond
 =
f0g ;a; a0; k	 ; f1g	 ;A= =×3
 =
f0; k; 1g ; fag ;a0		 ;A= = F02.
ψ
ω
1
χ
τ
i
(12.6)
Example 323 The Fixcross (Figure 12.7) is the 5-element QMV algebra whose operations are
given by the following tables:
 0 a k b 1
0 0 k k k 1
a k 1 1 1 1
k k 1 1 1 1
b k 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
0
0 1
a a
k k
b b
1 0
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10
ba k
Figure 12-1: (12.7) The Fixcross
The congruence lattice is the following:
 = ff0; k; 1g ; fa; bgg ;A= = F10
 = ff0g ; fa; b; kg ; f1gg ;A= =×3
 = ff0; k; 1g ; fag ; fbgg ;A= = F20
1 = ff0g ; fa; bg ; fkg ; f1gg ;A=1 = Diamond
2 = ff0; k; 1; bg ; fagg ;A=2 = F10
3 = ff0; k; 1; ag ; fbgg ;A=3 = F10
4 = ff0g ; fa; kg ; fbg ; f1gg ;A=4 =×3
5 = ff0g ; fb; kg ; fag ; f1gg ;A=1 = Diamond:
ω
ψχ2 3
τ 4 5 1
i
(12.8)
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Example 324 The I4 (Figure 12.9) is the irreducible 4-element quasi-MV algebra whose oper-
ations are given by the following tables:
 0 a a0 1
0 0 0 1 1
a 0 0 1 1
a0 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
0
0 1
a a0
a0 a
1 0
1
0
a’
a
(12.9) I4
The congruence lattice is the following:
 =
f0; 1g ;a; a0		 ; I4= = F10
 =
f0; 1g ; fag ;a0		 ; I4= = F02
 =
f0; ag ;a0; 1		 ; I4= = B2.
ω
ι
ψ
τ
χ
(12.10)
Example 325 The at quasi-MV algebra F10 (Figure 12.11) has the following diagram:
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0 d
(12.11) The at algebra F10
Note that F10 is a simple algebra.
Example 326 The at quasi-MV algebra F02 (Figure 12.12) has the following diagram:
d d’ 0
(12.12) The at algebra F02
The congruence lattice is the following:
 =
f0g ;d0; d		 :
w
y
i
(12.13)
Note, that F02 is a subdirectly irreducible algebra.
Example 327 The algebra F12 (Figure 12.14) is the 4-element at quasi-MV algebra whose
Hasse diagram is depicted below:
0 a a’ b = b’
(12.14) F12
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The congruence lattice is the following:
1 =
f0g ;b; a; a0		 ;F12=1 = F10
2 =
fbg ;0; a; a0		 ;F12=2 = F10
3 =
f0; bg ;a; a0		 ;F12=3 = F10
4 =
f0g ; fbg ;a; a0		 ;F12=4 = F20
5 =
f0; bg ; fag ;a0		 ;F12=5 = F02.
w
1 2 3
4
5
i
(12.15)
Example 328 The algebra F04 (Figure 12.16) is the 5-element at quasi-MV algebra whose
Hasse diagram is depicted below:
0 a a’ b b’
(12.16) F04
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The congruence lattice is the following:
1 =
f0g ;a; a0; b; b0		 ;F04=1 = F10
2 =
f0g ;a; a0	 ;b; b0		 ;F04=2 = F20
3 =
f0g ; fa; bg ;a0; b0		 ;F04=3 = F02
4 =
f0g ;a; b0	 ;a0; b		 ;F04=4 = F02
5 =
f0g ;a; a0	 ; fbg ;b0		 ;F04=5 = F12
6 =
f0g ; fag ;a0	 ;b; b0		 ;F04=6 = F12
7 =

0; a; a0
	
;

b; b0
		
;F04=7 = F10
8 =

0; b; b0
	
;

a; a0
		
;F04=8 = F10
9 =

0; a; a0
	
; fbg ;b0		 ;F04=9 = F02
10 =

0; b; b0
	
; fag ;a0		 ;F04=10 = F02.
7 1 8
5 6
i
109 2
w
4 3
(12.17)
F04 is a directly indecomposable at algebra which is not semisimple:
T f1; 6; 7g = 2 6= .
Example 329 B6 (Figure 12.18) is the irreducible 6-element quasi-MV algebra whose Hasse
diagram is depicted below:
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10
b’
b
a a’
(12.18) B6
1 =

0; a; a0; 1
	
;

b; b0
		
;B6=1 = F10
2 =
f0; a; bg ;a0; b0; 1		 ;B6=2 = B2
3 =

0; a0; b
	
;

a; b0; 1
		
;B6=3 = B2
4 =
f0; ag fbg ;a0; 1	b0		 ;B6=4 = I4
5 =

0; a0
	 fbg ; fa; 1gb0		 ;B6=5 = I4
 =
f0; bg ; fag ;a0	 ;b01		 ;B6= =;B2 B2
 =

0; a; a0; 1
	
; fbg ;b0		 ;B6= = F02.
i
w
t
c
1
3
5
4
2
(12.19)
Note that Boole6 is a semisimple algebra since it is a subdirect product of simple algebras (it is
a subalgebra of B2 B2  F02). In fact,
T f1; 2; 3g = .
Example 330 The quasi-MV algebra F20 (Figure 12.20) has the following diagram:
0 d b
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(12.20) The at algebra F20
1 = ff0g ; fb; dgg ;F20=1 = F10
2 = ff0; bg ; fdgg ;F20=2 = F10
3 = ff0; dg ; fbgg ;F20=3 = F10.
w
1 2 3
i
(12.21)
Example 331 (the Cross). The Cross, Rt(×3) is the 5-element
p0QMV algebra whose opera-
tions are given by the following tables:
 0 a k a0 1
0 0 k k k 1
a k 1 1 1 1
k k 1 1 1 1
a0 k 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
p0
0 a
a 1
k k
a0 0
1 a0
Note that the Cross is a simple algebra. The QMV reduct of this algebra is the QCross of
Example 322.
Example 332 (the pseudo-Cross). The pseudo-Cross (Figure 12.22) is the 7-element
p0QMV
algebra whose Hasse diagram is depicted below:
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10
r0 r1
k
a=ra b=rb
(12.22) The pseudo-Cross
Note that the pseudo-Cross is not a Cartesian
p0QMV algebra. Its QMV reduct is a subalgebra
of ×3F22. cl(k) contains two elements, a and b, which are not coregular. Its congruence lattice
contains 10 elements; among its nontrivial homomorphic images we have F100, F200, Cross.
Example 333 (Rt(×3))F100, (Figure 12.23) is the 10-element
p0QMV algebra whose Hasse
diagram is depicted below:
k0
00
10
aa a’0
0a
1a
a0 aa’ka
(12.23)(Rt(×3)) F100
Its congruence lattice contains 13 elements.
Example 334 (the Antenna). The Antenna, Lt0 (Rt(×3)), (Figure 12.24) is the 9-element
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p0QMV algebra whose operations are given by the following tables:
 0 b c a k a0 b0 c0 1
0 0 0 0 k k k 1 1 1
b 0 0 0 k k k 1 1 1
c 0 0 0 k k k 1 1 1
a k k k 1 1 1 1 1 1
k k k k 1 1 1 1 1 1
a0 k k k 1 1 1 1 1 1
b0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
c0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
p0
0 a
b c0
c b
a 1
k k
a0 0
b0 c
c0 b0
1 a0
b c
c’ b’
k
a a’
0
1
(12.24) The Antenna
 =

0; a; k; a0; 1
	
;

b; c; b0; c0
		
; Lt0 (Rt(×3)) = = F100
 =

0; a; k; a0; 1
	
; fb; cg ;b0; c0		 ; Lt0 (Rt(×3)) = = F020
 =

0; a; k; a0; 1
	
; fbg ; fcg ;b0	 ;c0		 ; Lt0 (Rt(×3)) = = F004.
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ψw
μ
i
θ
(12.25)
Note that, gure 12.25, the Antenna is a subdirectly irreducible algebra.
Example 335 (the Equalizer). The Equalizer, (Figure 12.26) is the 21-element
p0QMV alge-
bra whose Hasse diagram is depicted below:
k
0
1
ra ra’
dc
d’ c’
r0 r1
rb
b’ rb’
b
a rc’rd
rc rd’a’
(12.26)The Equalizer.
It is a subdirectly irreducible algebra; its congruence lattice has 170 elements and  is its
unique atom.
Example 336 (the Clotheshorse). The Clotheshorse, Rt (×3 ×3), (Figure 12.27) is the 17-
element
p0QMV algebra whose Hasse diagram is depicted below:
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(0,0)
(k,0)(0,k)
(k,k)
(1,k)
(0,1)
(k,1)
(1,1)
r(1,1)r(0,0) r(k,0) r(1,0)r(0,k) r(1,k)r(0,1) r(k,1)
(1,0)
(12.27) The Clotheshorse
 =
8<: fh0; 0i ; h0; ki ; h0; 1ig ; fhk; 0i ; hk; ki ; hk; 1ig ; fh1; 0i ; h1; ki ; h1; 1ig ;ff h0; 0i ; f h0; ki ; f h0; 1ig ; ff hk; 0i ; f hk; ki ; f hk; 1ig ; ff h1; 0i ; f h1; ki ; f h1; 1ig
9=;
Note that the Clotheshorse is a subdirectly irreducible strongly Cartesian and non-totally pre-
ordered algebra whose MV term subreduct is not simple.
Example 337 F100 (Figure 12.28) is the at
p0-QMV algebra whose diagram is depicted below:
b 0
(12.28) The at algebra F100
Note that F100 is a simple algebra.
Example 338 F020 (Figure 12.29) is the algebra whose universe is the 3-element set f0; a; bg
and whose
p0 is given by the following table:
p0
0 0
a b
b a
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b 0 a
(12.29) The at algebra F020
Note that F020 is a subdirectly irreducible algebra whose sole nontrivial congruence is  =
ff0g ; fb; agg :
Example 339 F200 is the algebra whose universe is the 3-element set f0; a; bg and whose
p0
is given by the following table: p0
0 0
a
p0a
b
p0b
 = ff0; ag ; fbgg ;F200= = F100
 = ff0g ; fb; agg ;F200= = F100
 = ff0; bg ; fagg ;F200= = F100
ι
ω
ψ μ ν
(12.30)
Example 340 F004 is the algebra whose universe is the 5-element set
n
0; a;
p0a; a0;p0a0
o
and
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whose
p0 is given by the table p0
0 0
a
p0a
p0a a0
a0
p0a0
p0a0 a
 =
n
f0g ;
n
a;
p0a; a0;
p0a0
oo
;F004= = F100
 =
n
f0g ;a; a0	 ;np0a;p0a0oo ;F004= = F020
Note that F004 is a subdirectly irreducible algebra.
Example 341 F104 (Figure 12.31) is the algebra whose universe is the 6-element set
n
0; a; b;
p0b; b0;p0b0
o
and whose
p0 is given by the table p0
0 0
a a
b
p0b
p0b b0
b0
p0b0
p0b0 b
0 a b b' b’ 'b'
(12.31) The at algebra F104
1 =
n
f0; ag ;
n
b;
p0b; b0;
p0b0
oo
;F104=1 = F100
2 =
n
f0g ;
n
a; b;
p0b; b0;
p0b0
oo
;F104=2 = F100
3 =
n
f0g ; fag ;
n
b;
p0b; b0;
p0b0
oo
;F104=3 = F200
4 =
n
f0g ; fag ;b; b0	 ;np0b;p0b0ooF104=4 = F120.
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w1 2
3
4
i
(12.32)
Note that, gure 12.32, F104 is a subdirectly irreducible algebra.
Example 342 F120 (Figure 12.33) is the algebra whose universe is the 4-element set
n
0; a; b;
p0b
o
and whose
p0 is given by the table p0
0 0
a a
b
p0b
p0b b
0 a b rb
(12.33) F120
1 =
nn
0; b;
p0b
o
; fag
o
;F120=1 = F100;
2 =
nn
a; b;
p0b
o
; f0g
o
;F120=2 = F100;
3 =
n
fbg ;
np0bo f0; ago ;F120=3 = F020;
4 =
nn
b;
p0b
o
f0; ag
o
;F120=4 = F100;
5 =
nn
b;
p0b
o
f0g ; fag
o
;F120=5 = F200.
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w2 14
53
i
(12.34)
Note that, gure 12.34, the congruence lattice of F120 is not modular since N5 can be embedded
into it.
Example 343 F124 (Figure 12.35) is the algebra whose universe is the 4-element set
n
0; a;
p0a; b;p0b; b0;p0b0; c
o
and whose
p0 is given by the table p0
0 0
a
p0a
p0a a
b
p0b
p0b b0
b0
p0b0
p0b0 b
c c
0 a b rbra b’ rb’c
(12.35) F124
The congruence lattice of F124 has 38 elements.
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Example 344 (the Grill). The Grill, Rt (×3)  Rt (×3), (Figure 12.35) is the 25-elementp0QMV algebra whose Hasse diagram is depicted below:
(0,0)
(k,0)(0,k)
(k,k)
(1,k)
(0,1)
(k,1)
(1,1)
(1,0)
(r 0,1) (r 1,1) (1, r0) (1,r 1)
(r1,0) (r0,0)(0,r1)(0,r0)
(r 0, r 0) (r 0, r k) (r 0, r 1) (k, r 1) (k, r 0) (r 1, r 0) (r 1,k) (r 1, r 1)
(12.35) The Grill
Its congruence lattice has 34 elements.
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